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Executive Summary
 
 

The Southern Marshes of London Thames 
Gateway and the marshes of North Kent 
Thameside are unique places with a special 
character and history. They are also places, 
which have suffered from neglect and 
unsustainable uses. As we move forward into 
the 21st Century, the communities living in and 
around the marshes, and beyond, will rely on 
them as part of their “life-support system” – 
contact with nature, access to the Thames, links 
with each other, flood alleviation, recreation, a 
setting for economic prosperity – are all roles the 
marshes can play. 

This strategy takes account of the vast potential 
of the marshes, the huge range of demands on 
them, the needs of the local and wider 
communities, and the need to restore a 
sustainable ecosystem, one that can survive 
indefinitely. 

This value of the marshes has been recognised 
for some time - They have the potential to be 
multifunctional sites, combining nationally 
significant wildlife habitats with recreational use 
and flood management. 

This strategy draws on the aspirations of local 
authorities, landowners and partner 
organisations, and reflects the importance of the 
marshes as strategic greenspace for the 
sustainable communities of the Thames 

Gateway. The marshes contribute to the East 
London and Kent Thameside Green Grids1. The 
Crayford/Dartford Marshes and Rainham 
Marshes (jointly referred to as the “Inner Thames 
Marshes”) are identified as one of three 
strategically important open space opportunities 
in the London Thames Gateway. 

Dartford Marshes are one of several significant 
tracts that contribute to the Green Grid 
initiative in North Kent; forming an important 
part of the “Greening the Kent Gateway” and 
linking Kent Thameside Green Grid and East 
London Green Grid. 

The vision for the East London Green Grid 
Framework report is “A living network of parks, 
green spaces, river and other corridors 
connecting urban areas to the river Thames, the 
green belt and beyond.” The constraints it 
identifies include: limited visitor attractions, 
vulnerability to flooding in tidal flood plain and the 
fact that roads and railways form barriers to 
pedestrian movement. 

The assets and opportunities the East London 
Green Grid Framework report mentions include: 
the importance for biodiversity, good access 
from long distance footpaths and cycle-ways 
(Thames Path, Cray Riverway, Shuttle Riverway, 
Green Chain Walk and London Loop), nearby 
destinations, the potential to improve the 

degraded nature of the marshes by careful 
management, to improve public access and to 
add green space. 

Kent Thameside’s Green Grid “actively 
establishes a new and distinctive “green” 
character for Kent Thameside, creates an 
extensive network of open spaces and green 
links between them, sensitively integrates 
present settlements with new regeneration 
projects, benefits existing communities – both 
human and natural, provides ready access to 
open spaces for enjoyment, connects the River 
Thames to the Kent countryside and the North 
Downs, enhances habitats for wildlife and sets 
quality standards for future regeneration.” 

The process of realising the full potential of the 
marshes is complex as it involves multiple 
landowners, two different local authorities, many 
different adjacent communities, resolution of 
inappropriate uses, differences of opinion as to 

1	 Green Grid is a concept providing a framework for open 
space enhancement in Thames Gateway. It supports the 
vision in the Government’s “Greening the Gateway” a 
green space strategy for the Thames Gateway. It calls for 
a network of attractive and accessible green spaces that 
are multi-functional – for health improvement, flood 
storage, pollution filtering, encouraging wildlife, providing 
shelter and a green framework in which people enjoy 
living and working. 
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Crayford Marsh		 what the uses should be, increasing demand for 
development, recreation and flood management. 

By providing sustainable and accessible multi-
functional networks of open spaces, Managing 
the Marshes will make a major contribution to 
the formation of the Green Grid in Southeast 
London and Kent Thameside and more broadly, 
the wider regeneration of the Thames Gateway. 
Together with the marshes at Rainham, 
comprising the Inner Thames Marshes 

2 A name used for the area north and south of the River 
Thames that can form a significant cross-river 
greenspace. “Conservation Park” is used to denote 
interpretation and conservation, rather than public park in 
the urban park sense of the word. 

Conservation Park2, they will form a significant 
‘Green Gateway’ to Greater London either side 
of the Thames and to North Kent. 

The challenge is not only to find the 
mechanisms for implementation, but also to 
engage with local communities and provide 
ongoing stewardship and management of the 
resources that allows some public access and 
increases the visitor experience without 
compromising sensitive habitats. 

The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister 
(ODPM) recognises the value of the marshes 
to the Gateway, and in 2004, funding was 

secured for works including access, habitat 
restoration, interpretation facilities and 
infrastructure improvements. 

The strategies for Erith and Crayford/Dartford are 
illustrated by framework plans that include 
proposals, options and possibilities of achieving 
the strategic objectives. 

It is intended that the strategy will be used for 
publicity, stakeholder engagement, community 
and landowner liaison, and to support further 
bids for funding. 

Managing the Marshes Vision & Strategy March 2006 
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Map 1
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Introduction & Background

 

1.1 Definition of area 

For the purposes of this strategy, reference to 
“the marshes” means Erith, Crayford and 
Dartford Marshes (which, although divided by the 
River Darent and River Cray are ecologically and 
geographically a single entity). The three marsh 
areas are shown on Map 1. The River Darent 
also forms the administrative boundaries between 
local authority areas of Bexley and Dartford and 
those of Greater London and Kent County. 

The marshes are all in the Thames Gateway. 
Erith Marsh forms the western-most part of an 

Horses grazing 

extensive area of marshland extending east 
along the Thames and north Kent coast. 

Erith and Crayford/Dartford used to be part of the 
same historic marsh landscape. Over the years 
the marshes have become fragmented by 
development of infrastructure, industry and 
housing. Major new development makes the 
remaining greenspace even more precious. In the 
context of future growth in Thames Gateway, 
there will be future increased demand for open 
space. Strengthening the linkages between the 
marshes, the River Thames and the 
neighbourhoods all contribute to green 
infrastructure3, linking the hinterland of the 
marshes and the two areas of marsh (such as by 
the river walkway) and are key to the delivery of 
sustainable communities in the Thames Gateway. 

1.2 Background 

The decision to carry out a strategy for the 
marshes reflects the significance the area has in 
terms of its contribution to green-space in the 
Thames Gateway. It follows the example of a 
strategy developed by London Development 
Agency and partners for Rainham Marshes on 
the north side of the Thames. The marshes are 
identified in the London and Kent Green Grids. 

Together with Lea Valley and Cross River Park, 
the Crayford/Dartford Marshes and Rainham 
Marsh (jointly referred to as the Inner Thames 
Marshes) are identified as one of three major 
open space opportunities in the London Thames 
Gateway with strategic importance. 

Dartford Marsh is one of several significant tracts 
that contribute to the Green Grid initiative in 
North Kent, to which the “Greening the Kent 
Gateway – Statement of Commitment to a North 
Kent Greenspace Initiative” (2005) applies. The 
initiative reinforces how the area’s finest 
landscapes, protected habitats, cultural and 
heritage assets (of which Dartford Marsh is one) 
should be playing a more positive and everyday 
role in the lives of communities and in the image 
of the area, and how countryside areas under 
pressure in the urban fringe are in need of proper 
management. 

Dartford has a regeneration strategy that states 
that the Council will seek opportunities to 
implement specific Green Grid projects utilising 
developer contributions, ODPM funding, and its 
own land resources 

3	 Defined in the Thames Gateway Green Infrastructure 
Guidance as a “network of multi-functional greenspace 
which helps to provide a natural life-support system for 
people” 
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At a meeting of its General Assembly Council on 
31st January 2006, Dartford Council resolved, 
“the Council considers that the aim for Managing 
the Marshes should be the creation of a place 
for quiet enjoyment of Dartford’s unique 
marshland environment. Where existing uses 
such as motorcycling, model aircraft flying and 
shooting do not contribute positively to that aim, 
the strategy should make this clear, so as to 
provide an unequivocal framework for the local 
planning authorities when preparing Local 
Development Documents.” 

Bexley Council is progressing physical 
development strategies for all areas adjacent to 
the marshes including Crayford, Erith, Abbey 
Wood, Thamesmead and Belvedere with 
strategic partners. ODPM has encouraged 
Bexley to form a regeneration partnership and 
produce a regeneration framework. The marshes 
will be represented in the framework and their 
importance to the regeneration of the entire area 
will be assessed, which will in turn influence 
funding decisions. 

This regenerative value of the marshes has been 
recognised for some time. The marshes are 
viewed as having the potential to be flagship, 
multifunctional sites, integrating nationally 
significant wildlife habitats with recreational use 
and flood management. 

Work has been taking place to redress the 
potential loss of natural and historic heritage of 
the marshes since at least 1996. This has 
included improving access, liaison with 

landowners, industry, statutory bodies and local 
authorities, community development, education 
and awareness raising, habitat management, 
wildlife monitoring and fundraising. 

In partnership with Bexley and Dartford Councils, 
Groundwork made a successful application to 
ODPM in 2004, which secured funding for 
bringing about a step change in access, habitat 
restoration, interpretation and infrastructure 
improvements for the marshes. 

In the case of the Managing the Marshes 
programme, the need for a strategy was to 
bring together the baseline, management and 
business plans already in place, recognising 
the significance of work already undertaken 
and to provide a vision and spatial plan with 
ideas that can be used for discussions with 
landowners, interested parties and for future 
funding applications. A ‘Walk on the 

Wild Side’ on 
Dartford Marshes 
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1.3 Purpose of the strategy 

The brief for the strategy was worked up by the 
Strategic Group (See 3.1). 

The aims of this strategy are to: 

●		 develop a 10-year Strategic Plan 
incorporating a vision and two integral 
frameworks for Erith and Crayford/Dartford 
Marshes and 

● inform the next phases of implementation. 

The key outcomes of the work are to: 

●		 define a vision; 

●		 review and add to baseline information; 

●		 produce spatial plans that: 

❍		 improve access and biodiversity; 

❍		 deliver East London and Kent Thames-
side Green Grids; 

❍		 consider differences of opinion; 

❍		 consider strategic context and live

 
development proposals;
 
 

❍		 address barriers that fragment the marshes; 

❍		 take account of other big green space 
projects; 

●		 identify early wins and other projects; 

●		 consider short-term and long-term 
management issues. 

The brief was agreed on 30th August 2005 and 
the output from this visioning process was 
completed in February 2006 following 
presentations and negotiations during October 
2005 to January 2006. 

Bexley Council as the accountable body for 
£1million of ODPM funding has worked closely 
with Dartford Borough Council, and private 
sector, public sector and not-for-profit partners to 
deliver projects on the ground and commission 
studies to inform future implementation of works 
on the marshes. The strategy will be used for 
publicity, liaison, stakeholder engagement and 
further funding bids. 

1.4 Core values and objectives 

Many words have been written, and many 
opinions have been expressed, about the 
marshes. There are 3 core values, shared to 
a greater or lesser extent by stakeholders 
that have been articulated in different ways. 
These are; 

●		 The marshes should be a place for 
biodiversity to flourish, where species, 
habitats and management priorities are part 
of the heritage; 

●		 The marshes should be a place that 
contributes to the area’s prosperity in terms 
of the economy as well as people’s health 
and well-being; 

●		 The marshes should be a place for existing 
communities and future generations to use. 

In essence, the core values centre on the 
concept of sustainability. These are values that 
are represented in long-term aspirations as well 
as short-term delivery. 
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Strategy Process 

2.1		 Method of Development of 
the Strategy 

The strategy is based on the bank of knowledge 
about the marshes that has been amassed over 
the last 8 years and from local landowners and 
stakeholders involved in the area for significantly 
longer. A review of the baseline information was 
undertaken along with site visits. Gaps were 
identified for additional data collection in the 
short term and/or further surveys. Further 
consultations were undertaken with a review of 
the policy context (strategic and local), 
programme work undertaken to date and any 
local planning applications. Presentations and 
updates were given to Strategic Group meetings 
during the strategy process. 

Discussions with stakeholders and review of This strategy was presented to the Strategic 
existing documents led to the process illustrated Group in October 2005, together with ideas on 
below for the strategy development. the visionary objectives and cross-cutting 

strategies. 
Baseline Appraisals 

& In parallel, constraints and opportunities relating 
Review of Social, Economic to the cross-cutting strategies were identified, 

& Environmental Factors prior to representing the strategies in spatial 
leading to form. Finally the project lists were derived from 

an analysis of existing and proposed activity, and 
Core Values from new ideas generated through the strategy 

leading to development process. 

Visionary Objectives The consultation continued after the initial 
leading to presentations of spatial framework plans and 

comments from all the key stakeholders were 
Cross-cutting Strategies requested. Comments were incorporated and 

to be delivered through inevitably differences of opinion were evident. 
Where necessary further discussions were 

Action Plans & Projects undertaken to try and resolve the differences. 
The consultees are listed in Appendix 2.1 and 
the response to comments from the initial plans, 
a further consultation meeting and comments on 
the draft strategy are contained in Appendix 2.2. 

As some variables are unanswerable at present 
and some differences of opinion irresolvable, it 
was decided the way forward was to use 
framework plans to illustrate one way of 
interpreting the overall strategy but to present 
the strategy at a broader scale with areas zoned 
for what they can contribute to the vision. 
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2.2 Sustainability Assessment 

The vision and strategy for the Managing the 
Marshes programme does not currently fall into 
the category of plans or policies that requires a 
Sustainability Appraisal. However, in the interests 
of best practice, the Strategic Group decided 
that an audit of the likely sustainability effects 
makes a positive contribution to the 
development of the plan proposals. 

This audit is not a full Sustainability Appraisal as 
defined by the Office of the Deputy Prime 
Minister in “Sustainability Appraisal of Regional 
Spatial Strategies and Local Development 
Frameworks: Consultation Paper” (ODPM, 

Dartford Marshes 2004), nor does it meet fully the requirements of 

the Strategic Environment Assessment Directive 
set by the European Union. Nonetheless, it is 
intended that this assessment will be used to 
inform future Sustainability Appraisal of statutory 
development plans such as Local Development 
Frameworks for Bexley and Dartford, into which 
the proposals for the Managing the Marshes 
programme may be incorporated. 

The London Sustainable Development 
Commission’s ‘Making Your Plans Sustainable: a 
London Guide’ (Greater London Authority, 2004) 
has been used as the template for this appraisal. 
The document is based on the Commission’s 
four principles of sustainable development; 
responsibility, respect, resources and results. 

The assessment has been undertaken to identify 
relevant sustainability objectives for the 
Managing the Marshes programme, and to 
assess the likely effects of the proposals on 
those objectives. The process has been 
undertaken concurrently with the formulation of 
the vision and strategy for the programme to 
ensure that the proposals respond fully to those 
likely effects. 

The findings and report are provided in Appendix 
2.3: Sustainability Assessment. 

10 
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Governance 

3.1 Current situation (February 2006) 

The marshes’ geographical area extends across 
two local authority boundaries (Bexley and 
Dartford), across sub-regional boundaries 
between Kent and Greater London and regional 
boundaries of the Environment Agency. 

The Managing the Marshes Strategic Group 
was set up by Bexley Council after it became the 
accountable body for funding from the ODPM 
Sustainable Community Fund Grant for 
Managing the Marshes. The composition is wide, 
comprising Bexley Council, Dartford Borough 
Council, Greater London Authority, the Kent 
authorities, English Nature, Environment Agency, 
Land Restoration Trust, Groundwork South East 
London and Kent Thames-side, Metropolitan 
Police, Thames Water, Thames Gateway London 
Partnership, Kent and London Wildlife Trusts, 
some landowners and local individuals and 
representatives of local interest and community 
forums in Bexley. 

The size of this group grew over the period 
since securing ODPM funding because of the 
interest in and significance of the project. Whilst 
this group was appropriate for the earlier stages 
of ODPM funding, a review is now required to 
ensure robust governance arrangements. The 
review is also necessary because of changes 
including; a cross-boundary approach being 

taken at Crayford/Dartford, Dartford Borough 
Council is now a significant landowner, Green 
Grid delivery plans, which will affect the areas 
and decisions that need to be taken by Bexley 
and Dartford Councils about the way forward 
for this strategy in relation to Local 
Development Documents. 

The Managing the Marshes (Dartford) 
Steering Group consists of Dartford Borough 
Council, English Nature, Environment Agency, 
Groundwork Kent Thames-side, Kent Thameside 
Delivery Board, South East England 
Development Agency (SEEDA), the majority of 
the landowners in the Dartford area (all have 
been invited), the Land Restoration Trust, Kent 

Ringing a Barn Owl 
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County Council and Kent Wildlife Trust. This 
group has been active since 1998. 

The Managing the Marshes Operational 
Group (Bexley) is a group of Bexley officers, 
Groundwork South East London, Environment 
Agency, landowners, Thames21, Thames Water, 
London Wildlife Trust and other community-
based organisations that meet to discuss the 
detail of project implementation. 

3.2		 The way forward – 
After February 2006) 

In summer 2005, following the publication of the 
Green Grid Strategy, within which there are 
proposals for Green Grid sub-area groups that 
act as delivery units, it was suggested that the 
merging of the Managing the Marshes and the 
River Cray Strategic Groups could form the 
model for the future Green Grid delivery in 
Thames Gateway London. This has been 
agreed. The merger presents an opportunity to 
review the new Strategic Group’s membership, 
reporting lines and responsibilities. 

Greater London Authority, London 
Development Agency and Thames Gateway 
London Partnership are currently investigating a 
delivery strategy for East London. Five strategic 
areas have been identified, which will have 
separate governance structures and will be 
responsible for aspects relating to funding, 
delivery and maintenance. 

In August 2005, the authorities of North Kent 
including Dartford Borough Council and Kent 
County Council signed up to a Greening the 
Kent Gateway Statement of Commitment to a 
North Kent Greenspace Initiative, which will 
include bringing a steering group together of 
interested parties through a dedicated officer. An 
overarching objective to “reinvigorate the 
relationship between town and country in North 
Kent for the benefit of all” is underpinned by 
commitments to link and complement Green 
Grid projects, to work with new and existing 
partnerships to deliver local improvement 
initiatives and flagship projects. 

A streamlining of functions is needed to help 
clarify roles and avoid confusion with other 
governance structures. It is important that 
the benefit of a unified approach for Crayford 
and Dartford Marshes that has been started 
is not lost. It is also important that duplication 
is avoided. 

12 
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Baseline Survey & Sites’ Appraisal
 
 

This chapter is based on data found in 
appendices to this report and supplementary 
reports as well as through consultation, site visits 
and background research. Where further detail is 
provided in an appendix this is cited in the text. 
Appendices can be found at the back of this 
report and on www.bexley.gov.uk/regeneration 

Where further detail is provided in background or 
supplementary reports this is also indicated in 
the text, with the full name of the report, which 
can be found at www.bexley.gov.uk/regeneration 

Some of the baseline data, in particular 
“Managing the Marshes: Summary Report of 
Baseline Studies” were completed in 2004, so 
will be out of date in some areas. These have 
been edited where information has changed by 
Bexley and Dartford Councils, but there have not 
been additional surveys. Further ecological 
surveys are required. This is noted in the text and 
identified in the action list of projects. 

(In places the Crayford/Dartford Marshes are 
described separately because of the different 
planning authorities.) 

4.1 General Area Description 

The marshes are a geographical grouping of 
remnants of a more extensive traditional grazing 
marsh that collectively with those at Rainham, 
north of the Thames, are known as the Inner 
Thames Marshes. The areas have been 
fragmented by development and now exist as 
greenspace within the urban fringe. 

All three marshes have River Thames frontage, 
are in Thames Gateway within the urban fringe of 
London and North Kent. Some of the 
communities bordering the marshes suffer the 
greatest deprivation in the Thames Gateway in 
terms of educational attainment and crime levels. 

Erith Marsh is the most westerly, lying between 
Thamesmead to the west and Belvedere 
Employment Area (BEA), to the east and 
Belvedere residential area to the south. The BEA 
area has been identified as an opportunity area 
in the London Plan, with potential for 5,000 new 
jobs. Plans for the East Thamesmead Business 
Park have been approved and an innovation 
centre is now under construction. 

This marsh has a very narrow frontage and 
access to the Thames widening out behind, 
round the Crossness Sewage Treatment Works, 
to some areas that are managed as a nature 
reserve and others used for horse grazing. 

Crayford and Dartford Marshes form the larger of 
the two marsh areas. They extend over the 
eastern boundary of the borough of Bexley 
across the River Darent and River Cray into 
Dartford. At the southern end of the marshes, 
the River Darent and the busy A206 dual 
carriageway, Bob Dunn Way, divide the site in 
four. The marshes are bordered by the River 
Thames frontage in the north, housing, industry 
and Longreach Sewage Treatment Works. A new 
mixed use development with housing (The 
Bridge) immediately adjacent to the marshes is 
under construction to the east of the marshes. 

The marshes are mostly grazed and there is 
passive recreational access along footpaths and 
cycleways. People enjoy using parts of the 
marshes for clay pigeon shooting, model 
aeroplane flying and motor cycle scrambling. A 
degree of incompatibility exists between some of 
these uses and use for grazing, passive 
recreation and informal enjoyment of wildlife. 

There are also problems with unauthorised noisy 
sports, notably the motorbike scrambling on the 
flood bunds near the Thames and the Darent 
Barrier. There are problems of pollution and 
industrial discharges to water in some areas, 
along with vandalism to fences, signs and 
property, coupled with anti-social behaviour. 

13 
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Dartford Marshes		 The marshes are held in high regard by many, 
but suffer from some negative perceptions and a 
lack of awareness on the part of local 
communities. In many places they have little or 
no public access or public facilities for even 
passive recreation. 

4.2 Policy context 

Detail is given in Appendix 4.1: Strategic Context. 

The policy context is complex as Crayford/ 
Dartford Marshes extend over the boundaries 
between Bexley and Dartford boroughs and 
London and Kent regional authorities. The area is 
in the Thames Gateway, where there is pressure 
to intensify development, contribute to flood 
storage and preserve and enhance green-space. 
There is therefore a large amount of policy 
guidance at three levels. Relevant national, 
regional and local policy and guidance is stated 
in more detail in Appendix 4.1: Strategic Context. 

The key points that emerge are the importance of 
the marshes both locally as green-space, 
regionally as part of the Green Grid and nationally 
because of the significance of habitats and 
species such as grazing marsh and water voles 
and the contributory role the areas play in the 
Inner London Marshes for bird flight paths. There 
are also development and regeneration policies 
associated with surrounding and adjacent built 
areas and an overall holistic approach to ensure 
adaptability to climate change, which is an 
integral part of flood risk management decisions. 

The area is identified as being potentially able to 
contribute to flood risk management. 

4.3 Landscape character and views 

Detail is given in separate background report 
3. “Managing the Marshes: Landscape 
Character Assessment”. 

The marshes lie within Countryside Character 
Area 81 Greater Thames Estuary and have many 
characteristics typical of that landscape 
character area: 

●		 Extensive open spaces dominated by the sky 
within a predominantly flat, low lying landscape 

●		 Strong feeling of remoteness and 
wilderness persist 

●		 Open grazing pasture patterned by a network 
of ancient and modern reed fringed drainage 
ditches and dykes, numerous creeks and few 
vertical boundaries such as hedges or fences 

●		 Distinctive military heritage such as 20th 
century pillboxes 

●		 Pressure on edges from urban, industrial and 
recreational developments together with the 
associated infrastructure requirements often 
on highly visible sites 

●		 The marshes themselves are adjacent to the 
‘chaotic activity’ of various developments 
including waste disposal, mineral extraction, 
power stations and industry related activities. 

Landscape elements are few and colours muted. 
The marshes are expansive low lying grassland, 
subdivided by water-filled ditches with emergent 
reeds with infrequent hedgerows of native 
species, largely hawthorn; few trees, of species 
generally associated with wetland such as willow 
and poplar, tending to be dispersed and more 
frequent along perimeter ditches; paths of 
crushed stone, or metalled roadways on raised 
embankments. There are large skies, and in 
places sweeping views of the Thames. 
Galvanized steel elements have been introduced 
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largely as hard wearing security measures, for 
example long stretches of palisade fencing 
associated with adjacent industrial sites or 
control barriers to limit motorcycle access. These 
combined with ad hoc and often poorly 
maintained boundaries and buildings associated 
with horse grazing, reduce the quality of the 
more pastoral elements. Large structures 
associated with industrial uses such as 
Littlebrook Power Station, pylons, flood control 
measures like the Darent Barrier, or infrastructure 
such as distant views of the Queen Elizabeth II 
Bridge add drama and reflect the urban fringe 
context of this over scale setting. 

4.4 Biodiversity 

Refer to background report 1 “Managing the 
Marshes: Summary Report of Baseline Studies”. 

Erith Marsh is dominated by neutral grassland 
with areas of rough land, tall herbs and scrub 
and is mainly used for grazing horses. There 
are areas of standing water in ditches with 
associated wet marginal vegetation and 
reed swamp. Generally the marshes and 
especially the ditches are inhabited by water 
voles, invertebrates, amphibians, birds and 
higher plants. 

Crayford Marsh is also dominated by neutral 
grassland with rough land including tall herbs and 
scrub. The land use is mainly horse grazing. 
Ditches with wet marginal vegetation, reed 
swamp and standing water dissect the 
grassland. There are some areas of scrub and 

these are mainly associated with the ditches. The 
species richness is of interest to invertebrates, 
higher plants, birds, mammals and fish. Water 
vole numbers are particularly significant. 

The nature conservation value of the Erith and 
Crayford Marshes is expressed in their 
designation as Areas of Metropolitan 
Importance for Nature Conservation. It is 
recommended that the water levels and scrub 
growth be managed on the ditches and that the 
grazing be managed to enhance the nature 
conservation value of the marshes. 

The main habitat type in Dartford Marsh is wet 
neutral grassland. Some of the grassland 
particularly on the eastern side of the marshes, 
on the former fireworks factory, and central part 
of the site are covered in scattered scrub. Some 
areas are (or have been) used for arable farming 
in the northern part of the marshes and are drier. 
A small area of woodland/dense scrub is present 
on the north eastern corner of the site and also 
at the southern end of the site adjacent to the 
River Darent. 

Dartford Marsh supports what is thought to be 
the largest water vole population in Kent and the 
dyke system is outstandingly rich in marginal and 
aquatic species. Dartford Marshes are 
designated for nature conservation value, and 
SSSI designation is a possibility for the majority 
of grazing marsh north of Bob Dunn Way (A206). 

Populations of water voles recorded on all three 
marshes are nationally important, especially with 

the apparent absence of mink. The watercourses 
and banks are also inhabited by rare 
invertebrates. The areas support good 
populations of farmland and wetland birds and 
the River Thames is internationally significant for 

Moth trapping evening 
and a Barn Owl 
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bird passage. The marshes are important for 
Winter migration. The River Darent and the ditch 
network have a diverse range of fish, although 
the characteristic eel populations have 
undergone significant decline. 

Salt marshes are an important resource for 
wading birds and wildfowl. They act as high tide 
refuges for birds feeding on adjacent mudflats, 
as breeding sites for waders, gulls and terns and 

as a source of food for 
passerine birds 
particularly in autumn 
and winter. In winter, 
grazed salt marshes 
are used as feeding 

Water Vole and grounds by large 
Elephant Hawkmoth flocks of wild ducks 

and geese. Areas where freshwater seepages 
provide a transition from fresh to brackish 
conditions are particularly important for both 
aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates. 

Mudflats are characterised by high biological 
productivity and an abundance of organisms, but 
low diversity with few rare species. Mudflats are 
highly productive areas, which, together with other 
inter-tidal habitats, support large numbers of birds 
and fish, and increasingly large marine mammals. 

Informal angling takes place on Dartford Creek. 
The salt marsh is utilised by a variety of fish 
species and represents a valuable refuge area in 
times of poor water quality in the main River 
Thames. Species such as eel also migrate 
through the creek and upstream into the Darent 
and Cray freshwater river systems. 

There have been several biodiversity studies 
carried out in the past decade, but generally 
these have been ad hoc in nature or limited to 
particular areas. There still remains a shortfall in 
strategically important overview and analysis of 
key biodiversity trends – this is considered to be 
essential to development of management plans. 

4.5 Flood risk 

Dartford and Crayford Marshes occupy an area 
of almost 500 hectares on the South Bank of the 
River Thames, and are positioned at the 
confluence of the River Darent with the River 
Thames, with the River Cray lying to the south. 
Dartford Creek is the tidal section of the River 

Darent, which also forms the boundary between 
the Environment Agency’s Thames and Southern 
regions. The marshes are currently protected 
from both fluvial and tidal inundation through a 
system of two stage earth embankments and 
piled frontages alongside the River Thames and 
earth embankments alongside the River Darent. 
The Dartford flood barrier, which was constructed 
in the 1970s, provides defence for the Darent 
from tidal inundation from the River Thames and 
prevents a fluvial connection between the River 
Thames and the River Darent when tidal surge 
requires a closure of the Thames Barrier. 

Thames Estuary2100 (TE2100) is an Environment 
Agency project tasked to produce a flood risk 
management strategy for the tidal Thames 
covering the next 100 Years. In developing the 
strategy the Environment Agency is following the 
Government’s emerging approach to flood risk 
management encapsulated in its consultation 
document “Making Space for Water”(2004). (See 
Appendix 4.1) 

In February 2006 TE2100 was still at an early 
investigative stage, which has included some 
preliminary modelling. The next stage will identify 
high level options for flood risk management 
which will include highlighting potential sites for 
flood storage, wall raising etc. Local level 
investigations have not yet commenced, but 
some early modelling was done on the 
Crayford/Dartford Marshes as a pilot study. It has 
been established by TE2100 that the 
Crayford/Dartford area has flood risk 
management potential in terms of flood storage. 
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Fly tipping 
and flood defences 

As a result options in the future that may be 
considered include: occasional use for flood 
storage, putting a time limit on maintenance of 
defences around certain areas, e.g. Darent 
Industrial Estate, replacing the Dartford Barrier 
with a tidal sluice, and creation of secondary 
defences. It must be noted however that no firm 
conclusions have been reached, only that the 
Thamesmead, Dartford/Crayford area has been 
identified as having potential for flood storage. 
Further assessment of any proposals on the 
biodiversity of the area as well as social and 
economic appraisal would be undertaken before 
decisions were made finally on use for flood 
storage. 

4.6		 Envirocrime and Potential 
Pollution Issues 

Refer to background report 1. “Managing the 
Marshes: Summary Report of Baseline Studies”. 

Parts of the marsh areas are hot spots for graffiti, 
fly tipping and other anti-social behaviour. 
Industrial discharges affect some areas and noisy 
sports, regarded as anti-social by some, are in 
evidence (permitted in places and otherwise). 

Within Erith Marsh there is some graffiti, but by 
far the worst aspect of the envirocrime is fly 
tipping on the approach roads and paths to the 
River Thames. 

On Crayford Marsh fly tipping is recorded on the 
peripheral areas and adjacent to the Darent 
Industrial Estate, and also along Ray Lamb Way. 
Vandalism in the form of displaced signage and 
damaged barriers is apparent. Illegal motorbike 
access creates damage to footpath surfaces and 
to the Thames flood embankments. There is 
reported vandalism of fencing, barriers and 
livestock and other anti-social behaviour. 

Within Dartford Marsh fly tipping is a major 
problem around many areas of the site, requiring 
intervention by landowners. In areas where the 
intervention is not maintained, problems rapidly 
build up. Illegal motorbike access is also an 
issue on Dartford Marsh causing damage to the 
Thames flood embankments and to habitats. 
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Long meadow 
footpath, 
Erith Marshes 

There are problems of polluting industrial 
discharges arising from past and present uses, 
notably on the Darent Industrial Estate. The 
Thames Outfall has repeated incidents of low-
quality discharges. The Environment Agency is 
working with the owners and occupiers of the 
estate to address these issues, but this is 
recognised to be a long process, involving 
“carrots and sticks”. 

Past activity has left some areas as “brownfield” 
e.g. the former Fireworks Factory in Dartford 
Marsh and areas at Long Reach. An 
environmental and human health risk 
assessment has been undertaken that identified 
“hot spots” of contamination with respect to 
human health. A quantitative human health risk 

assessment to confirm absence of risk to human 
health is needed, the “hot spots” need 
delineating, a remediation strategy preparing and 
appropriate treating of the “hot spots” before 
considering and proceeding with landscape or 
public access improvements in these areas. 

4.7 Access and Movement 

Details of access to the marshes are given in 
the separate background report 4; “Managing 
the Marshes: Transport Accessibility Plans 
and Report”. 

Despite a relatively low Public Transport 
Accessibility Level index in the wider area (1-3), 
the marshes themselves are relatively accessible 
via the full range of transport modes, and can 
therefore provide access to open ‘wild’ spaces 
to a wide population. 

However entrance signage is low key, often 
competing with other signs/clutter, which 
means fewer people explore than might 
otherwise do so. Erith Marsh, in particular has 
virtually no pedestrian and footpath signage. 
Signage from existing transit points has been 
enhanced (February 2006) to Thames Path and 
cycle routes. 

The need to get across adjacent, busy roads and 
the railway hampers direct access and public 
transport stops are not always close to the 
entrance points and signage from public 
transport is lacking. The accessibility and 
enjoyment of the marshes can be greatly 

increased not only by addressing internal linkages 
and path networks, but also by improving the 
quality of routes from stations and surrounding 
streets, improving signage in the wider area, 
promoting access to local residents, providing 
parking, and creating improved physical links to 
nearby communities and other open spaces. 
Most of the above have been addressed. 

Circular routes and long distance routes are 
thwarted by the need to bridge tributaries of the 
Thames and roads, or take long detours. There 
is no ferry or other type of crossing of the River 
Thames that makes the Inner Marshes 
Conservation Park a linked place. Bigger 
aspirations for crossing points are part of the 
vision including a link across the River Darent to 
continue the ‘Thames Path’ joining Crayford 
with Dartford Marshes at a position closer to 
the Thames. 

Erith and Crayford Marshes are both within 15
minute walk of a railway station. Erith Marsh is 
less than a 10-minute walk from Belvedere 
Station and Crayford Marsh is less than 10 
minutes walk from Slade Green Station. Dartford 
Marsh is outside the 15-minute catchments of 
Slade Green and Dartford Stations. 

Growth in passenger numbers in both the 
Bexley Thames Gateway area and Dartford will 
create demand for increased public transport 
generally (not just to the marshes). Dartford is 
constructing Fastrack to serve The Bridge 
development next to Dartford Marsh along with 
other sites in Kent Thameside. Bexley Council is 
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pressing for a transit link between Kent Fastrack 
and the Greenwich Waterfront Transit at Abbey 
Wood, which could run close to the marshes. In 
Bexley, good networks will be needed to link 
Erith town centre with other local centres and 
with the marshes. Further work is required to 
address a more defined transport strategy, 
which is linked also to Bexley’s Area 
Regeneration Framework. This is identified in 
the projects list (Appendix 6.2). 

Future public transport that has the potential to 
reach the wider area includes extensions to both 
Crossrail and Greenwich Waterfront Transit. 

Dartford Borough Council’s Cabinet has 
supported proposals for developing the 
regeneration potential of the River Darent 
waterfront in Dartford. At its cabinet meeting on 
26th January 2006, it confirmed that the 
“Waterways and Waterfronts in Kent Thameside” 
report be taken into consideration when 
preparing the LDF policy approach for waterfront 
development. The main impact this will have on 
the “Managing the Marshes” works is that 
consideration will need to be given to the design 
of any bridges across the River Darent to 
accommodate the upper reaches of the tidal 
Darent being navigable by small craft at all stages 
of the tide. The need for ecological assessment 
and a design approach that is sensitive to the 
distinctive character of the marsh landscape is 
recognised. There is also the potential to make 
strong links between the marshes and the 
expanded Central Park in Dartford. Dartford 
Council’s vision to protect and enhance the 

ecological value of the marshes is re-stated “The 
nature conservation value of Dartford Marshes 
with its significance for biodiversity is noted along 
with the potential of the marsh to provide a major 
open space within the Green Grid, linking old and 
new communities”. 

In recognition of the limited accessibility and the 
longer lead-in times for public transport to 
provide access to the marshes, there may be a 
need for some car parking provision at key 
locations to improve awareness and usage of 
the marshes in the short to medium term. 

4.8		 Land Use, Land Designations, Land 
Ownership and Management 

Landownership has changed in some places 
from the 2004 baseline survey. This has therefore 
been omitted from “Managing the Marshes 
Summary Report of Baseline Studies”. Updating 
the information is identified as a project in the 
projects list (Appendix 6.2). 

Erith Marsh 

Erith Marsh is in the private ownership of four 
landowners. The majority of land is owned by 
Thames Water Utilities Ltd. and is situated 
adjacent to its Crossness Sewage Treatment 
Works (a Special Industrial Zone). Thames Water 
manages the northern part of the marshes, 
Crossness Nature Reserve, as a Local Nature 
Reserve. Other areas are used by tenants for 
grazing horses. At the southern end of the 
marshes in Crossness Southern Marsh, the 

grazing marsh including the ditches and wetland Building a footbridge 

areas is currently undergoing restoration and 
enhancement works. 

Erith Marsh is designated as Metropolitan Open 
Land, and an Area of Metropolitan Importance 
for Nature Conservation. Immediately north, the 
River Thames is also an Area of Metropolitan 
Importance for Nature Conservation. South of 
the marsh, the Innovation Centre is being built in 
the East Thamesmead Business Park. To the 
east of the marshes and adjacent to the River 
Thames the land is designated for employment 
use as part of the Belvedere Employment Area. 
Residential areas of Thamesmead, Belvedere 
and Erith surround the marshes and employment 
areas to the west, south and east. 
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Dartford Marsh Crayford/Dartford Marshes 

Crayford Marsh is also privately owned, the 
largest part being in the ownership of the 
Trustees of Russell Stoneham Estates, which 
also owns the (mainly restored) landfill site to the 
south of Moat Lane. Erith Yacht Club owns a 
small area at the north of the marshes where the 
Yacht Club is located and including the Saltings. 
The majority of the marshes are grazed by 
horses under management agreements. The part 
of Crayford Marsh owned by Russell Stoneham 
Estates is managed under a S106 agreement. 

The primary employment area of Darent 
Industrial Estate (owned by individual 
landowners) occupies a position at the point 
the River Darent flows into the Thames. The 
rest of Crayford Marsh falls within Metropolitan 
Green Belt and is an Area of Metropolitan 
Importance for Nature Conservation, which 
abuts the River Thames Area of Metropolitan 
Importance for Nature Conservation. The 
greenbelt covers the land to the south of the 
marshes the eastern part of which, (the 
restored landfill), is identified as a Site of 
Borough Importance for Nature Conservation. 

Dartford Marsh is in the hands of ten landowners 
including (public and private sector). Hanson 
Aggregates own the largest area of land, in two 
parcels, on the western boundary fronting the 
River Darent. Some extraction has taken place 
and there is a motorcycle club for scrambling. 
Dartford Borough Council (recently having 
acquired land from the NHS) and Oakwood 
Transport are the next largest landowners, 
holding the northeast part of the marshes 
fronting the River Thames. 

Dartford Borough Council manages its land for 
nature conservation, with scrub removal to 
enhance the grazing marsh habitat through the 
Managing the Marshes (Dartford) programme. 
The land owned by Oakwood Transport leases 
land to a gun club, which has club facilities on 
site and operates clay pigeon shooting. 

The remaining land north of Bob Dunn Way 
(A206) is owned by the Environment Agency, 
University of Greenwich (former fireworks factory 
that has evidence of some contamination) and 
private individuals have smaller landholdings. To 
the south of the A206 there is Dartford Fresh 
Marsh in six different ownerships, and an area 

where permission for extension for employment, 
if required, has been granted. 

Dartford Marshes are designated as a Site of 
Nature Conservation Interest, are a potential 
Local Nature Reserve and also fall within the 
Metropolitan Green Belt. The majority of the 
marshes are an Area of Local Landscape 
Importance. Dartford Marshes have also been 
identified in the Local Plan Review as a key 
component of the Green Grid. 

The Crayford/Dartford Marshes are surrounded 
by housing and industry; the west is bounded by 
Anchor Bay and Manford industrial estates at the 
River Thames. Further south are, the residential 
area of Slade Green, Thames Road Industrial 
Areas, which is situated adjacent to the railway 
and a rail depot. 

To the north east of the marshes is Longreach 
Sewage Works and Littlebrook Power Station, 
south of this is the site of the former Joyce 
Green Hospital, which is being developed as a 
housing growth area, “The Bridge” and south of 
Bob Dunn Way is the community of Temple Hill. 

“The Bridge” is a mixed-use development, 
construction of which has commenced on 
council-owned land in North Dartford. It provides 
innovative, high standard development utilising 
latest technologies including a business park, 
logistics park, science park, and innovation hub. 
Combining employment uses and up to 1,500 
residential dwellings including eco-friendly 
homes, a hotel, primary school, sport facilities, 
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open space, recreation and wildlife areas and 
associated infrastructure including the Fastrack 
bus system and landscape works. 

4.9 Heritage 

Details in background reports 1 and 2: 
“Managing the Marshes: Summary Report of 
Baseline Studies” and “Dartford, Crayford and 
Erith Marshes Heritage Review”. 

The Bexley area of the Thames Gateway was 
mainly marshes and farmland. Augustinian 
monks of the adjacent Lesnes Abbey to the 
south reclaimed and drained part of the marsh 
in the 13th Century to conduct arable and 
livestock farming. Erith Marsh was later used by 
the Royal Woolwich Arsenal including the 
storage of explosives. 

Crayford Marsh is designated as an area of 
archaeological search in the Bexley UDP, due to 
its historic (medieval dump, ditched enclosure) 
and wartime (anti-aircraft gun battery, pillboxes) 
uses and finds. Crayford Marsh also holds a 
Scheduled Monument (English Heritage), 
Howbury Moat (c.900s) at the southwestern 
corner of the marshes, and the locally 
significant Tithe Barn (c.1600s). A submerged 
prehistoric forest exists from Erith Yacht Club to 
Long Reach. 

The Dartford Marsh Roll dated March 31st 1416, 
documented the past ownership and land use of 
Dartford Marsh as traditionally used for grazing 
and rough pasture. During World War I the area 

Extract from 1801 
OS 3” to the milewas used as a test ground by Vickers and during moored at the Long Reach, in the early 20th 

map of Kent – held
World War II as a training ground and as part of Century two temporary hospitals were built on by the British Library 
the anti-aircraft protection of London. In the 19th the marshes and the Joyce Green smallpox – approximate 

Century, three linked isolation hospital ships were hospital was opened. A horse drawn tramway current extent of 
open land overlayed 
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Tithe Barn		 linked the hospital to the pier. The now derelict 
fireworks factory site was in production for over 
50 years. 

The marshlands also support ancient trees, 
willows thought to have been planted over 300 
years ago as shelter for livestock. 

4.10		 Community Development 
and Education 

Community 

The marshes have enormous potential to fulfil a 
linking role as a resource shared by new and old 
communities. Community involvement with the 
marshes has the potential to complement other 
community programmes that are active in the 
area including the Healthy Living Project, Sure 
Start, Don’t Sit, Get Fit and the Church in 
Society Programme and provide further 
opportunities for these projects to meet their 
own targets. 

The Managing the Marshes projects links to the 
wider community have been mainly facilitated on 
behalf of the partnership by Groundwork. The 
trusts aim to continue working with these 
communities. To date the work has been aimed 
at consultation, participation and education. 

Dartford Marsh is situated within easy reach of 
Kent-Thames-side population centres of Dartford 
and Gravesham. A number of nearby 
communities including Temple Hill, comprising 
Joyce Green and Littlebrook local authority 
wards have direct access to the marsh. Joyce 
Green ward has been identified as having the 
highest level of deprivation in Dartford Borough 
and is a focus community within the Kent 
Thames-side strategy. 

At present the community development and 
consultation work is planned and organised 

separately for Crayford and Dartford Marshes. 
This is in part a result of administrative 
boundaries, but also a sense of local ownership 
on the part of the communities. Both 
Groundwork trusts have consulted widely with 
existing community groups, both as a conduit for 
ideas and opinions from the community to the 
main stakeholders in developing the strategy, and 
by providing information to groups as proposals 
emerge. Wider consultation with community 
members has been facilitated through supporting 
events like Marsh Madness, the Danson Festival, 
and the Erith Riverside Festival. 

Opportunities to engage local people in the 
delivery of improvements, gathering of data, and 
management of the environment, as well as a 
range of recreational activities within the marshes 
have been developed. For example, the 
volunteer river keeper/marsh wardens scheme, 
in conjunction with Thames21 River Keeper 
activities on the River Cray has been successful 
in recruiting local people and engaging 
community members actively in the management 
of the marshes. Youth activity again with the 
River Cray project, and the enthusiasm of 
existing volunteers as well as the potential to 
strengthen links to Community Safety Action 
Zones (CSAZs) has shown the potential to 
support and expand this programme further in 
coming years. Past community engagement has 
taken place through a regular programme of 
community events and activities, which have 
always been well attended. These include: bat 
evenings, guided walks, history and wildlife 
events, reptile talks and reptile survey training. 
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The stated aim is to use the interest in these 
events to start “Friends of... ” groups. 
Consultation to elicit views on the future of the 
marshes has also taken place. 

Education 

The development of education packs working 
with local schools is focused on developing 
useful materials drawing largely on the ecology 
of the marshes, relevant to the National 
Curriculum. By March 2006, materials will have 
been developed for pupils at Primary and 
Secondary level through to GCSE. Further 
opportunities exist to expand the scope of formal 
educational materials, for example in the area of 
heritage, or physical activities like orienteering. 
Organised walks with ecologists can provide 
educational benefit and enrich the experience of 
the marshes for the wider community. 

The Managing the Marshes website is seen as a 
major tool in providing an accessible forum for 
consultation, participation and education into the 
future www.managingthemarshes.org 
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Visions, Opportunities & Constraints

 

5.1 Opportunities and constraints 

An issues, constraints and opportunities paper 
was presented to the Strategic Group in October 
2005. This is reproduced in Appendix 5.1. 
Response and reaction to that, followed by 
further engagement with stakeholders led to a 
rationalising of those opportunities and 
constraints that were fundamental. In due 
course, this led to the preparation of the themes 
of the strategy. 

The key issues that emerged were as follows: 

Existing uses 

Current uses include: sailing from the Erith Yacht 
Club, horse and livestock grazing, model aircraft 
flying, clay pigeon-shooting, motorcycle 
scrambling (organised and otherwise), passive 
enjoyment of nature, cycling and walking, 
industrial activity at Darent Industrial Estate, 
restricted areas at the former fireworks factory 
and nature conservation areas such as 
Crossness Local Nature Reserve. 
Incompatibilities exist between some of these 
uses. Unfortunately anti-social behaviour can be 
a problem with fly-tipping and industrial 
discharges affecting some areas. There is 
reported vandalism of fencing, barriers and 
livestock and other anti-social behaviour. Over
grazing is also an issue in some areas. 

Thames Gateway growth and 
adjacent uses 

The Thames Gateway area has planned growth 
projections, which will increase the population in 
the area and the demand for open space and 
recreation activities. The marshes are surrounded 
by existing employment, industrial and residential 
areas with new employment zones and housing 
development areas allocated. This will create 
more pressure at the edges and more demands 
for use of greenspace. 

Accessibility and awareness 

Public transport brings people to within 
reasonable walking distance of Erith and 
Crayford Marshes, and Fastrack in Dartford will 
provide a stop near Dartford Marsh. However 
with new employment and housing areas, public 
transport demands will change in the area. 
There is opportunity to link these demands with 
improving public transport that serves the 
marshes and to ensure signage is clear and 
well-maintained. 

Land ownership 

Each of the marsh areas is under several 
ownerships. Individual landowners are operating 
under different constraints with different 
aspirations. Opportunities exist to work with 
some landowners. Working with the landowners 
is essential to realising projects on the ground 
and management objectives. 

Biodiversity 

At Erith and Crayford Marshes the important 
habitats and notable species within the 
marshland have led to their designation as Sites 
of Metropolitan Importance for Nature 
Conservation. Crossness is designated as a 
Local Nature Reserve. Dartford and Crayford 
Marshes together form the largest remnants of 
coastal grazing marsh without a statutory 
designation in Greater London. They hold 
significant amounts of UK Biodiversity Action 
Plan ‘priority habitats’, including grazing marsh 
and mudflat. Designation as a Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI) is being considered. 
Populations of water voles recorded on all three 
marshes are nationally important, especially with 
the apparent absence of mink. Fishery 
conservation value is high, especially for eels. 
Proposals for greater access, creation of BAP 
habitats other than grazing marsh and inclusion 
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of facilities could conflict with grazing marsh Heritage 
restoration and enhancement. 

The marshes have a wealth of history dating 
Flood risk and climate change back hundreds of years with many reminders 

of the rigours and innovations of past 
Environment Agency is assessing the potential centuries. Opportunities exist to enhance, 
for flood storage. This study has identified restore and interpret. 
opportunities in the Crayford/Dartford Marshes 
area, but it is too early in the process to make 
any proposals for this strategy, other than to 
recognise the need for further assessment in 
the future. 

Community engagement, health, 
education and learning 

Some of the communities bordering the marshes 
suffer the greatest deprivation in the Thames 
Gateway in terms of educational attainment and 
crime levels. The marshes themselves are 
subject to a lack of respect resulting in Erith Yacht Club 

envirocrime, and damage to fragile ecosystems. 

The Managing the Marshes programme to date 
has supported community groups and volunteers 
already actively engaged in stewardship, 
education, consultation etc. There is a lot of 
potential and enthusiasm for ongoing community 
engagement linked to education, training, 
employment, healthy living and recreation. 
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5.2 Visionary objectives 	 The strategy includes a description and 
illustration of the key cross-cutting themes of: 

There are many commonly held aspirations, 
visions, dreams, plans and programmes for the ● Habitats and flood risk management 
marshes. They can be summarised into the 
following visionary objectives. ● Visual connections 

The marshes can: 	 ● Access and movement 

1 	 Be a destination of diversity and ● Land use and management 
distinctiveness; attracting wide audiences 

● 	 Community, education and response to 
2 	 Be a place where communities feel linked deprivation 

with each other, with nature and with the 
River Thames Section 6.1 describes the above themes 

3 Provide and protect a setting for economic Section 6.2 describes how the themes can be 
and community growth spatially represented, through a strategic zoning 

plan (see Appendix 6.1: Crayford/Dartford 
4 Be a functioning wetland ecosystem Zoning Plan) and in framework plans for Erith 

and Crayford/Dartford Marshes respectively. 
5 Be a place where natural and cultural 

heritage is protected and enhanced The framework plans indicate the areas where 
particular action could be implemented on 

6 Deliver high quality design standards with the ground as one way of achieving the 
environmental focus strategy objectives. 

7 Form part of an Inner Marshes Conservation Sections 6.3 to 6.5 describe the further work 
Park, spanning the River Thames required to define and prioritise projects for 

further funding. Ongoing governance 
8 Engender respect and stewardship from their arrangements will be important to this process. 

users and neighbours 
Projects that can form part of the vision are 

Each of these objectives is derived from at least listed in Appendix 6.2: Projects. 
two of the core values listed at Chapter 2, many 
are from all three. 

SETTING FOR ECONOMIC PROSPER 

DESTINATION 

HIGH QUALITY DESIGN 

THAMES-SIDE HERITAGE 

CROSS-RIVER CONSERVATION PARK 

WETLAND ECOSYSTEMS 

COMMUNITY 

RESPECT 

RESPECT 

SETTING FOR ECONOMIC PROSPERITY 
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The Strategy 

6.1 Themes for the strategy 

6.1.1 Habitats and flood risk management 

Significant habitats will be protected and 
enhanced. Strategic flood risk management 
issues will be considered. 

The area studied comprises valuable, 
designated habitats in a regional and national 
sense. In addition the marsh areas border the 
River Thames, which is internationally significant 
for bird passage. Protection and enhancement 
of the BAP habitats forms the basis of the 
strategy. Management regimes and water level 
management are important mechanisms to 
ensure long-term protection. Early consultation 
with the TE2100 strategy team indicates that 
Crayford/Dartford Marshes have potential for 
use for flood risk management. Compatibility 
with the habitat theme needs testing. Recovery 
times and impact from periodic inundation 
needs to be assessed. 

Climate change and predicted rises in sea levels 
mean low lying areas such as the marshes have 
potential for strategic flood risk management. 
The potential is being investigated by the 
Environment Agency in a study called Thames 
Estuary 2100. Different broad managed retreat 
options were discussed with the strategic group 
as part of the strategy. However as TE2100 is at 

an early stage in its findings, the strategy retains 
flood defences in existing positions, but 
highlights that land-use options may have to 
allow for future flexibility and potential for use for 
periodic inundation, time limited maintenance of 
defences and use of secondary defences 
(natural or built). The strategy requires 
investigations of flood risk management options 
to take account of, and assess impact of, future 
change on the marsh habitats. 

The viability of coastal grazing marsh will be 
enhanced and increased through scrub 
clearance programmes, and ditch management 
to reduce erosion and grazing damage. 

The value of the Darent and the ditch networks 
within the marshes for fish, especially eels, must 
also be recognized, with measures to improve 
water levels and connectivity between tidal rivers 
and ditches having potential benefit. 

The importance of salt marsh and tidal mudflat 
species, a significantly large water vole population, 
rare invertebrates in banks and farmland and 
wetland birds is also recognised. Further 
ecological surveys are required to establish extent 
and as a baseline for long term monitoring. 

Management plans will be updated to take a 
holistic approach to the marshes and to cover 

issues of people management as well as 
habitats and species. 

Problems with unacceptable industrial 
discharges, invasive species and tipping must 
also be overcome through cross-partner 
working, if the aquatic environment of the 
marshes is to be protected. 

6.1.2 Visual connections 

The unique and distinctive character of the 
marshes will be conserved and made accessible 
to all. Open views, dramatic views, long-distance 
views over the River Thames and views to and 
from heritage landmarks are all critical to the 
sense of place. The existing balance of 
openness and enclosure is important, but in 
places boundary treatments are needed. 

New elements in the landscape will have an 
effect because of the open nature of the 
landscape. New elements to be included in the 
marshes landscape, especially large scale ones 
such as bridges or landmark features will be 
subject to careful design, that will reflect the 
existing character, maintaining muted colours. 
Designs will vary depending on location between 
low key and subtle and adventurous and 
modern. The use of existing buildings for new 
uses such as interpretation and visitor centres is 
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to be encouraged to preserve the landscape 
heritage of key areas and buildings. 

Edge treatments will be considered, so that 
views over the marshes can be appreciated and 
views from them are enhanced. Environmental 
upgrading of unattractive areas will include 
landscape treatment. 

The overall approach and design aesthetics will 
create a design language that is recognisable 
for the marshes, using functional materials with 
little decoration, but inspired design detailing. 
One-off situations will present opportunities for 
more elaborate detailing, but these are likely to 
be associated with areas that have a warden 
presence, to reduce the possibility of 
vandalism. The smaller scale landscape 
elements will be of a high design quality that is 
functional, robust and hardwearing. (More 
details can be found in the Design Palette 
Supplementary Report 5) Where appropriate 
heritage elements will be incorporated. 

The increased accessibility to views of and along 
the Thames will be achieved through the access 
and movement strategy described below and 
through inclusion of strategically located viewing 
landmarks that take advantage of topography or 
are built. 

6.1.3 Access and movement 

Public access, especially to the River Thames 
and long distance travel though the marshes will 
be improved, whilst leaving refugia for ecological 

benefits. Resources to manage the people 
accessing the marshes will be crucial to the 
success of the compatibility of recreation and 
conservation objectives. Community access and 
connections will be improved. 

There will be footpath and cycleway 
improvements. Access into the marshes and 
links to the River Cray will be improved. The 
Thames Path and Thames Cycle Path, both long 
distance routes, will be directed closer to the 
River Thames, by including a bridge across the 
River Darent. Through this, connections between 
communities will be encouraged so that 
Dartford-based communities can more easily 
access the Crayford side of the marsh and vice 
versa. At Erith Marsh, better links for 
communities to access the marshes and the 
Thames Path will be included. 

The access and circulation proposals reflect 
the new communities soon to be living 
immediately adjacent to the marshes, providing 
appropriate linkages. 

Public transport access will be highlighted with 
new signage showing access points to the 
marshes. Links with other parts of the Green 
Grid will be promoted such as links with Cray 
Riverway, Thames Path, Thames Cycle Path, 
London Loop, Green Chain Walk, Ridgeway 
Walk and Shuttle Riverway from Hall Place to 
Avery Hill. 

6.1.4 Land use and management 

Land use and management should be 
compatible with other strategic objectives and 
with long-term responses to flood risk 
management and climate change. The marshes 
should also be an area where local initiatives can 
be brought forward and opportunistic 
approaches to proposals that meet other 
objectives are possible. 

The strategy aims to reinforce a transition of land 
uses progressing from more intensive activities 
near the built-up areas, to more remote wild-
space closer to the River Thames. 

Near the built-up areas, visitor and recreational 
uses are proposed at both Erith and 
Crayford/Dartford. These activities need to be 
compatible with biodiversity and visual quality; 
but equally there will need to be assessments 
of the land’s suitability for flood risk 
management measures. 

Proposals must respond to the increasing 
pressures that will be put on the marshes as a 
result of new development already planned in the 
area. This will need appropriate zoning to allow 
access including appropriate recreational uses in 
some areas, while other areas are managed 
more specifically for their nature value guided 
where appropriate by Biodiversity Action Plans. 
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It will also require consideration of existing horse 
grazing densities. 

Wherever possible, areas should be multi-
functional, but we recognise the prevailing 
ecological and visual character of the grazing 
marshes can only be conserved through careful 
zoning and management. 

It is recognised that strategy and management 
objectives can only be achieved through 
partnership working with the landowners. 
Individual landowners will be operating under 
different constraints with different aspirations and 
there will be the need to work with each 
landowner in an appropriate way. Proposals for 
ongoing engagement with landowners are 
therefore an important part of the strategy. 

Links need to be made with the Inner Marshes 
Conservation Park activities on the north of the 
River Thames. 

6.1.5		 Community, education and 
response to deprivation 

Existing and future communities will be enabled 
and encouraged to enjoy and respect the 
marshes; and become involved with 
greenspace management. 

The strategy links marsh community initiatives 
with other local initiatives for training, 
employment, events and consultation. The 
programme will encourage sustained support for 
community groups, education programmes and 

activities, with continued efforts being focussed 
on engaging those who may feel excluded from 
the process, developing programmes for youth 
including those not in education or training, 
people with disabilities and others. The siting of 
new interpretation facilities and resource centres 
on the marshes will support sustained positive 
interaction, and provide a focus for continued 
community engagement. 

The marshes in turn can benefit from the 
communities’ stewardship and respect. There 
will be a need for an on-site presence to 
support education, community engagement, to 
assist in reducing envirocrime, to manage 
visitor activity and to advise and support 
management activities. 

Involvement of local people in the management 
activities as wardens will be actively promoted. 
Some employment will result. 

The marshes also can provide physical linkages 
between employment zones, housing areas and 
town centres. 

The setting up of Friends groups will be 
supported as part of the strategy. In the longer-
term a view on whether this should be a 
marshes-wide group will need to be taken. 

Material for education purposes will be linked to 
the National Curriculum. 

Successful existing groups with local links such 
as the Wildlife Trusts, Groundwork Trusts, and 

Local Forums are an example of how local 
action can increase community cohesion and 
deliver environmental quality. 

6.2		 Strategy layout and principles 

6.2.1		 General 

The detail of the strategy is contained in: 

●		 A strategic zoning plan (Appendix 6.1) that 
shows aspirational objectives for the 
Crayford/Dartford Marshes, 

●		 Framework plans (one for Erith and one for 
Crayford/Dartford) and 

●		 An action plan listing key projects 
(Appendix 6.2). 

The framework plans seek a balance between 
areas of open space for public access and 
areas where access will be available on a limited 
or permissive basis. The spaces will have 
different degrees of public access, appropriate 
to the constraints imposed by natural and 
operational sensitivities. 

The layouts assist delivery of, and links to, the 
Green Grids. They deliver enhanced biodiversity 
and conservation and protection of the 
significant BAP habitats, particularly that of 
grazing marsh. They respect the landscape and 
heritage characteristics of the marshes. The 
framework plan layouts will deliver the transition 
from “Active” to “Passive” to “Wildspace” 
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encouraged as one moves northwards through 
the marshes towards the River Thames. 

The strategic zoning plan for Crayford/Dartford 
Marshes and the framework plans are based on 
the core values stated earlier: 

●		 The marshes should be a place for 
biodiversity to flourish, where species 
habitats and management priorities are part 
of the heritage; 

●		 The marshes should be a place that 
contributes to the area’s prosperity in terms 
of the economy as well as people’s health 
and well-being; 

●		 The marshes should be a place for existing 
communities and future generations to use. 

6.2.2		 The Strategic Zoning Plan 

The core values and objectives are illustrated 
spatially on the Strategic Zoning Plan (Appendix 
6.1). This highlights the following areas: 

●		 Areas to be managed as grazing marsh and 
other biodiversity priority habitats, with 
limited access; 

●		 Areas managed for activities for local 
communities and visitors; 

●		 Area managed for research with limited 
access; 

●		 Grassland managed for public access on 
footpaths, bridleways and cycleways; 

●		 Reedbeds – managed for ornithological 
interest; 

●		 Reedbeds managed for multi-functional use 
(i.e. with access via boardwalks and hides); 

●		 Areas managed as scrub; 

●		 Heritage areas to be provided with 
interpretation; 

●		 Viewpoint locations; 

●		 Areas in need of environmental upgrading; 

●		 Wind turbine search area. 

This plan also indicates the extent of flooding 
without defences, which illustrates the area over 
which flood risk management potential might be 
considered as part of TE2100, although 
secondary defences would also be considered, 
thereby limiting the extent of flooding shown on 
the plan. 

6.2.3		 The Framework Plans and 
The Project List 

The framework plans are simply one illustration 
of how the strategy might be delivered. However 
they are subject to landowner aspirations, 
funding, suitable management arrangements and 
the normal statutory planning processes. The 
framework plans demonstrate areas of action 
and existing conditions over the rest of the 
marshes. More detailed work and consultation is 
required to progress the framework plans into 
masterplans, which would guide physical 
development and inform planning policy. 

The action plan listing projects that could deliver 
the strategy is in Appendix 6.2.: Project List 

The Framework plans are illustrated on pages 31 
and 32. 
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6.2.3.1 Habitats and retreat 

Habitat enhancement and creation is in 
keeping with the historic legacy of the Thames-
related marshland. 

Flood management is a key issue for existing 
and new communities in the area. Reed beds 
(particularly at Thames Outfall adjacent to the 
Darent Industrial Estate) will improve water 
quality. Additional ditches and watercourse 
diversion at Ray Lamb Way and Darent Industrial 
Estate will also improve quality. Pumping water 
at Erith will improve water level management. 

Any new industrial development in the vicinity 
should take a Sustainable Drainage System 
approach and incorporate swales, ponds, lakes 
as appropriate as well as wetland habitats in 
surrounding landscapes. This already forms part 
of the conditions associated with the planning 
permission on Glaxo SmithKline’s land. 
Management of existing willows is required on 
Dartford Marsh. 

Assessments will need to be undertaken in 
the context of the outcome of flood 
management potential. 

There is scope for restoration of freshwater 
grazing marsh from over-dry areas and for scrub 
removal. Management of water levels in the ditch 
network is critical for biodiversity, especially for 
water voles, invertebrates and the eel population. 

Erith Yacht Club area includes an area of 
reedbed enhancement and creation. 

Very limited additional areas of hedge planting 
are also proposed to add visual interest, but 
contained so that visual connections across the 
wide marshland landscape are not affected and 
the grazing marsh habitat is not compromised. 

Away from grazing marsh habitat, there is scope 
to diversify habitats and jointly improve leisure 
opportunity. Specifically, the creation of new 
amenity waterbodies, including for angling uses, 
is proposed at Joyce Green, immediately west of 
“The Bridge” Housing development. This could 
also include reedbeds. 

As noted earlier, the review of flood management 
options for the Thames Estuary (TE2100 project) 
might result in consideration of the use of some 
parts of Dartford and Crayford Marshes for tidal 
flood management. It is far too early to predict 
the necessity or impact of this. However, the 
strategy does not seek any change in existing 
uses of the land within the notional tidal 
inundation area. Studies to inform this review do 
not form part of this strategy. 

There is a need for sound ecological baseline 
surveys and ongoing monitoring. This will be 
based on a detailed biodiversity strategy with 
clear aims and objectives for biodiversity with a 
focus on BAP species and habitats but with 
regular surveys, all building the pool of 
knowledge. This needs to link to briefs for 
ecological assessment that form part of any 

Environmental Statements as part of the planning 
process on the marshes and on adjacent sites. 
These will inform the management plans, which 
are also an ongoing requirement. 

The fresh water marsh area provides grazing 
opportunities for livestock. The management 
arrangements need to secure grazing, but not 
over-grazing. Grazing and animal welfare needs 
a more detailed study, with consideration of 
grazing densities, location and nature of shelters, 
feeding stations and their effect on nutrient 
enrichment, health and safety of people and 
animals and consideration of other animals like 
cattle/sheep. 

Pond and wader 
scrape creation at 

Erith Southern Marsh 
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Both the above require landowner agreement 
and a strong co-ordination and dissemination 
role. These should be linked with the 
landownership audit and include a programme 
for ongoing survey and monitoring, which has 
flexibility to include new areas as and when 
access is granted. 

Contamination studies and ecological surveys 
will inform decisions over the introduction of 
areas of more active recreation, such as fisheries 
and amenity areas and water bodies nearer the 
residential areas on Crayford/Dartford Marshes. 

6.2.3.2 Visual connections 

A series of co-ordinated landmarks that 
maximise views to the rivers and over other 
areas of London will be created. Similarly, the 
strategy promotes the creation of new vistas to 
exploit views of dramatic and massive 
infrastructure landmarks (e.g. Crossness, QEII 
Bridge, other major towers and chimneys). 

New vistas, new recreational/long-distance 
access opportunities and new wilderness 
experiences adjacent to the River Thames will 
attract a wider audience. 

Views from key transport corridors (Eastern Way/ 
Bob Dunn Way) will be improved. 

New landmarks and bridges, visitor centres and 
improved signage will add to the sense of place 
and attractiveness to visitors and as a stopping 
off place for those enjoying the Thames Path/ 

Thames Cycle Path. A wind turbine search area 
is identified for further investigation, which if 
progressed would create new landmarks, but 
only in the developed industrial areas. 

The signage and materials will be of a common 
language of detailing and materials to create an 
identity recognisable across the area. A design 
palette is being developed. 

6.2.3.3 Access and movement 

The marshes will be more of a network of open 
spaces providing publicly accessible linkages 
into the Green Grids and providing access to the 
River Thames. Long distance trails and signage 
will be maintained and improved e.g. Thames 
Path, Cray Riverway, crossing of River Darent 
between Moat Lane and River Thames through 
to Dartford Marshes. 

Improved access for local people will provide a 
neighbourhood greenspace resource. This will 
include links to existing centres; Dartford, Slade 
Green, Erith, Belvedere and Thamesmead, 
enhancing links between the marshes’ improved 
footpath network and the existing recreational 
linkages such as to Lesnes Abbey Ridgeway and 
Green Chain Walk. 

Cycle and pedestrian crossings into the marshes 
provided by bridges, subways and improved at-
grade crossings are proposed. 

Public transport linkages and signage will be 
increased and upgraded where necessary. The 

main emphasis of improving access will be based 
on the provision of clear routes from new and 
existing public transport facilities. Further work is 
required to assess the public transport (current 
and proposed) access to the marshes, related 
also to new nearby development areas. However 
car parking will be provided at key locations, at 
least in the short term to create better access 
and particularly for educational trips. 

A reinstated Ford Ferry should be investigated 
and/or ferry services from the area or nearby 
linking to another ferry that crosses the Thames. 

Erith proposals 

Access to the marshes that includes a bridge 
crossing over the railway to link with other 
greenspace at Lesnes Abbey and Belvedere and 
a subway (or bridge) to provide a crossing of 
Eastern Way that will link the areas of marsh that 
are bisected by the road and provide a link to 
the River Thames should be considered. 

Improved access points and a location for a 
small car park are proposed. A link to Belvedere 
Station along existing footpath network has 
already had signposting improvements and other 
improvements to the pedestrian crossing of 
Eastern Way are proposed. 
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Crayford/Dartford proposals 

Long distance cycle and walking routes along 
the Thames and from Slade Green and “The 
Bridge” up to the Thames are incorporated. As 
the designs for “The Bridge” are detailed, 
specific proposals to link new paths on the 
marshes with the greenspace and recreational 
linkages in the housing development will be 
identified. Shorter circular routes with different 
experiences to appeal to those wanting short 
walks are included. 

Possible bridge locations are shown across the 
Rivers Darent and Cray. These will be subject to 
further study in terms of location, impact and 
design. The design of the bridge across the 
River Darent will need to consider 
accommodation of small craft going upstream 
towards Dartford at all times of the tide. 

The cobbled heritage tramway that took patients 
from the hospital site to the River Thames will be 
restored and linked specifically to an access 
route from The Bridge development. 

Routes will be made up onto the Thames flood 
defence bund, via steps and a ramp for 
increased accessibility. One route to a lookout on 
the landfill area will be created. 

Three locations for carparks are to be 
considered at Howbury Moat, near Erith Yacht 
Club and use of one at the sports centre of “The 
Bridge” is a third possibility. 

6.2.3.4 Land use 

The predominant land-use and management 
regime over the marsh areas is and will continue 
to be grazing. As stated earlier there is a need to 
consider the grazing and animal welfare in more 
detail, with consideration of grazing densities. 

The marshes area should be one where 
initiatives can be brought forward and 
opportunistic approaches to proposals that meet 
other objectives are possible. This is of course 
within the planning framework and requisite 
planning permissions and conditions. 

Use of former brownfield land needs to be 
subject to contamination studies, risk 
assessments relating to public access, 
remediation strategies and clear identification 
of liabilities. 

Opportunities exist to investigate wind energy 
options in the industrial areas. Belvedere 
Employment Area in particular has been identified 
by a recent GLA study4 as a key priority area for 
turbine locations. It is also proposed that Darent 
Industrial Estate, Manor Road and the Thames 
frontage near Longreach Sewage Works and 
Littlebrook Power Station are also investigated. 
These sites are not key strategic areas of wind 
potential, but may be able to accommodate 
smaller one-off projects. An initial view on site 
suitability can be sought, establishing any 
potential issues such as bird strike. There may be 
an opportunity to review the potential for tidal 
power at a time of any decisions on the Darent 

Barrier future or refurbishment. Assessment of Hospital tramline 

adverse impacts of tidal power on fish would 
need to be considered. 

The edge conditions around the marshes require 
further assessment to rationalise roads, fences, 
service yards etc in a more positive way. Views 
over the marshes should be desirable and have 
a positive effect on land values. Design 
guidelines will be prepared that make reference 
to edge conditions for existing and new 
developments that can be gradually 

4	 London Renewables feasibility study into the potential for 
non-building integrated wind and biomass plants in 
London. Draft report by London Energy Partnership to 
be published in 2006. 
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implemented and negotiated through planning Any exploratory discussions about further gravel ● Howbury moat and tithe barn. 
conditions for new adjacent developments. extraction need to be viewed in the context of 

what resulting land-use and habitat would be There could be opportunities for development 
Land-uses related to access have been possible as the restoration. of land-based enterprises associated with 
described in the section above. Erith Yacht Club, such as cycle hire, horse 

Dartford Council’s General Assembly Council management, angling, moorings and 
In due course, Bexley and Dartford Councils will resolution of 31 January 2006 (“the Council bird-watching. 
review their Local Development Documents and considers that the aim for Managing the 
produce Supplementary Planning Documents Marshes should be the creation of a place for An environmental improvement programme for 
and/or Area Action Plans in accordance with quiet enjoyment of Dartford’s unique marshland Darent and Manor Road Industrial Estates will 
processes set out in legislation. At that stage, environment. Where existing uses such as involve physical improvements and environmental 
the framework plans may be further developed motorcycling, model aircraft flying and shooting upgrading – coupled with regulation. 
as part of the process of reviewing land-use do not contribute positively to that aim, the 
designations in and around the marshes. strategy should make this clear, so as to provide 6.2.3.5 Community engagement, education 

an unequivocal framework for the local planning and life-long learning 
Proposals specific to Erith authorities when preparing Local Development 

Documents.”) means that there is a need to Engagement with communities at Erith 
Erith Marsh provide green infrastructure and assess demand and existing facilities for noisy Crossness Nature Reserve and through groups 
open space for recreational use of the existing sports currently accommodated on the marshes to establish Friends groups at Crayford and 
and future employees of the Belvedere Industrial and assess alternative sites. This is included in Dartford to involve local people in maintenance 
Area including East Thamesmead Business Park the project list and needs to be done on a and management activities could take place. The 
and will help link Belvedere and Thamesmead Bexley/Dartford-wide basis. provision of local land use and greenspace 
communities. management skills can be furthered through joint 

The area has a wealth of history that will projects. Opportunities for training and 
Proposals specific to Crayford/Dartford provide interest and can be interpreted at the employment of local people for future 

actual sites and in education and/or visitor maintenance of the marshes could be identified. 
As part of the Gateway to London and North centres. In particular: There is potential for “green gyms” where 
Kent, the work will provide a setting for “The exercise and management activities on a 
Bridge”, which is the new housing and mixed ● WW2 defence structures; voluntary basis are united. 
use development on the former Joyce Green 
hospital site. ● Former fireworks factory, fever/smallpox Community environmental programmes could 

isolation hospitals and site of the hospital ship lead to mechanisms for funding wardens to 
A proposed fishing lake at Dartford Marsh jetties, the route of the hospital tram; discourage antisocial behaviour and envirocrime 
provides opportunity for production to be and provide employment. 
combined with recreation. ● Joyce Green airfield and Vickers testing 

ground; 
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The reedbed habitat will be interpreted and 
made more accessible in some areas by use of 
boardwalks, but other areas will be managed for 
nature conservation and less public access. 

Sites where the opportunity already exists for 
education e.g. Crossness Nature Reserve, 
Greenwich University land at Dartford will be 
developed appropriately. 

New centres for heritage and ecological 
interpretation could be created on Crayford and 
Dartford Marshes (e.g. Howbury and Joyce 
Green Farm respectively). 

The heritage and biodiversity interpretation along 
the long distance routes and at key landmarks 
will be increased. 

Links will be made with design teaching for 
teenagers and community engagement events 
such as “Marsh Madness”. 

The area has an existing legacy of recycling and 
waste management. Where appropriate these 
should be linked into the education and 
interpretation (especially as the Crossness 
sewage treatment works is a landmark building). 

The continued propagation of the Joyce Green 
orchards and potential for allotments that relate 
to new housing areas at The Bridge will create 
opportunities for local residents to use the land. 
There needs to be spaces and places for 
organic evolution of community/green business 
activity – not everything can be planned now. 

This might include allotments/community 
orchards and other social enterprise. 

Volunteer, training and education opportunities 
will be linked with the biodiversity priorities. For 
example, volunteers can be trained and involved 
in water vole surveying. Water voles could be the 
focus for education programmes. 

At Erith, plans to provide public access to the 
Crossness Engines as a cultural interest can be 
linked to information on the marsh. At 
Dartford/Crayford more information on the 
isolation hospital ships, Joyce Green Hospital, 
WW2 pill boxes, Vickers testing ground and the 
fireworks factory will be provided. 

The setting up of Friends groups will support this 
process through a co-ordinated community 
engagement programme. 

6.2.3.6 Design guidelines 

New features and infrastructure associated with 
increased accessibility will be designed to reflect 
and respect the landscape character of the 
marshes. Materials will generally be of a high 
design quality that is functional, robust and 
hardwearing. A common language of detailing 
and materials is desirable to create an identity 
recognisable across the marshes. Localised 
differences in detail will be accommodated, 
where differences in local character or 
management practices would indicate variation 
from standard and/or where heritage elements 
are important for inclusion. 

General design guidance for open space Learning about nature 

treatment in and around the marshes will be 
developed in more detail as part of the process 
of refining the framework plans and design 
palette included in this strategy. 
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6.2.3.7 Action areas 

The work on Erith Marsh is shown on the Erith 
Framework Plan. 

The work on Crayford/Dartford is shown on the 
Crayford/Dartford Framework Plan. This identifies 
four areas of specific proposals: 

● Erith Yacht Club, 

● Crayford Grassland, 

● Joyce Green Lane and 

● Heritage Tramway 

Environmental improvement are also proposed in 
the industrial areas with corridor improvements 
along Bob Dunn Way. 

Other areas on the plan show existing land 
conditions. However as the framework plan is 
illustrative, it is likely that opportunities will arise 
to include proposals for other parts of the 
marshes. These should be progressed 
opportunistically providing they are in line with 
the overall vision and objectives - adopted 
planning policy will also be material. 

6.3 The Project List (March 2006) 

This is found in Appendix 6.2. It lists projects, 
strategic objectives potential, delivery agents, 
risks to delivery, time frames and quick wins. 
There is significant potential variation to costs as 

there are many unknowns. In fact this strategy is 
the starting point for delivery of further projects 
that go towards meeting the overall aims. The 
projects fall into seven overall groups described 
below. The range of costs do not include 
inflation for future years and projects will need to 
be assessed against conditions that relate to 
new bids for funding. 

Biodiversity: projects include a strategy for 
surveys, ongoing monitoring and management 
plans, ditch management and re-profiling, scrub 
management, invasive species treatment and 
habitat creation. Costs for the projects listed are 
estimated in the range of £300k to £400k with 
recurrent annual costs in the order of £140k at 
2006 prices. 

Community Engagement: projects include 
ongoing community engagement and 
consultation, public transport study, noisy 
sports study, volunteer management 
programmes and Friends’ Groups. Costs for the 
projects listed are estimated in the range of 
£150k to £250k with recurrent annual costs in 
the order of £50k to £80k. 

Climate Change: projects include necessary 
assessments for responses to TE2100 
proposals and assessment of opportunities for 
renewable energy options. Costs for the projects 
listed are estimated in the range of £40k to 
£100k with recurrent annual costs in the order 
of £10k, dependent on the need for further 
assessments. There are no estimates for flood 
defence implementation. 

Education and Visitor/Interpretation: projects 
include education programme, outdoor 
classroom, visitor centre(s), seating, picnic 
tables, viewpoints, interpretation, training, 
warden(s),and web site maintenance. Costs for 
the projects listed are estimated in the range of 
£2.25m to £2.75m with recurrent annual costs in 
the order of £150k to £180k. 

Governance: projects include resourcing the 
restructuring of the Managing the Marshes 
governance, appropriate liaison with local 
authorities, programme management, 
management plans, masterplans, landownership 
audit and liaison. Costs for the projects listed are 
estimated in the range of £100k to £250k with 
recurrent annual costs in the order of £75k to 
115k, depending on whether masterplans are 
being undertaken. 

Infrastructure: projects include feasibility studies 
and design and construction (but excluding 
maintenance) of footpaths, cycleways, bridges, 
subways, carparks and boundary treatment 
improvements, edge conditions survey, signage 
and road corridor environmental improvements. 
Costs for the projects listed are estimated in the 
range of £3.85m to £4.5m. Maintenance costs 
have not been included, but are essential to the 
sustainability of the capital works. 

Environmental Upgrading: projects include 
contamination studies, remediation strategies 
(but not remediation works) and industrial area 
environmental upgrading works. Costs for the 
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projects listed are estimated in the range of 
£300k to £400k. 

6.4 The delivery mechanisms 

Funding 

There has been capital funding via the Managing 
the Marshes programme from ODPM, secured 
by Groundwork and delivered by Bexley Council 
as the accountable body. The Managing the 
Marshes governance group has played a key 
role in the allocation of funding within the terms 
of the ODPM grant. This area is strategically 
important and might be eligible for further 
funding to act as a catalyst for regeneration from 
a number of sources. 

There is a range of funding streams that can be 
accessed for specific projects. Bexley and 
Dartford Councils and other stakeholders, such 
as Groundwork and Erith Yacht Club are 
already progressing applications for funding 
parts of the implementation works and 
associated further studies. 

Dialogue is needed between these groups to join 
up funding efforts to avoid duplication. Relevant 
partners will need to determine the main 
direction for funding applications and ensure the 
most suitable approach. (Hence the need for an 
ongoing programme management role and the 
resolution of new governance arrangements.) 
Green Grid governance structures, when 
established, and regeneration partnerships will 
present potential new options for directing main 

funding applications, but the geographic 
boundaries of these might necessitate a 
simplification in the case of Crayford/Dartford, 
which will straddle Green Grid boundaries and 
sub-regional boundaries. 

Revenue and capital funding is needed. Green 
Grid implementation is identifying this need 
throughout the Thames Gateway area. This 
needs addressing at high level with the 
appropriate government departments. 

Landowners 

It is crucial to be working with the landowners for 
the overall strategies to be achieved. Different 
landowners are known to have different 
aspirations, some of which chime with the aims 
of the strategies, others have more 
development-focussed ambitions than are 
currently illustrated on the masterplans. Whilst it 
is recognised that commercially sensitive 
information may not be shared, it is 
advantageous for dialogue and communication 
via a landowners’ group to be continued. 

Land Managers 

Parts of the marshes are let out on tenancy 
arrangements for grazing. This is an important 
part of the continuation of the grazing marsh 
habitat. 

For areas where public access is permitted, 
dedicated staff are required for an area of this 
nature, especially to help reduce anti-social 

behaviour and envirocrime. A people presence is 
essential to the success of the project. The 
requirement is likely to be more than one full time 
post. Rangers or wardens should, where 
possible, be recruited from the local community, 
due to the challenging nature of the job, and the 
desirability of engendering local ownership in the 
area. Local education providers and 
organisations like Commission for Architecture 
and the Built Environment (CABE) need to be 
engaged in the training of land management-
related skills to secure greater ownership and 
respect of the land by the community. 

Revenue generating activities 

Some of the uses will generate some income. A 
study of income generating uses needs to be 
undertaken as part of the next stages of 
implementation. If the search for suitable wind 
turbine sites is successful, it is recommended 
that the income from the energy generated be 
channelled back in funds for management. 
Particularly in the case of renewables, 
negotiations should consider negotiations of 
financial benefits of ROC (Renewable Obligation 
Certificates) as well as a ground rent. Further 
study of potential revenue generating activities 
is required. 

Some of the recreational activities will generate 
small income streams. However in the 
experience of stakeholders, fishing, boating 
(proposed for Dartford Marsh) do not generate 
large surpluses. It may be appropriate to charge 
for car parking. 
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Planning system 6.5 Long-term stewardship Sites in private ownership 

The aim is to develop this strategy to a stage 
where it can inform the Local Development 
Frameworks. This will reinforce the planning 
authorities’ ability to negotiate for contributions 
to some of the capital or ongoing management 
costs of these areas where occasions arise 
through planning application processes. This can 
be by way of implementing and undertaking 
works, funding works, providing funds or 
endowments for long-term management, via 
business levies e.g. from surrounding companies 
and via Section 106 agreements. 

There is a need to consider long-term 
management and ongoing use after ODPM 
funding has delivered physical works on the 
ground. Securing additional funding and/or 
ensuring appropriate training for volunteers forms 
part of the initial works in the programme to 
make sure funding survives beyond the initial 
implementation. Revenue funding for long-term 
maintenance needs to be established. 

Sites in Local Authority ownership 

Currently this only applies to Dartford Borough. 
Management plans are being implemented in 
consultation with adjacent landowners through 
Groundwork Kent Thames-side. 

Projects handed over to community 
management 

Volunteer groups may implement projects. In 
some areas if Friends groups are well 
established, or where local forums are active, 
there will be some projects that are suitable for 
ongoing management by the community. These 
initiatives encourage local people to lead in 
delivery of social, environmental and economic 
benefits, whilst also developing long-term 
relationships with the landowners. 

Landowners will manage the land for their 
specific uses, in some areas via tenancy 
agreements. In some areas S106 agreements 
have secured long-term management 
arrangements with specific aims such as 
maintaining grazing marsh. 

Legal agreements 

London or Kent Wildlife Trusts, and other not for 
profit organisations could take on management 
responsibility for sites either for an agreed long
term period or in perpetuity via a lease or 
agreement. Funding would need to be agreed at 
the outset. 

Transfer of sites to Not for Profit 
Organisations or private sector 

The Land Restoration Trust (LRT), the Wildlife 
Trusts and some private sector companies set 
up for the purpose of land management have 
remits to take over management in perpetuity 
for sites that meet certain criteria. In the case of 
private companies, legal agreements would 
need to be struck, ensuring that access and 
other public benefits designed into the sites 
were upheld. 

Any organisation that will take over liability for 
the land in perpetuity will require payment. For 
some sites this will provide good value because 
of the agreement for management in perpetuity. 
It is likely that these arrangements may be 
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appropriate for sites that are currently held in acquisition can contribute towards effective and 
the private sector with associated liabilities, efficient urban regeneration, the revitalisation of 
where it may be possible to negotiate part of communities and the promotion of business, 
the management costs from the land owner. It leading to improvements in quality of life for 
may also be possible for sites held in local communities, local authorities have powers to 
authority ownership. consider use of CPOs. The appropriateness of 

this has not been considered and is outside the 
LRT has been engaged with the Dartford remit of this strategy. 
Marshes group. LRT would work in conjunction 
with other organisations like Groundwork and 
the Wildlife Trusts for delivery. To date a basis of 
agreement has been discussed, but not 
progressed because of unknowns on 
contamination and landowner interest. For 
economies of scale the larger the area the 
better. Further work would be required to 
assess the risk, in order for the different 
organisations to establish their own potential 
thresholds of involvement. The number of 
different landowners in the marshes area makes 
it unlikely that agreement could be reached in 
the short term on a comprehensive approach. 
However it is important that this is kept in mind 
if land ownership changes or if larger areas of 
land become available for stewardship via such 
an approach. 

Land Acquisition via Compulsory 
Purchase Orders (CPO) 

This section is included for completeness of 
discussion about long-term stewardship. The 
strategy as it stands does not make 
recommendations for CPOs. Some public bodies 
at local, regional or national level possess 
compulsory purchase powers. Where land 
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Conclusions & Recommendations

 

7.1 Conclusions 

The marshes hold an exciting potential to deliver 
benefits to the communities living in and around 
them and for enhancing the biodiversity of 
important habitats in the strategic context of the 
Thames Gateway. 

The marshes already form a part of the Green 
Grid, but there is potential for them to develop 
as a multifunctional open space that provides 
resources for the increasing numbers of 
people living in and visiting the area – while 
also conserving and enhancing habitats 
and landscape. 

Given the sensitivity of the landscape, 
development pressures and options for using 
land for flood management, there are 
understandable differences of opinion about how 
the marshes should be used and managed. 
However, we are encouraged that most 
landowners support the vision, and we look 
forward to developing new models of co
operation between landowners, regulatory 
bodies, funding partners and the communities. 

To secure the marshes’ long-term sustainability it 
is important to develop appropriate governance 
arrangements and mechanisms, community 
engagement and funding streams. 

Funding for green infrastructure and its long-term 
stewardship in Thames Gateway’s Green Grids 
needs addressing at a strategic level, if the 
proposed improvements arising from this 
strategy are to be sustained. 

7.2 Recommendations 

Strategic Group 

The merging of the Managing the Marshes and 
River Cray Strategic groups into one of the 
London Green Grid Area Sub-area Delivery Units 
is needed and this will instigate a review of the 
membership that should give clarity of roles and 
responsibilities of that group. This will need to be 
undertaken alongside more detailed 
understanding of how the Greening the Kent 
Gateway North Kent Greenspace Initiative will 
work, so that the right representatives are on the 
Strategic Group. Dartford has already indicated 
its intention to have Member involvement on the 
North Kent initiative, so Member involvement for 
Managing the Marshes also needs consideration. 
The strategy will also inform the preparation of 
Dartford Borough Council’s Local Development 
Framework (LDF). 

An arrangement whereby both local authorities 
have relevant reference groups including 
landowners and key stakeholders that are 
reporting to the new Strategic group should be 

incorporated. All the groups should be kept to a 
manageable size in terms of numbers. Clarity 
should be given to local organisations for their 
appropriate involvement. In the longer term this 
might be through one or more Friends groups 
as well. 

Governance Structure 

Further discussions between the two local 
authorities and the GLA group need to take 
place to decide the best route for the future 
governance of the marshes. It will be important 
not to lose the commitment and enthusiasm 
from all the other stakeholders at this stage, so 
communication will be crucial. However there 
does need to be a smaller decision-making 
strategic group with clear and agreed terms of 
reference. This process has to be led by local 
authorities and GLA. High-level representation 
from the Environment Agency and Natural 
England, that can address all issues, will also be 
important in the set-up discussions. It will also 
be necessary to decide how this arrangement 
reports to and works with the new Green Grid 
Delivery Units. 

It appears at present that the best option is to 
retain Erith, Crayford/Dartford, Cray Riverway 
and other greenspace between these areas 
under one governance structure. However 
accurate geographical boundaries need agreeing 
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as part of the terms of reference, as do working 
arrangements with other green space 
management committees, such as South East 
London Green Chain Walk Joint Committee. 

The local authorities will decide how each is 
going to use this strategy and framework plan(s) 
within the context of their emerging Local 
Development Frameworks. The GLA will use the 
strategy to inform the review of the London Plan. 

The formation of a single steering group 
representing the interests of both Bexley and 
Dartford is recommended. Consideration also 
needs to be given to stronger links with the 
Rainham Marshes across the Thames. Part of 
the review process for the two local authorities 
and GLA can include consideration of preparing 
a Green Grid Sub Area Framework. 

Cross Thames Initiative 

There will be value in liaison with Rainham 
Marshes to get a clearer vision for the Inner 
Marshes Conservation Park. Despite different 
management arrangements, there will be models 
that might be applicable in terms of governance. 
The Rainham Marshes strategy has been 
progressed further than the Managing the 
Marshes programme. It can therefore act as a 
benchmark for aspirations and what is possible. 
The high quality design goals in particular should 
be reflected in those for Erith and 
Crayford/Dartford Marshes. Equally there may be 
lessons from the Managing the Marshes 
programme that can contribute to Rainham’s 

success. Early dialogue with Rainham by the 
group that takes forward the new governance 
arrangements for Managing the Marshes is 
important. Organisations like Natural England 
and RSPB would be able to give overviews that 
cover the geographical area of the Inner Marshes 
Conservation Park. 

Wider Consultation Groups 

The Managing the Marshes programme has 
generated significant interest and involvement 
from a variety of levels of government, private 
sector and local communities. Local knowledge 
is invaluable to future projects identified in the 
strategy and there needs to be a mechanism for 
this to be harnessed at the right time. Equally, 
high-level strategies such as TE2100 must have 
a route into the implementation structure to 
communicate findings of further assessments. 
Links also need to be maintained with adjacent 
projects such as the River Cray. 

A communications strategy is important for the 
next stage. 

Community Engagement 

The programmes of events that use the marshes 
should continue with the objective of setting up 
one or more Friends’ groups. The 
communications strategy should investigate the 
different ways of achieving community 
engagement. Volunteer programmes, training, 
work experience and input to school curricula 
will have a role to play. 

Funding Applications Howbury Moat 

Local authorities, Groundwork trusts, and other 
stakeholders all have experience in funding and 
as such should continue the process of securing 
additional funding when possible for the projects 
identified. Funding applications to ODPM and 
prioritisation in the Bexley area will have to be 
aligned with the Regeneration Framework 
structure through local delivery vehicles as 
directed by ODPM. However success in levering 
funding from elsewhere, such as the lottery, 
needs to tap into the combined experience of 
other partners. 
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Long-term Revenue Funding 

Management and maintenance form a crucial 
component for the sustainability of the marshes’ 
habitat and use. This is not specific to Bexley 
and Dartford, but is an issue for all green 
infrastructure. In some other regions in England, 
soft-end use programmes are now recognising 
this and funding management and maintenance 
for at least 25 years. This matter needs to be 
addressed by the governance structure and local 
authorities, Groundwork, Natural England and/or 
the Green Grid officers, when up and running, 
have a key role to play both in co-ordinating 
approaches to ODPM and DEFRA and in 
communication about a Thames Gateway-wide 
approach for long term revenue funding for 
sustaining areas like the marshes. 

Managing the Marshes Vision & Strategy March 2006 
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Appendix 2.1 Consultees
 
 

Role Consultee Organisation Consultation Means 
Community Bexley Community Safety Partnership comments sought 

Community Bexley LA21 Natural Environment Focus Group comments sought 

Community Crayford Forum comments sought 

Community Erith Yacht Club meetings/presentations 

Community Erith Yacht Club Cruising Group comments received 

Conservation Environment Agency (Biodiversity) meetings/presentations 

Conservation English Nature meetings/presentations 

Conservation/Management Kent Wildlife Trust meetings/presentations 

Conservation/Management London Wildlife Trust meetings/presentations 

Deliverer Groundwork Kent Thames-side meetings/presentations 

Deliverer Groundwork London comments sought 

Deliverer Groundwork South East London meetings/presentations 

Landowner Darent Industrial Estates (Chair) RJK comments sought 

Landowner Darent Industrial Estates (Nutalls) meetings/presentations 

Landowner Dartford Borough Council meetings/presentations 

Landowner Environment Agency meetings/presentations 

Landowner Gallions Housing Association comments sought 

Landowner GlaxoSmithKline meetings/presentations 

Landowner Hanson plc comments sought 

Landowner Murex comments sought 

Role Consultee Organisation Consultation Means 
Landowner Oakwood Transport meetings with 

agent/presentations 
Landowner Russell Stoneham Estates meetings/presentations 

Landowner Thames Water comments sought 

Landowner Tilfen Land Ltd comments sought 

Landowner University of Greenwich comments sought 

Local Authority Bexley Council meetings/presentations 

Local Authority Dartford Borough Council meetings/presentations 

Management Potential Land Restoration Trust meeting/comments sought 

Management Potential Thames21 River Keeper Project comments sought 

Regeneration & Economic 
Development 

SEEDA comments sought 

Regeneration & Economic 
Development 

Thames Gateway London Partnership meetings/presentations 

Regional Authority Kent County Council comments sought 

Regional Authority 
(for Greater London) 

Greater London Authority meetings/presentations 

Regional Authority 
(for Greater London) 

Metropolitan Police comments sought 

Regulatory Environment Agency (Thames Region) meetings/presentations 

Regulatory Environment Agency (Southern Region) meetings/presentations 

Regulatory Environment Agency (TE2100) meeting 

Resident/Conservation Andy Waller - Ecologist meetings/presentations 

Resident/Conservation Ralph Todd meetings/presentations 

Strategic Network 
(for walking) 

London Loop meetings/presentations 
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Appendix 2.2 Responses to Comments
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This Appendix comprises three parts: B. Minutes of the meeting held with C. Comments received on the draft strategy 
conservation organisations on 20th after circulation. 

A. Responses to the early versions of the December 2005, which was set up to 
“masterplans” and opportunities and address concerns of those organisations 
constraints that were presented and is referred to in A. 
and circulated. 

A Responses to the early versions of the “masterplans” and opportunities and constraints that were presented and circulated.
 
 

1. What are your views on the balance the masterplans achieve between visionary and pragmatic? 

Comment Response 

Kent Wildlife Trust 
Wish to see a proposal that protects and enhances nature conservation of the marshes; namely biodiversity interest 
in grazing marsh, flora-rich grassland, wet ditches and scattered scrub – improvements for ground-nesting birds 
and invertebrates. 

Disappointed that does not reflect a commitment to manage Dartford Marsh as a Local Nature Reserve. 

Elements of design (boardwalks, hides) are not robust enough for this sort of site. 

Agreed – can only be achieved through management. Plan aims to ensure no net loss of grazing marsh 
habitat, based on existing phase 1 surveys, plus qualitative management improvements e.g. to ditches. 
Site could be designated as LNR given Landowner support. 

Design guidelines will assist with formulating robust furniture. 

Dartford Borough Council 
- Overall sits well with aspirations for Dartford. Noted. 

ASW Ecology 
Boating and fishing inappropriate for water bodies. Hoped they would be for wildlife and nature conservation. See comments from EA who believe potential conflicts can be minimised through management. Lake is 

not sited on grazing marsh. 

Environment Agency 
- Pleased to see a large area of grazing marsh retained as well as a mix of other habitats. 
- Plan is pragmatic and takes account of existing situation. Exception is the bridge linking Dartford and Crayford – need 
clear span and to take account of navigation and thus will be expensive. 

Noted. 
Bridge study has been undertaken and different locations considered. Agreed more detailed 
specification required. Potential for larger funding application. 

Land Restoration Trust 
Any planned revenue from wind-farms should be recycled to the long term management of the site. Noted, will be mentioned in text. 
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1. What are your views on the balance the masterplans achieve between visionary and pragmatic? 

Comment Response 

London Wildlife Trust 
Overall strategic objectives for all three sites should be protection, restoration and enhancement of grazing marsh. 
Maintenance of the resource should be an important element of the strategy – reliable quantity of freshwater is critical 
to this. 

Agreed. 
Ditch management could assist with regulating freshwater levels. 

English Nature 
Welcome an attempt to accommodate a range of uses in an overarching strategy, but unclear about aims and objectives, 
role and function and relationship to the Managing the Marshes Business plan of 2003. 

Recommend further consultation meeting with EN to clarify background & context. 

Managing the Marshes (Dartford) Steering Group 
Having the landowners onboard is important. 

Dartford people see Dartford side as their marsh and linking with the Crayford side e.g. for a Friends group will not be easy 
in the short term. 

Agreed, but note there are differing levels of interest/enthusiasm. 

Noted, will be mentioned in text – longer term objectives for combined activities over the marshes will 
be recommended – this might fit better with marsh-wide funding. 

The Gateway Riverside Development Team 
Yet to be convinced overall objectives and aims are realistic or commercially viable.Question whether it will produce any 
measurable differences on the ground. 

Supportive of a process that brings about a sustainable solution, provided all landowners can agree and plans are socially 
and economically inclusive as well as viable. 

Objectives and aims are to set the scene and vision. Realism is augmented with visionary ideas in this 
sort of strategy and commercial viability is tested on a project by project basis. 
Already demonstrating differences on the ground and other proposals in strategy will do so. 
Agreement with all landowners is not achievable at this stage, agree process needs to engage with 
landowners, this strategy is partly for that purpose. Sustainability of the strategy is covered by the 
sustainability assessment – further development in planning terms would be subject to full consultation 
and Sustainability Appraisal process. 
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2. Have we got the active/passive/wildspace ratio right in terms of use of the marshes – if not how should it be different? 

Comment Response 

Kent Wildlife Trust 
- Activity areas likely to detract from wildlife interest, which should be limited to quiet enjoyment of nature. Specifically the High demand for fishing in local community (River Keeper evidence); will increase. Conflicts could be 
lake shown for fishing was to be managed for nature conservation – if fishing is permitted, KWT want to see biodiversity managed by zoning. 
benefits delivered elsewhere. 

Dartford Borough Council 
- Overall sits well with aspirations for Dartford. 

ASW Ecology 
- Should be an SSSI – uses such as BMX, boating, fishing should not be permitted as they can reduce biodiversity. Discussions with EN indicate immediate SSSI designation is unlikely. 
- Nature conservation should be the main priority for the whole marshes network – but can be balanced with access High and increasing recreational pressures need to be managed. 
and interpretation. BMX, boating, fishing all proposed for non-grazing marsh areas close to existing and future development 

where demand will be highest. 

Environment Agency 
The limited footpaths on Dartford are practical and benefit wildlife. Noted, but improved circular walks are considered desirable. 
Boardwalk across Crayford does not follow desire lines – is an expensive option for a path. Will review boardwalk alignment. 
Plan should demonstrate how the educational areas at Dartford Marsh will be used – demonstrate evidence of demand. Recommend further study. This is planned more as a research area as full access will not be possible 

because of contamination from former use. 

Trustees of Russell Stoneham Estate 
Do not agree with Country Park on former landfill – land may have inbuilt liabilities, but prepared to agree to public access 
(footpaths and cycleways) and viewpoint. 

Noted, will amend Country Park concept to “public access land”. 

Ralph Todd 
Disappointed at the apparent low level of importance given to the wildlife especially Thames Grazing Marsh – a national, Disagree – plan based on principle of no net loss of grazing marsh, based on evidence from recent 
London and Bexley BAP habitat. Urge higher prominence to them and management for quiet enjoyment and wildlife. habitat survey. Need to recognise existing and future pressure from community and provide a managed 
Missed opportunity to carry out long-term restoration and management for Redshank, Snipe, Lapwing, Yellow Wagtail, and system of access. 
other over-wintering birds. Bird opportunity noted. 
There needs to be long term view, that primarily halts the reduction of grazing marshes, then restores then manages for No net loss principle, followed by qualitative management improvements lies at heart of plan. 
access and education. 

Crayford Town Forum 
Active/passive/wildspace appears balanced, but conflicts between different agencies will have to be resolved. Agreed, progressing as part of the process. 

English Nature 
Internationally important area of marshland currently being evaluated by EN to see if it merits notification as SSSI. Noted will review location/extent – will require further recent survey. 
Concerned that existing nature conservation value of the site has not been considered adequately. Question rationale of 
location of fishing lake in area important for invertebrates (1992 survey). 
Need more information on “education” designated area – not to impact on overall integrity of the marshes. This is the old fireworks/munitions factory area, which has contamination and will have restricted access 

for research only. Further contamination studies will be commissioned to establish appropriate access. 
This is brownfield land, not grazing marsh. 
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3. Any specific elements not included that should be, or any included that should be removed? Are there any critical elements that are needed for coherence? 

Comment Response 

Kent Wildlife Trust 
Remove lagoons – these areas support high quality grassland inhabited by UK BAP invertebrates – the key interest is Recommend discussion with eco-consultees on this matter. Area understood not to be high quality and 
grazing marsh. could impacts be offset elsewhere? 

Hides are impractical, boardwalks present high maintenance costs. Both are attractors for visitors and assist with interpretation. 
Not convinced of need for a visitor centre (running costs are high), need to look at context and other similar plans in the Further study of demand and proposed facilities will be recommended. 
Kent Thameside area. 

Dartford Borough Council 
Extend riverside walkway eastwards. Noted, will include. 
Bike scrambling doesn’t fit with long terms aspirations for the area. Noted, but further discussion required as activity is popular. 
Joyce Green Farm building would be an appropriate visitor centre. Noted, will amend. 
NW lagoon/scrape shown as inter-tidal – not practicable, should be freshwater reed-bed. Noted, will amend. 
Footpath connections to “The Bridge” may need some amendment, to fit with the masterplan for that area. Noted – trying to get more detail – but can amend other than for link to tramway. 
Tramway must be a restored to existing location. Noted. 

Environment Agency 
Opposed to moorings and use of Dartford Creek by motor-powered boats. Deleted. 
The strategy should address ways of solving the problems along Ray Lamb Way. Noted, will include. 
A lake for fishing should be for low-density fishing to protect the integrity of the banks and wetland areas. Noted – further debate about lake at conservation meeting. 
Tree/hedgerow cover should be limited. Noted – partly graphics issue; not intended to increase cover much. 
Scrub areas should relate to those existing and consider management implications of scrub. Noted, will amend. 
Maintain and improve the connectivity between sea, river and drains to facilitate eel colonisation and escapement Noted, will seek confirmation of details. 
for spawning. 
Landfill area at southern part of Crayford Marsh has habitat restoration of wetlands – reflect in masterplan. Noted, will seek information for inclusion. 
Treat bike-scrambling area with caution and assess impact and demand. Noted in recommendations. 
Assessment of bridge location and design should address impact on bird life that uses the creek. Noted, will be referred to in recommendations. 
Need to commission a study to look at the effects on containment or elimination of pollutions discharges from Darent Noted included in recommendations. 
Industrial Estate into the ground and marsh. 

GLA 
Boardwalks should be used only on wet or seasonally wet land. Noted, will review boardwalk locations. 
Footpath network should include shorter paths to link to existing footpath system. Noted, will review footpath network – intention to create some circular walks. 
New water bodies should respect existing land parcels and match them. e.g. mark the footprint of the former For detail design. 
Orchard Hospital. 
Incorporate visitor centre into investment for run down agricultural buildings at Joyce Green Farm. Noted, will amend. 
Location of bridge crossing should be at the flood barrier, more convenient and undesirable to have big new engineering Two are shown, one at barrier, one further down – subject to study. 
object in the open landscape. 
Include 2 viewing points at end of tramway axis and overlooking “smallpox jetty”. Noted, will amend plan. 
Need to take a position on the desirability of new buildings on the Greenwich University land (old fireworks factory). Further study required on education research and interpretation. 
Statement is needed on the Gun Club. Noted; meeting with Gun Club to understand landowner’s aspirations. 
Access and visitor parking needs more study with capacity requirements stated. Noted for further study. 
Superbus could be extended to serve Crayford Marshes from the east. Noted, but not for this group to decide. 
Show link to Slade Green Station. Noted, will amend. 
Show Thames Road improvements. Noted, will amend. 
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3. Any specific elements not included that should be, or any included that should be removed? Are there any critical elements that are needed for coherence? 

Comment Response 

GLA 
Include improvements (footpath cycleway) to Darent Industrial Estate approach road. Noted, will include. 
Show flood defence line at Darent Industrial Estate. Noted, will include. 
Add a car-park in south east – as part of “The Bridge”. Discuss with DBC. 
Erith: Crossrail may relocate Belvedere Station. Noted, but will not incorporate on plan. 
Show links to loop road. Will include in background data. 
Incorporate wind turbine search area to east of marshes. Noted, will include on masterplan – but outside study area – check with Bexley. 
Show green sewer path. Will include. 
Potential for re-use of Ford ferry to Dagenham. Discuss with Bexley. 

ASW Ecology 
Not supportive of wind turbines, may prove a hazard to birds on passage and local owls that forage on the marshes. Ecological impact would be part of site suitability assessment. 
Need to safeguard nature conservation such as breeding owls and bat roosts around Fireworks factory from conflict with Further discussions with landowner and educational /research use assessment. 
education uses and nearby development. Included. 
More ecological surveys should be undertaken. Noted, in project list. 
Wardens are needed to combat anti-social issues on the marshes. Noted, recommendations will be made that include a presence on the marshes. 

Thames Water 
(Erith): Area C Crossness Southern Marshes 
Part of the Crossness Sewage Treatment works is managed for water voles, the majority remains Thames Water 
operational land. 

Noted. 

Bexley LA21 Natural Environment Focus Group 
Want to see marshes used more by visitors and residents alike. Noted. 
Encourage links between marshes on both sides of the Thames. Noted – potential for ferry crossing will be proposed. 
Signs and furniture for marshes should be durable. Robust construction of access points is important in deterring Noted – see design palette. 
fly-tipping etc. 
Like to see a corporate design for identity. Noted – in design palette 
Masterplan needs to have flexibility for evolution of locally derived enterprise. Noted, but this is not agreeable to all Strategic Partners. 
Like to see reinstatement of jetties, especially Ford’s Ferry. Noted. 
Liaise with Highways Departments over possible landscape improvements associated with repair works to University Way Noted, feasibility recommended 
and Eastern Way. 
Reed beds require active management. Noted. 
Management plans must be funded on a long-term basis. No point doing the work if it then deteriorates. Need a dedicated Noted. 
team to help curb antisocial behaviour. 
Horse grazing and wildlife habitats need to be balanced by agreements over numbers of horses per field. Noted. 
Make links with Visitors’ Centre at Foots Cray Meadows. Noted. 
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3. Any specific elements not included that should be, or any included that should be removed? Are there any critical elements that are needed for coherence? 

Comment Response 

Bexley LA21 Natural Environment Focus Group 
Erith 
Need to liase with Thames Water over Erith – long-term plans may include a pedestrian access across Eastern Way. Further visitor study required to assess requirements. 
Air quality is of concern to residents. More marshland brought into management and care will help ease concerns. Noted, included. 
Strategy should consider parts of Southmere Green (shown on plan as East Thamesmead Business Park). Land allocated as industrial in local plan, so marked as such on masterplan. 
Foresee an increase in demand for equestrian facilities, agreements will be needed to reduce the number of horses, but to Noted, will be subject to normal planning process. 
provide stabling. 
Look for ways to make less of a barrier between community and marshes across Eastern Way. Noted, in details. 
Crayford/Dartford 
Potential for angling is encouraged, should be managed by a reputable Angling Club or similar. Suggest marsh fish rather Noted, but further discussion about fishing at conservation meeting. 
than general fishery approach. 
Historic features such as pill boxes are a benefit and add to the distinctiveness of the marshes. Noted, interpretation about them is included. 

Russell Stoneham Estates 
Agree the need for an interpretation centre at Howbury Farm. 
Do not want access to motorbikes. 

Noted, study proposed to establish need in Bexley and Dartford area. 
Noted, need to define areas for access if any. 

Ralph Todd 
River Thames is important highway for birds – need to link with what is happening on the other side of the Thames. Noted 
Urges greater involvement of Kent/London Wildlife Trusts and RSPB in implementation. Noted, trusts have been involved as strategic partners – strategy recognises potential role of trusts for 

long term management. 

Crayford Forum 
Need to assess impact of NW Kent and West London sewerage – outflows of effluent on to marsh at present during heavy Would need to be a further study. 
rain. New plans for a super sewer need to be considered. 
The plans for the dual carriageway access road from Bob Dunn way to Slade Green rail depot and Darent Industrial Estate Purposefully excluded as part of a planning application yet to be determined. 
are not mentioned. 
Lack of day-to-day management to reduce anti-social behaviour – needs addressing. Agreed, proposals will be included. 
Will boating affect the wildlife? 
Access to the marshes should be given more emphasis – entrances are thought to be unsightly threatening areas. Agreed. 
Concern about water voles and impact of rail depot. Not for this study, part of planning application yet to be determined. 

Land Restoration Trust 
Dedicated staff are required for management. 
Employment of rangers should be from the local community. 
Access points to the site are particularly important to create an “impression”. 
Revenue to ensure future income is important. 

Noted and recommendations will be made. 
Noted, covered in design palette 
Noted, covered in text. 
Noted, covered in text. 
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3. Any specific elements not included that should be, or any included that should be removed? Are there any critical elements that are needed for coherence? 

Comment Response 

London Wildlife Trust 
(Crayford) Does not support changes to landscape behind River Thames flood defences – reedbeds. Do not want to see loss Noted. Plan is based on no net loss principle. Suggest meeting to discuss. 
of freshwater grazing marsh. 
Any managed retreat to deal with brackish water would impact on the freshwater habitats – and water vole population. Managed retreat could only be effective within tidal floodplain. Ditch improvements and new ditches 

could increase vole numbers? 
Trust does not support the quantity and distribution of trees and hedgerows – map of existing situation would help. Wish to Hedgerows depicted on master plan are existing – accept graphics are a bit “heavy”. 
see an overall decrease in scrub and reduction in hawthorn and encouragement of willow. 
Some ancient trees require pollarding. Noted. 
LWT does not support boardwalk through the inter-tidal salt marsh area near the yacht club. It should remain undisturbed to Noted, but to be discussed with Bexley and Erith Yacht Club. 
retain habitat quality for breeding and foraging marshland birds. 
Need to understand the rationale of boardwalks and assess ecological impact of all boardwalks. Boardwalk locations will be looked at again in light of comments. 
LWT supports one river crossing over the Darent to connect Crayford and Dartford – but does not support a bridge where Agreed – to be considered at detailed design stages. 
marshes would be vulnerable to disturbance by cyclists. 
Concerned about impact of boardwalks and moorings in the tidal channel of the Darent. Moorings to be deleted. 
(Erith) Area E might relate to a wildlife corridor set aside for water vole habitat enhancement – in which case scrub planting Detailed design & survey. 
and BMX track is not supported. 
(All 3 marshes) Strategy should consider site ownership, statutory designations, existing management agreements, planning Noted. 
consents and statutory water resource issues. 

English Nature 
Rationale and impact of increased visitor pressure needs to be addressed for inclusion of boardwalks. 
The cumulative impact of The Bridge housing development and other adjacent proposed developments on the nature 
conservation value and integrity of the marshes should be addressed. 
Strategy should be assessed in line with aspirations of landowners. 

Noted, boardwalk locations to be reassessed. 
Agreed – plan seeks to respond to these development pressures. 

Agreed, but note there are differing levels of interest/enthusiasm. 

Managing the Marshes (Dartford) Steering Group 
Education should be renamed - Research with limited access – to explain the situation and issues surrounding 
contamination of the site. 

Noted. 

The Gateway Riverside Development Team 
Unsure how decision reached to exclude the Gun Club land on the drawings. Early drafts of the drawings had to “ignore” the Gun Club’s continuing activity while it was subject to 

appeal for a Lawful Development Certificate – for the reason that if we had shown it, then it could have 
prejudiced of the appeal process. Now shown. 

Impression gained that landowner agreements are seen as an obstacle to deadline completions. Landowner engagement is seen as part of the strategy and future processes. Addressed in text. 

If landowners and key stakeholders become isolated from the process they are more likely to resist proposals. Need to Agree – proposals for governance and restructuring strategic group with clarity for stakeholders is 
engage all landowners at an embryonic stage. covered in strategy text. Strategy itself will be used to engage with landowners. 
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4. What are your views on the full/partial managed retreat for Crayford/Dartford? 

Comment Response 

Kent Wildlife Trust 
Proposals for managed retreat should only be brought forward for consideration once site is under “appropriate” 
management for some years. 

TE2100 outcome will inform this issue. 

Environment Agency 
Would support consideration of managed retreat for this site. If going to be considered, needs to be included in the 
masterplan, so abortive infrastructure works are not carried out. 
Would require compensatory habitat for loss of grazing marsh and water vole habitat. Could be costly and difficult. 
Remaining fresh water areas would have to be able to hold a viable water vole population. This is the important decision-
making point. 

Noted 

Agreed re vole habitats – quality & quantity improvements can be made on retained freshwater marsh 
through ditch management/digging of new ditches. 

ASW Ecology 
Would need to understand more about managed retreat, if it would assist flood risk reduction and would not be detrimental 
to wildlife present. 

TE2100. 

Bexley LA21 
Refer to marshes as coastal grazing not freshwater grazing. 
Natural solutions to flood defence are vital. 
Tidal flood storage may have to be considered. 
Balance has to be made for tidal and fluvial that satisfies urban and biodiversity needs. May have to consider sacrificial 
areas. 
Water levels need to be maintained. 

Noted, changed. 
TE2100. 
Noted, but decision-making process is not as yet clear. 

Noted, importance is recognised. 

Dartford BC 
Until convinced otherwise, oppose managed retreat – drained grazing marsh habitat would be lost if reverted to salt marsh. TE2100 

Russell Stoneham Estates 
For the 124 acres of Crayford Marshes in the Estate’s ownership – no problem with proposals. Offer of donation of land to 
environmental trust with endowment (subject to planning permission). 

Noted. Planning application for railfreight depot still to be determined. 

GLA 
Explain the flood role of the new ponds/lakes. Noted, in text. 

Crayford Forum 
Fully managed flood retreat is welcomed, to protect Crayford and allow marsh to revert. Needs to link with plans for Rivers 
Shuttle, Wansunt, Stanham and Cray. 
Maintenance plan must be included. 

TE2100. 

Noted, proposals for management will be made. 

Land Restoration Trust 
Care should be made on capital spend on northern part of site if managed retreat involves flooding of this area. TE2100. 
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4. What are your views on the full/partial managed retreat for Crayford/Dartford? 

Comment Response 

London Wildlife Trust 
No base maps of existing habitats, land-uses, paths etc, this is needed before Trust can support strategy. 
No information about the process of the strategy development – without explanation of process the Trust cannot support 
the strategy. 

Will be included in appendices – have been circulated previously. 
Noted, will be included in final report. 

English Nature 
Managed retreat would require considerable resources from the Environment Agency. Noted – TE2100. 

Managing the Marshes (Dartford) Steering Group 
Isn’t the flooding issue more of a fluvial one (R. Darent) in this area, rather than inter-tidal? Seek further clarification from TE2100. 

5. Other 

Comment Response 

Bexley LA21 Natural Environment Focus Group 
Thames Water will want to keep its own logos for the areas it manages. For further discussion at an operational level, doesn’t impact on strategy. 

GLA 
Masterplan should show difference between existing and proposed. Remove the outline of the former hospital and include 
masterplan connections from “The Bridge” if available – otherwise leave white. 

Noted, will be incorporated in amendments to masterplan and other strategy build-up drawings. 
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B Minutes of the meeting held with conservation organisations on 20th December 2005.
 
 

Date: 

Thursday 20th December 2005 

Location: 

Groundwork SEL Offices, 
 

Astra House, Arklow Road, London SE14 6EB
 
 

Present: 

Francis Hesketh (FH)

 
(The Environment Partnership) (Chair)
 
 

John Arnold (JA)
 
 
(Dartford Borough Council)
 
 

Tim Chapman (TC)
 
 
(Bexley Natural Environment Focus Group)
 
 

Rachel Cook (RC)

 
(English Nature)
 
 

Annie Coombs (AC)

 
(The Environment Partnership)
 
 

Ray Gray (RG)

 
(Bexley Natural Environment Focus Group)
 
 

Alex Laurie (AL)

 
(Groundwork South East London)
 
 

Pete Massini (PM)

 
(English Nature)
 
 

Bridget Snaith (BS)

 
(Groundwork South East London)
 
 

Mark Taylor (MT)
 
 
(Bexley Council)

 

Ralph Todd (RT)
 
 
(Resident)

 

Colin Twyford (CT)
 
 
(Erith Yacht Club)
 
 

Emma Ventham (EV)
 
 
(Groundwork Kent Thames-side)
 
 

Andy Waller (AW)
 
 
(Ecology Consultant)

 

Fiona White (FW)

 
(Groundwork Kent Thames-side)
 
 

Sue Young (SY)
 
 
(Kent Wildlife Trust)
 
 

Purpose of Meeting: 

1	 To address concerns raised by conservation 
organisations, many of whom had not been 
able to attend the strategy presentation in 
October 2005. 

2	 Francis Hesketh, Annie Coombs and Bridget 
Snaith presented the strategy. The questions 
below were identified as the key ones to this 
group, that would assist clarity for 
Groundwork and its consultants. 

3	 Comments on managed retreat – are we right 
to keep the options open? 

4	 How to manage coastal grazing marsh for 
future resilience? 

5	 Species management aspirations – conflicts 
and how to manage them? 

6	 Access and movement – comments on 
location and provision. 

7		 Water bodies – balancing nature conservation, 
population pressures and amenity 

8		 Any other projects? 

Summary of points made at the meeting under 
headings above and general points. 
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General 

PM sought clarity on the status of the strategy 
and where it goes next. JA explained in 
Dartford’s case it would help to inform the LDF, 
but would not be supplementary planning 
guidance. PM identified the difficulties of getting 
all the stakeholders on board when such a level 
of detail is included in the masterplan. However 
he acknowledged that the detail was needed to 
instigate the debate. 

The discussion led to a proposal that AC/FH 
agreed to put to Bexley where the masterplan as 
it stands (with agreed amendments) be 
described as an example of the way the strategy 
could be interpreted and delivered, but that 
another plan that showed “strategic options for 
each area”, which was more diagrammatic be 
included as the strategy drawing around which 
stakeholder agreement be sought. 

There was debate about use of the word “park” 
– as in the “Inner Marshes Conservation Park”. 
Some felt this gave the wrong impression and 
was not clear that the habitat is grazing marsh. 
However it was agreed that consistency with 
names used on the northern marshes was 
important and it was a case of educating people 
not to expect the facilities associated with an 
urban park in this context. 

PM pointed out that appropriate governance 
structures need to be in place to make it work. It 
is likely this will be through the East Green Grid, 
but at present this isn’t formalised, or funded. 

AC explained that recommendations for a review 
of the strategic group would be made as a part 
of the strategy. FH described another project in 
Cheshire, where similar issues arose and the 
way forward there was to set up a regional park. 

PM emphasised the importance of funding 
streams for the ongoing management of the 
green infrastructure. The implementation of the 
Green Grid is identifying that key parts of 
Thames Gateway cannot be managed without 
funding streams being found. He recommended 
a section in the strategy report that considers 
the options to include: ODPM, Section 106, 
business levy from upstream companies, trusts 
that need endowments or long term revenue 
sources etc. 

PM suggested the strategy should address 
short term funding via existing programme 
expenditure and the longer term process such 
as Area Action Plans. 

1 Comments on managed retreat – are 
we right to keep the options open? 

AC/FH indicated AC will meet with Environment 
Agency early in 2006 to understand more of 
what is proposed under TE2100. PM explained 
that the TE2100’s high-level options will be ready 
in 2006, but it will be a long time before area-
specific proposals are available. The strategy will 
look not only at flood storage but also at habitat 
compensation (e.g. salt marsh). It is a very 
complex series of options (with many unknowns) 

involving fluvial and tidal flooding, sea level rises, 
breaching of barriers and phased options. 

PM requested AC check limit of flooding with 
EA. (Done) 

PM pointed out the constraints on raising water 
levels and managed retreat of the Darent 
Industrial Estate. 

MT felt the complications of managed 
retreat/flood storage should be put on the back 
burner for the purposes of this study as it could 
be 30+ years before any impact. JA agreed. 

TC advocated natural retreat. 

2 How to manage coastal grazing marsh 
for future resilience? 

TC felt a grazing marsh only option should be 
kept open. 

PM said in his experience it is difficult to find 
graziers who can graze the marsh in a way that 
is financially viable. 

Multi-use urban agriculture in Holland where 
profit is made was mentioned. 

EV indicated Groundwork KT’s objective is to 
restore to grazing marsh and to manage water 
levels to achieve. 
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3 Species management aspirations – 
conflicts and how to manage them? 

RT made the point that aspirations for increased 
access reduces the potential for ground nesting 
birds. PM pointed out that the increased number 
of people in the area is non negotiable, so this 
has an impact on what can be done in the area 
and it has to be questioned therefore if managing 
for ground nesting birds is appropriate. 

SY warned against replacing marsh with 
reedbeds. 

4 Access and movement – comments on 
location and provision. 

CT indicated that although the ferry service 
arrow was desirable the practicalities of a ferry 
needed to be investigated. It is not possible to 
provide river transport from the Yacht Club 
without the construction of massive piers 
because of the tidal range. 

SY pointed out that “managing for birdwatchers” 
presents a conflict as access to people conflicts 
with the marsh habitat and the birds. She felt 
access needs to be defined as “managing for 
recreation” and there needs to be strategic 
zoning. Specifically she felt there should not be a 
boardwalk access near Erith Yacht Club. 

CT explained that the reed saltings have been 
lost at the Erith Yacht Club location. Erith Yacht 
Club has proposals to install campshedding 
(erosion protection measures) to restore reed 

beds. PM indicated that the most sustainable 
approach would be to move the sea wall back 
rather than creating a new artificial defence. 

RT felt people should not be encouraged to go 
on to the grazing marsh, nor should it be lost by 
overgrazing. PM pointed out that if the 
management resources are there it is possible to 
combine ornithological interest, intense public 
access and grazing marsh. MT agreed. However 
the resources must be in place. 

5 Water bodies – balancing nature 
conservation, population pressures 
and amenity 

AW felt there are better places for amenity 
boating and cited Danson Lake. MT informed 
the group that Danson Lake is full, the demand 
is great, which signifies demand for more 
provision exists. AC indicated Erith Yacht Club 
had also identified this. AC reassured the 
meeting that such elements had been included 
based on information regarding demand not just 
the general desire for income generators. In any 
case, CT indicated boating would not bring in 
much profit and that at Southmere Lake in 
Thamesmead pollution has been an issue. RT 
felt that Littlebrook Lakes could meet the 
amenity demand and Crayford/Dartford be 
restored to grazing marsh. AC indicated that site 
investigation would be required to assess the 
suitability of the area identified for a lake with 
regard to potential contamination from former 
use as a hospital. 

AW indicated that fishing if managed by bailiffs is 
not incompatible with nature conservation 
objectives. FH indicated Environment Agency 
comments had also suggested low-density 
fishing. PM noted that allowing fishing can help 
self-policing of water bodies. RC noted it will not 
generate a large income, £6k per year maximum. 

PM felt the correct approach is to acknowledge 
there will be more use and pressure and to 
concentrate that use, to protect other areas. 
People like boating, walking round lakes and 
through reed-beds and so zoning of accessible 
areas and wildlife areas is the best approach. 
He felt access has to be provided to some 
areas, so the pressure needs to be focussed. 
[He cited Rainham/Havering where the marshes 
are divided by a main road, so there is potential 
for part to have access and part to be fenced 
with only one access route through. However 
there is a single landowner here; which, 
simplifies the approach.] 

MT agreed, it is a matter of actively managing 
the use and managing the people. 

RT restated that Littlebrook Lakes be kept for 
amenity use, but that grazing marsh be restored 
on Dartford/Crayford. 
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C Comments received on the draft strategy after circulation.
 
 

6 Any other projects? 

Bexley Council 

Co-ordinated feedback on terminology, 
clarification on Bexley-related planning matters 
and governance structure and future delivery. 
Separate comments and suggestions on 
access and transport issues and proposals. 
All incorporated. 

Dartford Borough Council 

Provided feedback in form of proposed changes 
to summary report (taken on board and also 
incorporated in the strategy document)

1
, referred 

consultants to additional documents: “Greening 
Kent Gateway” and “Waterfronts and Waterways 
in Kent Thameside” (acknowledged and referred 
to in the strategy) and letter, Cabinet and 
General Assembly Council reports. Key points 
from these last three are opposition to 
promoting managed retreat options (now 
excluded), importance of marshes for local 
people, motorcycle scrambling (no longer 
shown) is incompatible with the Council 
aspirations, visitor centre better located in 
existing Joyce Green farm buildings (done) and 
caution to be exercised in detailed location of 
lake (acknowledged). Also at a meeting of its 
General Assembly Council on 31st January 

1 Comments in brackets and italics refer to action taken. 

2006, Dartford Council resolved, “the Council 
considers that the aim for Managing the 
Marshes should be the creation of a place for 
quiet enjoyment of Dartford’s unique marshland 
environment. Where existing uses such as 
motorcycling, model aircraft flying and shooting 
do not contribute positively to that aim, the 
strategy should make this clear, so as to provide 
an unequivocal framework for the local planning 
authorities when preparing Local Development 
Documents.” (included). 

GLA 

Suggestions for changes to text that helped 
expand the strategic context, access and 
transport and adjacent developments sections, 
added points of detail regarding Belvedere, Erith 
and Rainham, emphasised points regarding 
design, included suggestions for future projects 
(communications strategy, masterplans, 
transport strategy, design guidance for open 
space, – all of which are included in the projects 
list), suggested additional explanations and 
clarity to delivery arrangements and governance 
structure and requested paragraph on CPO. 
(Taken on board.) 

Environment Agency 

Would like to see more information on 
biodiversity value (acknowledged that a proper 
programme of baseline and ecological 
monitoring is required in the projects list), 

references to tree planting should be removed 
(done), wants emphasis placed on grazing 
marsh, recommends looking at options for 
water quality control for Darent Industrial Estate 
including reedbeds (projects list), strategy needs 
to address future resource utilisation (projects 
list provides projects and potential delivery 
agents – but does not prioritise), comments to 
be sourced and justified, (some additions made 
– but regarding landownership and aspirations 
further work is identified in projects list) like to 
see the issue of the road across Crayford Marsh 
addressed (specifically excluded as subject to 
planning decision and strategy cannot be seen 
to be directional in this regard). In favour of 
fisheries if not displacing other valuable habitats 
(water bodies not shown on grazing marsh), 
opportunities to boost eel populations to be 
considered (included). Not in favour of tidal 
power (acknowledged), new ferry infrastructure 
when Ford Ferry in place (acknowledged), 
bridge across Darent other than at barrier 
(feasibility study identified), boardwalks and 
moorings on the Darent (removed). Queries 
about way scrub cover is shown on plan 
(detailed baseline required). 

Kent Wildlife Trust 

Requested changes to text and plans regarding 
no explicit introduction of new water bodies in 
areas of grazing marsh, emphasised restoration 
of degraded grazing marsh should not be 
counted as positive gain to grazing marsh 
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habitat, commented that assessment of impact Graham Simpkin on behalf of Mr Peter not shown so as not to prejudice the legality of 
on biodiversity of any TE2100 plans for flood Duffield (landowner) in response to Dartford the appeal process. Now shown.) 
storage would be required. Pointed out that Cabinet Meeting addenda item, 
Wildlife Trusts have experience of managing subsequently passed to Bexley as a Martin Murphy for The Gateway Riverside 
such landscapes and should be mentioned in consultation response). Development Team 
terms of potential role in long term stewardship 
and possible transfer of land to Wildlife Trusts. English Nature’s plans in regard of SSSI status (The summary below picks what are considered 
(All incorporated.) Identifies English Nature queried. (Checked with EN, strategy states to be the key points from a 30-page response 
(Natural England) as having a role in setting up current position). Strategy doesn’t address what and telephone conversations between Martin 
future governance (Amended). disturbances need addressing and therefore Murphy with Annie Coombs and with Francis 

what kinds of management initiatives are Hesketh – both of TEP). 
London Wildlife Trust required. (Projects list identifies need for 

management plans and baseline data provides Strategy hasn’t sought backing of all 
Unacceptable to include suggestions for new location of envirocrime). Earlier draft outline landowners. (Strategy acknowledges this and 
wetlands and water bodies for flood storage at management plan did not include proper indicates different landowners have different 
such an early stage of the TE2100 process. consultation. (Strategy recommends clarity on aspirations and way forward is to engage 
Changes requested to text to ensure scrub governance structures and consultation appropriately with the landowners). Requires 
clearance was not reported as an overall gain in processes). Concern that works on the ground agreed baseline conventions and methods. 
grazing marsh. Changes to text on plans compromised by expenditure on studies. (Works (Strategy recommends further baseline work). 
discussed and way forward found using have progressed on the ground. The projects list Approach has been top-down. (Strategy has 
framework plans as illustrative with appropriate includes a balance of studies needed to inform, also been based on ongoing consultation with 
caveats. (Changes made, subsequent support design and monitor with implementation some communities. Further consultation would 
given for strategy). Expresses regret that projects). Strategy has not consulted landowners take place when local authorities develop 
strategic group will not be able to prioritise and not based on detailed understanding of proposals contained in the strategy further). 
projects from list. Recommended number of uses and conservation value. (Strategy based on 
habitat and community engagement projects baseline work, acknowledges need for further No insight given to site’s natural history, human 
associated with water voles. (Added). studies and has engaged with most of the history, settlements, location etc. (Much of this 

landowners direct or through steering groups). provided in background reports and 
Russell Stoneham Estates Point of detail on Local Nature Reserve – appendices). Masterplan process not ready to 

corrected in strategy. Asks about provision of off accept level of detail shown. (Agreed, moved to 
Queried access to viewpoint on landfill. road motorcycling and visitor centre. (Strategy less detailed framework plans). Queries Gun 
Proposed different route. (Incorporated in advocates investigation into need and alternative Club site landowner’s invitation to Dartford 
framework plan.) sites for both of these). Strategy fails to Managing the Marshes meetings. (This predates 

acknowledge Gun Club. (At time of strategy the strategy preparation, but at the last strategic 
draft, Gun Club’s continuing activity was subject group meeting it was confirmed the Gun Club 
to appeal for a Lawful Development Certificate – landowner could in future be represented at 
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these meetings.) Detailed comments are Notes that Fireworks Factory may be more modelling relating to marsh protection at Yacht 
provided on the strategy’s baseline data section. contaminated than suspected. (Project List Club and recommends floating barrier to deal 
(These are noted and changes made to some includes for further site investigations). with litter on shore. (All can be considered in 
parts.) In particular, feels that the site is no longer detail assessment of this area). 
“grazing marsh” due to historic land-raising. Thames Water 
(Point dealt with by amending key to incorporate Dr Ray Gray expressing his own views, but 
grazing marsh and former grazing marsh). Comments on Erith Marsh plan, changes indicates they are in line with those of 

regarding operational land and uses. Bexley Natural Environment Focus Group 
Challenges visionary objectives as being in (Plan changed). 
place already and not including social inclusion. Welcomes zoning plan, but overall result should 
(Agree aspects of the visionary objectives are Erith Yacht Club not show net loss of coastal grazing marsh. 
there.) Community growth and community Recommends further exploration of alternative 
linkages tackle social exclusion. Concludes that Wishes to see Erith Yacht Club in the “quick sites for shooting, fishing, boating and 
the strategy promotes exclusion – as it is wins” part of the project list (done), Gun Club scrambling (In projects list). Need to compromise 
promoting access by appointment only. should be shown on the plans (done), does not and balance community involvement and public 
(Misunderstanding – this is not the case). want to see boardwalks on the Saltings participation needs with those of conservation 
Inconsistency between strategy indicating its (removed). (Recognised). Questions about future 
illustrations are only one way of delivering the management – which Dr Gray recognises may 
strategy, yet advocating adoption into local Erith Yacht Club Cruising Group (separate not be in the scope of this strategy. (Options for 
authority LDFs. (Will be developed further with from Erith Yacht Club) future management discussed in final chapters – 
more consultation as part of LDF process. not within scope of this strategy to indicate 
Strategy document makes it clear that strategy Comments include: need to await TE2100 which will prevail). 
is for publicity, liaison, stakeholder engagement findings, a conservation plan should be the first 
and further funding bids). step, information about prehistoric forest, Long 

Reach Tavern, areas of former explosive storage 
Requests land owned by Mr Peter Duffield is that should be identified and pollution levels are 
“whitened out” on the drawings. (Further likely to be high in Dartford Creek – survey 
discussions led to indication of existing before fishing permitted. (All useful information 
conditions by showing only OS baseline, for future more detailed studies). Advocates 
definitive right of way on map, but no SSSI for Crayford/Dartford. (Consideration 
proposals for the land in Mr Duffield’s underway by English Nature). Queries wind 
ownership – net effect is to not show any turbines and ferry link (both subject to further 
direction for the land.) Request that habitat or study), security and fly tipping issues associated 
access improvement works to be funded from with access through Yacht Club and car park on 
ODPM projects NOT be shown on Duffield Ray Lamb Way (both subject to more detailed 
land. (This has been incorporated). consideration). Identifies need for hydrographical 
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Graham Butler for London Loop 

Endorses Bexley’s proposed changes to access 
and movement sections. (Included). Asks for 
clarity on “Cross River Park” (this is not Inner 
Marshes Conservation Park, but a park linked to 
the proposed new river crossing) and grassland 
habitat names. 
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Appendix 2.3 Sustainability Assessment
 
 
1.0 Introduction 

This report documents the consideration of the 
likely sustainability effects that will arise from the 
implementation of the vision and strategy for 
Erith, Crayford and Dartford Marshes, 
collectively considered under the ‘Managing the 
Marshes’ programme. 

The assessment has been undertaken to identify 
relevant sustainability objectives for the 
Managing the Marshes programme, and to 
assess the likely effects of the proposals on 
those objectives. The process has been 
undertaken concurrently with the formulation of 
the vision and strategy for the programme to 
ensure that the proposals respond fully to those 
likely effects. 

The London Sustainable Development 
Commission’s ‘Making Your Plan’s Sustainable: a 
London Guide’ (Greater London Authority, 2004) 
has been used as a template for this report. The 
document is based on the Commission’s four 
principles of sustainable development; 
responsibility, respect, resources and results. 

2.0 Compliance with the requirements of 
Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic 
Environmental Assessment 

The vision and strategy for the Managing the 
Marshes programme does not currently fall into 
the category of plans or policies, which require a 
mandatory sustainability appraisal, as required 
by planning legislation, incorporating the 
requirements of the Strategic Environment 
Assessment Directive set by the European 
Union. However, in the interests of best practice 
and robustness to scrutiny, the strategic group 
for the programme has decided that an 
assessment of the likely sustainability effects 
makes a positive contribution to the 
development of the plan proposals. 

It is intended that this report will be used to 
inform future sustainability appraisal 
(incorporating the requirements of the Strategic 
Environmental Assessment Directive) of statutory 
development plans such as Local Development 
Frameworks for Bexley and Dartford, into which 
the proposals for the Managing the Marshes 
programme should be incorporated. 

3.0 Plan Objectives 

The objectives of the Managing the Marshes 
strategy are to: 

1	 Be a destination of diversity and 
distinctiveness; attracting wide audiences. 

2	 Be a place where communities feel linked 
with each other, with nature and with the 
River Thames. 

3	 Provide and protect a setting for economic 
and community growth. 

4	 Be a functioning wetland ecosystem. 

5	 Be a place where natural and cultural 
heritage is protected and enhanced. 

6	 Deliver high quality design standards with 
environmental focus. 

7	 Form part of an Inner Marshes 
Conservation Park, spanning the River 
Thames. 

8	 Engender respect and stewardship from their 
users and neighbours. 

It is important to consider the degree to which 
these objectives accord with those of other 
relevant policies and plans, and with the 
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sustainability objectives determined in this sites, which will require careful design-led Local impacts
 
assessment. 

The following sections set out the response of 
the Managing the Marshes vision and strategy to 
the questions set out in the Commission’s 
toolkit. The Commission’s questions are set out 
in blue, with the strategic response included in 
normal text font. The Commission’s four 
principles are considered in turn. 

4.0 Responsibility 

4.1 What geographical area could your 
proposal impact upon? 

The proposals for the Managing the Marshes 
programme will directly affect Erith, Crayford and 
Dartford Marshes, but will also have implications 
for the wider Bexley and Dartford areas, and, to 
a limited extent, for, the wider London and Kent 
Thameside sub-regions. 

4.2 In what ways could your proposal 
impact on this/these areas? 

The proposals will result in a diverse range of 
impacts in these areas, as follows: 

Site-specific impacts 

●	 Positive effects on ecological diversity 
through habitat creation and enhancement, 
although this may be tempered by 
increases in the number of visitors to the 

management responses. 

●	 Improved hydrological functionality and the 
enhancement of on-site drainage systems as 
a resource for managing surface water run-off 
from adjacent urban areas and for 
maintaining water levels optimum for grazing 
marsh habitat. 

●	 Improved management, including grazing 
densities. 

●	 Improvements to on-site infrastructure, 
including the access and movement network, 
information facilities, and features to reinforce 
local distinctiveness. 

●	 Soils will be affected through the creation of 
landform and marsh and aquatic habitats, 
which has potential implications for 
contamination, necessitating remediation 
strategies in some areas prior to the 
implementation of works. 

●	 The proposals will enhance the environmental 
quality of a degraded and poorly served 
industrial estate, including better integration 
with the local landscape, reduced polluting 
incidents, improved access and potentially 
greater use of renewable energy. 

●	 The proposals seek to provide an amenity, 
recreation and education resource for 
established and emerging local communities. 

●	 The proposals seek to engage local 
communities to become involved with habitat 
management on the marshes and to ensure a 
long-term presence for the marshes in the 
form of warden(s) that will assist management 
and help to reduce antisocial behaviour. 

●	 The proposals include improved signage to 
the marshes from public transport in the 
local area and corridor improvements to 
gateway routes. 

●	 The proposals seek to provide flexibility for 
future flood management. 

●	 The framework plans incorporate heritage 
interpretation and display. 

●	 The proposals incorporate measures to 
consider the environmental performance and 
renewable energy use of existing commercial 
premises, reducing, in particular, wider 
emissions associated with energy production. 
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4.3 Who are the people likely to be ● Members of the local community that 4.5 What are the ways in which people 
directly affected by your proposal? currently use the site for passive recreation might be affected directly or indirectly by 

and amenity purposes; your proposals? 
The people that are likely to be affected directly 
will be those that currently use the site for ● Visitors to Crossness Nature Reserve; The proposals for the Managing the Marshes 
specific purposes. These include: programme will directly or indirectly affect people 

● Those that fly tip and use the sites for other 	 in the following ways: 
● 	 Landowners; 	 antisocial behaviour. 

● 	 The improved access and enhancement of 
● 	 Leaseholders; The proposals seek to enhance the use of the the amenity and recreation resource will 

site by local communities for passive recreation contribute to improving people’s health, well
● 	 Schools; and amenity uses, whilst the needs and being and quality of life; 

aspirations of those using the marshes for uses 
● 	 Local people living and/or working adjacent that are incompatible with wider community ● The physical regeneration and environmental 

to the marshes and the new communities use, or that need to be carefully managed to improvement of Darent Industrial Estate will 
that will live and/or work in new ensure that potential conflicts of use are encourage a more positive perception of the 
developments planned for construction avoided, will be fully considered in the delivery site from the estate’s occupiers and visitors to 
such as The Bridge; of the vision and strategy. the marshes and contribute to creating a 

more attractive and safe environment; 
● People employed through the Managing the 	 4.4 Who are the people that might be 

Marshes programme, such as wardens; 	 indirectly affected by your proposals? ● Remediation to allow potential limited access 
use of the former fireworks factory will 

● 	 Occupiers of the Darent Industrial Estate; The people that might be indirectly affected are provide educational and ecological resources 
schools, local businesses, special interest from this area; 

● Owners of and visitors to facilities at Erith 	 groups such as: local historians and ecologists, 
Yacht Club and the Gun club; 	 those involved with Rainham Marshes (as links ● Further development of the site as an 

are made for the Inner Marshes Conservation education resource will directly benefit local 
● Stockowners who use the marshes 	 Park), local authorities and green infrastructure schools as well as the local and wider 

for grazing; 	 delivery agents. There is a need identified to community e.g. producing material on the 
think laterally about governance because of the marshes to link with the National Curriculum 

● 	 Members of the local communities that special geographical place that Crayford/Dartford and organized walks with ecologists; 
currently use the site for active authorized occupies straddling local authority and sub-
and unauthorized recreational uses; regional boundaries. ● They will provide an opportunity to merge 

governance groups such as that for the River 
Cray Regeneration Programme with that for 
Managing the Marshes and to link into new 
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ways of delivering green infrastructure in 
Thames Gateway. 

●		 Management plans and working with 
landowners may lead to different stewardship 
arrangements that are more community-led; 

●		 Future flood risk management potential 
requirements that come out of TE2100, 
which are subject to further detailed 
assessment, could lead to periodic 
inundation, time limited flood defence and 
use of secondary defences. 

●		 They will require discussions with local 
authorities north of the Thames involved in 
delivering Rainham Marshes in order to 
optimize the benefits of taking a cross-river 
approach to the Inner Marshes 
Conservation Park. 

●		 There is potential for local residents to use 
allocated land for allotments and 
community orchards. 

4.6 How could you make these people 
aware of your plans? 

People can be made aware of the plans through: 
community consultation, strategic groups and 
other groups, visits to local schools, Statements 
of Community Involvement for the two local 
authorities that will form part of their Local 
Development Frameworks (LDFs), Groundwork 
trusts, local volunteer groups of Managing the 
Marshes and adjacent open space projects such 

as the River Cray Environmental Regeneration 
programme, Thames21 River Keeper project, 
Crossness Nature Reserve, via landowners and 
local businesses and through on-site information. 
The Managing the Marshes website will also be 
a major tool in providing an accessible forum of 
information on the proposals and how people 
can get involved, as will information about the 
strategy provided on Bexley Council’s website 
and through documents in Bexley’s libriaries. 

4.7 How could you involve those 
affected in designing or contributing to 
your proposals? 

Landowners would be invited to attend forums 
that provide those involved with delivery an 
opportunity to understand the aspirations, 
opportunities and constraints. This will be set up 
as part of the new governance structure. 

The engagement process for an environmental 
upgrading scheme will improve communication 
with Darent Industrial Estate. 

Local authorities will set up appropriate officer 
and member groups to ensure that involved 
parties (both in delivery and ongoing 
management and maintenance) are kept 
updated. These groups will be represented at 
the strategic governance group. 

Local people and community members have 
already been engaged in activities on the 
marshes for a number of years through 
programmes managed by Groundwork trusts. 

Also the delivery of improvements, gathering of 
data and management of the environment for 
the River Cray project through a regular 
programme of community events and activities 
demonstrate success. The enthusiasm shown 
for this project suggests that people are likely to 
want to be involved in designing or contributing 
to the proposals for Managing the Marshes and 
involvement can be encouraged during regular 
meetings/events. 

In addition, schools and education departments 
can contribute to the design of the proposals 
and have an active involvement in the education 
materials to be produced on the ecology of the 
marshes and the methods of interpretation to be 
used on site in the proposed visitor centre, 
amongst others. Links will also be made with 
design teaching for teenagers and community 
engagement programmes such as ‘Marsh 
Madness’. The people with local knowledge that 
have been involved in the guided walks, history 
and wildlife events can also be asked to 
contribute to the information and educational 
resource to be provided on the marshes. 
Involvement of local people in the management 
activities as wardens will be actively promoted. 
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4.8 What is the short, medium, and long 
term in the context of your plans? 

The short term is the first 3-5 years during 
which broad consensus on the governance 
and key objectives of the programme will be 
established, further work will be undertaken on 
baseline data collection, feasibility studies, 
remediation strategies and masterplanning, the 
main framework for access and activities will be 
put in place and implementation of some 
habitat enhancement, access improvement and 
ongoing management will take place. Through 
this period community engagement and liaison 
with landowners and other key stakeholders 
will continue. 

The medium term is between 3 – 15 years where 
through a series of activities sites within the 
marshes become clearly identified as focal points 
within a widely accessible and increasingly 
valued environment, used by local people and 
appreciated by visitors. Community engagement 
and use of the marshes for education purposes 
will increase as information packs are made 
available, facilities and access improved. 
Governance structures will ensure dialogue 
continues with stakeholders and funding 
applications are submitted. 

The long term is beyond 15 years by which time 
the initial programme of works would be in place 
and monitoring of use and management of the 
marshes with clear input from stakeholders and 
communities would be defining how future 

management would respond to changes in 
opportunities and aspirations. 

4.9 How will predicted changes in the 
demography of London affect your 
intended outcomes? 

An increase in people in the Thames Gateway 
will increase demand for access to green space, 
which will increase the level of use of the 
marshes. Knock-on effects of this are likely to be 
impacts on biodiversity, energy levels, resources 
and management of the site. 

There are already plans for new public transport 
such as Fast Track in Dartford that will improve 
accessibility by public transport to the marshes. 

4.10 How might technological advances 
impact on your proposal? 

Technological advances in wind turbines, tidal 
power and flood defences will have a potential 
impact on the proposals. TE2100 has identified 
the Crayford/Dartford area as having flood risk 
management potential in terms of flood storage 
and time limit on maintenance of some defences. 
Secondary defences may be required, and these 
could benefit from technological advances. 

Remediation for the former fireworks factory is 
required prior to access and use. Further 
investigations and the remediation strategy may 
identify bioremediation possibilities. 

An increase of awareness by tourists of eco
tourism will impact on the proposal in terms of 
sustainability issues and what people expect 
from a conservation park. 

Use of GIS for ecological baseline and monitoring 
could make this data more accessible, as use of 
GIS becomes more widespread. 

Opportunities to use small wind turbines for 
water management are already being used at 
Erith, there is potential to extend this. 

4.11 How does your proposal take into 
account changes in lifestyle, e.g. 
increased preference for living alone, 
increased expectations from consumers 
about quality and the speed of delivery, 
and increased customer ethical and 
environmental concerns? 

This project is about delivering environmental 
improvements. It responds to increased 
awareness and concern about protecting and 
enhancing significant habitats. People will have 
the opportunity to become involved in the sites’ 
long-term management and maintenance as well 
as learning about rare and diminishing species 
and habitats. 

Expectations about quality of design are 
addressed through plans to use design guidance 
and a masterplanning approach to the delivery. 
Community engagement is a part of the 
approach, which addresses increased 
expectations of consultation and involvement. 
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4.12 How will your plans be affected by 
increases in temperature in London over 
the next 20 years? 

Increases in temperature in London could affect 
the Managing the Marshes programme by 
increased risk of flooding and have a direct or 
indirect impact on species populations, 
dispersal, the site’s overall biodiversity levels and 
the need for water in summer months. The 
TE2100 programme includes predictions of how 
climate change may affect this area in terms of 
flooding. Whilst it is considered likely that the 
area will remain predominantly marshland, 
changes could mean that there are some 
changes in the habitats that the strategy and 
management plans currently prioritise. 

As ecological baseline and monitoring form an 
integral part of this work, changes and 
planning for those changes will be part of the 
strategy’s process. 

There may become more of a need to build 
shelters, provide parasol fixings or plant trees for 
shade from sun in areas where people are most 
likely to visit and walk. Currently some sitting 
areas comprise seats or picnic benches with no 
provision of shade. Crossness Nature Reserve 
does have parasol holders at the pond dipping 
locations, so people can be in the shade when 
using the outdoor education facilities. Shade 
would be an important consideration in the 
design of any new outdoor classrooms as 
proposed in the projects list. 

Additional powered water management may 
become necessary. 

4.13 How could your proposal be 
affected by the increased risk of flooding 
in the future? 

It is known that the Crayford/Dartford Marsh is 
considered to have potential for flood risk 
management by the TE2100 study. This could 
mean areas are made available for occasional 
inundation, time limited maintenance of defences, 
decisions about replacement of Darent barrier 
with a tidal sluice and creation of secondary 
defences. All these would have significant impact 
on the habitats and use of the land. 

An increased risk of flooding in the future may 
have an effect on grazing marsh habitat, water 
vole populations, birds, invertebrates and other 
species as well as causing vegetation changes. 

4.14 What measures could you take to 
minimise your risks? 

Any proposals that emerge from TE2100 for 
flood management in the area shall be subject 
to detailed hydrological and ecological 
assessment. There is a need to set up 
communication links between TE2100 and the 
governance structure so that options are 
discussed early in the process. 

Sustainable design measures (i.e. sustainable 
drainage systems – SUDs ) in adjacent sites will 
help minimise risks. 

In considering bridge designs for footpath and 
cycleways over rivers, the potential need to 
remove or replace those bridges in the longer 
term because of changes in flood management 
or flood defences will be taken into account. This 
might mean designing bridges to be of a type 
that can be used elsewhere in the future. 

4.15 How can you make your plans more 
flexible to adapt to the changing 
environment? 

The strategy recognises the need for flexibility to 
allow for future changes linked to climate 
change. Crucial to this is communication 
between partners about the process for 
decision-making with regard to sites highlighted 
in TE2100’s high-level options for flood storage. 
Compensatory habitat plans would need to be 
considered if the habitats were identified as 
being at risk after detailed ecological survey. 

The delivery of projects can adapted to the 
changing environment through the inclusion of 
flood protection and energy saving measures. 
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5.0 Respect 

5.1 How can London’s diverse 
population strengthen your proposal? 

London’s diverse population can strengthen the 
proposal through their involvement and support 
in the community engagement. Groundwork 
plans more community engagement aimed at 
some of the more hard-to-reach groups, so that 
diversity is taken into account in more detailed 
design stages. 

5.2 In what ways might your proposal 
impact differently on different groups as a 
result of their race, gender, disability, age, 
sexuality, or faith? 

The presence of onsite wardens as indicated in 
the proposal will assist in reducing envirocrime 
and contribute to making the marshes a safer 
environment which will have a beneficial impact 
on different groups in different ways. For 
example, women, elderly people and people 
walking on their own are likely to feel safer due 
to the presence of wardens and the 
enhancement of the site will make it more 
aesthetically pleasing and reduce the negative 
perception some members of the local 
community have of the marshes. This is also 
likely to encourage more people to use the site if 
they feel safer when visiting it. 

There will be community programmes specifically 
designed to encourage use of the marshes by 
different groups. Water vole projects for deaf 

people are planned. Wheelchair access options 
will be considered. 

5.3 What steps can you take to ensure 
your proposal creates equal opportunities 
for these groups to be involved in your 
project planning, and that everyone has 
an equal opportunity to benefit from 
your plans? 

To ensure each of these different groups have 
equal opportunities to be involved in the planning 
of the project and feel the benefits associated 
with the project, steps will be taken to involve 
the groups in activities, events, training, 
education, voluntary work, employment (the 
warden scheme) and recreation (both passive 
and active). In addition, the proposal 
recommends the setting up of Friends groups at 
Crayford and Dartford to involve local people in 
the maintenance and management activities. 

5.4 How could your proposal impact 
on local crime levels and how could 
you design your proposal to help to 
reduce crime? 

The presence of wardens to discourage 
antisocial behaviour and envirocrime will help to 
reduce crime and is likely to make a positive 
contribution to local crime levels and visual 
character reducing fly tipping. 

Working with landowners to help prevent some 
of the vandalism is planned. The Environment 
Agency is working on projects to reduce fly 

tipping and prosecuting offenders. Options to 
promote the welfare of animals will be explored 
with graziers. 

5.5 How could your proposal work to 
create safer communities? 

The marshes fall in Super Output Areas (SOAs), 
which include the worst 20% nationally of 
deprivation in crime. The Managing the Marshes 
programme creates an opportunity to enhance 
and improve an area physically as well as 
creating safer communities, which at present is 
negatively perceived by some members of the 
community. The presence of wardens will also 
help make the marshes feel less intimidating. 

Positive physical connections will be made 
between new housing on The Bridge 
development and the marshes, to promote 
better respect and to provide an overseeing 
presence on part of the marshes. 

The marshes also fall in SOAs, which include the 
worst 20% nationally in terms of education 
deprivation. The ongoing community 
engagement will be continued and extended to 
include use of the marshes for national school 
curriculum work. 

The River Keeper project along the River Cray 
has proved successful, so this model will be 
used to engage with local people prior to full-
time presence on site by wardens and possibly 
thereafter as well. 
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5.6 How can you design your proposal 
to work to bring together new and existing 
residents and businesses with each other, 
and with locally provided services and 
amenities (such as doctors’ surgeries, 
community centres, open spaces, 
schools, shops and transport facilities)? 

The setting up of Friends groups and ‘green 
gyms’ where exercise and management activities 
are united will help bring together new and 
existing residents and the local communities in 
general. Community engagement will bring 
businesses and local communities together. The 
River Cray project and existing community 
programmes that are active in the area (i.e. the 
Healthy Living Project, Sure Start, Don’t Sit, Get 
Fit and the Church in Society Programme) provide 
opportunities for community involvement and 
engagement for this proposal to complement 
other community programmes which are already 
up and running. The proposal brings together 
local schools as it includes the development of 
education packs, which will focus primarily on the 
ecology of the marshes. Public and community 
access into the marshes will be improved and 
connections between communities will be 
encouraged. Appropriate linkages will be created 
to provide access to both new and existing 
communities and services. The marshes will be 
signposted from new and existing public transport 
facilities and town centres. Improved connections 
to other open spaces, such as the Cray Riverway, 
form part of the proposals. The proposal will also 
allow for green business and SME opportunities, 
community activities associated with Erith Yacht 

Club, opportunities for cycle hire, horse 
management, angling, bird watching and general 
habitat management techniques will be taught. 
The proposal encourages local people to lead in 
delivery of social, environmental and economic 
benefits, whilst also developing relationships 
with landowners. 

5.7 How can your proposal help to 
make people feel positive about the area 
they live in, improve the local environment, 
and help to create a sense of place and 
‘vibrancy’ in the area it affects? 

The proposal provides the opportunity to 
improve the marshes by providing a more 
accessible area of natural greenspace in an 
area where it is currently deficient. The 
enhancement and careful management of the 
marshes will improve the local environment, 
biodiversity and flood risk levels. It is also likely 
to cause a reduction in anti-social behaviour 
especially fly-tipping if people have the 
opportunities to become involved in the 
proposals. The proposal has gained funding 
from the ODPM to bring about change in 
access, habitat restoration, interpretation and 
infrastructure improvements for the marshes. 
One of the core values of the proposal is that 
the ‘marshes should be a place that contributes 
to the area’s prosperity in terms of the economy 
as well as people’s health and well-being’. The 
proposal therefore offers the opportunity for a 
range of stakeholders to be involved in creating 
a sense of place and ‘vibrancy’ in this area, 
which will help to make people feel positive 

about the area they live in. In addition, money 
spent already and funding support from the 
ODPM should help make people feel positive 
about the area they live and make them aware 
of the site’s strategic importance in the 
regeneration of the Thames Gateway. 

5.8 What possible conflicts might arise 
as a result of your plans? What steps 
could you take to avoid, reduce and 
resolve any conflicts that might arise? 

The conflicts that have arisen during the strategy 
development are those associated with 
differences of opinion over access, use, 
management and stewardship of the marshes, 
with some advocating an ecological-led 
approach with as little access as possible and 
no change other than to reinstate grazing marsh 
and others desiring more access and/or 
development of the marshes and others 
indicating flood risk management options may 
prevail in the future. Some landowner aspirations 
differ from what is proposed. 

Steps have already been taken to avoid, reduce 
and resolve any conflicts that arose as a result of 
the proposals. It was not possible to resolve all. 

Future plans need a transparent governance 
process with clarity of where local people, 
landowners, local businesses etc can have their 
say. This will be via the statutory planning 
processes, consultation on LDFs and through 
community consultation that will be part of the 
future process. 
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6.0 Resources 

6.1 How can your proposal minimise 
water consumption? 

The proposal can minimise water consumption 
through the introduction of methods to reuse 
water and sustainable ways of storing it. 

6.2 How can you reduce air pollution 
resulting from your proposal? 

The only likely direct air pollution effects from the 
proposals will arise from changes at Darent 
Industrial Estate, where air quality improvements 
would form part of the overall environment 
improvement scheme. Indirect air pollution 
effects may arise from travel, which is addressed 
in a later response. 

6.3 How can you reduce the amount of 
energy required for your proposal, and be 
more efficient in how you use energy? 

Sustainable energy measures such as potential 
wind turbines to generate electricity and energy 
efficient design for the visitor/education centre 
will contribute to reducing the amount of energy 
required for the proposal. 

Management by grazing rather than by engine-
driven machinery reduces energy inputs. Low 
management planting where new planting is 
considered will reduce the need for intervention 
and use of energy in management. 

6.4 Which renewable energy sources 
could you consider using for your plans 
energy requirements? 

The proposal presents opportunities to 
investigate wind energy options in the industrial 
areas where the landscape and ecological 
impact is more likely to be low together with tidal 
power in relation to the Darent Barrier. Ecological 
impacts of both these options need considering. 

There is high potential for use of wind-driven 
water pumps. 

6.5 How can you avoid generating 
waste as a result of your proposal, and 
reuse and/or recycle the waste that you 
do generate? 

Any proposals for ground modelling or 
excavation e.g. for scrapes, ponds and lakes 
where excavated material is surplus will be 
designed to balance cut and fill. Vegetative 
arisings will be composted on site. Landscape 
implementation works will take a sustainable 
approach to the use of materials. Remediation 
proposals will be assessed for waste generated, 
with containment or bioremediation preferred 
over ‘dig and dump’ methods of remediation. All 
proposals will be subject to Environment Agency 
guidelines to ensure any contaminated materials 
are disposed of appropriately. 

6.6 What ways can you use waste as a 
resource for your plans? 

Waste minimisation is a key objective. Where it is 
unavoidable that waste arises, such as from 
some management activities, re-use will be 
undertaken in the form of green compost. Use of 
recycling where appropriate will be encouraged 
in management. 

6.7 How can you reduce or avoid the 
need for travel by road vehicle through 
your proposal? 

The proposal will help reduce or avoid the need 
for travel by road vehicle by improving signage, 
footpath, bridleway and cycleway networks, and 
the quality of routes from stations and 
surrounding streets with bus routes. Better links 
for communities to access the marshes and the 
Thames walk are included within the proposal. 

6.8 How might your proposals affect 
and improve London’s plant and wildlife 
habitats? 

To enhance the nature conservation value of the 
marshes, the proposals recommend that the 
grazing marsh, scrub growth and water levels be 
managed. These management regimes will 
ensure the long-term protection and 
enhancement of significant BAP habitats such as 
grazing marsh. London’s plant and wildlife 
habitats will be affected positively as grazing 
marsh will be increased and design in other 
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areas will take account of other BAP habitats 
and species. 

6.9 How can your proposals enhance 
London’s open spaces? 

The proposal will enhance London’s and Kent’s 
open spaces as it will improve large areas of 
greenspace that form part of both the East 
London and the Kent Green Grids contributing 
to green space in the Thames Gateway. 

Connections to other parts of the Green Grids 
will be achieved through these proposals. Links 
with Rainham Marshes over the Inner Marshes 
Conservation Park contribute to the green 
infrastructure in the Thames Gateway. 

6.10 How can your proposals protect 
buildings of historic or cultural 
significance? 

One of the strategy’s objectives ‘Be a place 
where natural and cultural heritage is protected 
and enhanced’ positively encourages this. 

The marshes hold buildings of historic and 
cultural significance such as a former fireworks 
factory, the Crossness Engines, isolation 
hospitals, pillboxes, Howbury Moat and Howbury 
Tithe Barn. The proposal encourages the 
protection of these buildings through the reuse 
of existing buildings for new uses such as 
interpretation and visitor centres and increased 
interpretation for education and visitor interest. 

This will help preserve the landscape heritage of 
key areas and buildings. 

7.0 Results 

In what ways can your proposal contribute 
to creating local employment and training 
opportunities? 

The proposal can contribute to creating local 
employment and training opportunities through 
engaging local people in the management of 
the marshes and delivering improvements that 
it will actively promote. For example, there will 
be a need for an on-site presence to support 
the following: 

● Education; 

● Community engagement; 

● Assist in reducing envirocrime; 

● Manage visitor activity; and 

● Advise and support management activities. 

These could be a combination of paid/unpaid 
employment and training opportunities. Green 
space management for both jobs and training is 
popular as can be seen from the River Cray 
Environmental Regeneration Programme. 

7.1 How can your proposals encourage 
recruitment and training initiatives to be of 
benefit to people living within London’s 
poorer neighbourhoods, and people from 
black and minority ethnic communities 
which can experience proportionally high 
levels of unemployment? 

Opportunities for recruitment and training will be 
primarily local and delivered through the 
partnership, which includes the local authorities 
already working on inclusivity and appropriate 
targeting of opportunities. 

7.2 As your proposals are developed, 
how are decisions going to be made? 

Decisions in relation to the proposal will be made 
through a new strategic group (which will merge 
Managing the Marshes and River Cray 
Environmental Regeneration Programme groups 
and will link to or become the new Green Grid 
delivery unit). This group will set up consultation 
groups as required such as with local 
landowners and communities and via the Local 
Development Framework (i.e. Statement of 
Community Involvement). It will also address the 
need to engage across local authority and sub
regional boundaries. 

Decisions of a planning nature will be made via 
the normal planning process. 
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7.4 How will you seek to ensure 
transparency of decision-making and/or 
good corporate governance? 

The creation of a new governance group with 
clarity about how other stakeholders may 
engage with the process will ensure 
transparency of decision-making. Future 
governance structure of the marshes will be 
determined following further discussions 
between the two local authorities, The Greater 
London Authority, Environment Agency and 
Natural England. Member as well as officer 
involvement will be considered. 

7.5 How will you report your financial, 
social, and environmental performance? 

To be confirmed, once objectives and targets are 
in place. 

7.6 What community involvement 
programmes could you adopt as part of 
your proposals? 

Community involvement programmes to 
complement other programmes already in 
existence in the area such as Healthy Living 
Project, Sure Start, Don’t sit, Get Fit are 
encouraged within the proposals. Other 
community involvement with local schools, 
Crossness nature reserve, Erith Yacht Club and 
the development of a ‘Friends Groups’ and a 
regular programme of community events will also 
be adopted. 

7.7 How could you use environmental 
management systems as part of your 
project? 

The project is primarily an environmental 
management project. The use of an EMS for the 
Managing the Marshes will be considered as the 
implementation programme is developed. 

7.8 How could you use full cost 
accounting or full product lifecycle costing 
as part of your proposal? 

The ‘product’ is a managed area of land 
responding to key objectives as identified 
through monitoring and management. There will 
be opportunities for evaluation of options for 
land management to identify appropriate ‘full 
costs’ including effects on environmental and 
social objectives. 

7.9 In what ways can you encourage 
your suppliers to operate in a 
responsible manner? 

Procurement procedures can set criteria to 
prefer suppliers, which demonstrate responsible 
manners of operation. 

7.10 How can you encourage new ideas 
and innovation into your proposals? 

The proposal itself is new and innovative, both in 
its objectives and in the required management 
structure. Additionally, design advice will be 

sought where appropriate from GLA Architecture 
and Urbanism Unit. 

7.11 How could you use technology to 
improve your proposal’s results? 

Technology including wind turbines, wind-driven 
water pumps, other potential for renewable 
energy, use of GIS for data provision and 
accessibility and website promotion of the area 
and its resources has been identified earlier. 

7.12 In what ways does your proposal 
value all work, including volunteering, 
caring and/or childcare? 

Volunteering is an integral part of the 
proposal and would be an ongoing activity 
throughout the proposal in terms of 
management of the marshes. 

7.13 How can your proposal result in 
improvements to the health of people who 
may be directly involved, or indirectly 
affected by your proposal? 

The proposal can result in improvements to the 
health of people directly or indirectly affected by 
the proposal through the potential for ‘green 
gyms’, the enhancement of an area of 
greenspace which will contribute positively to 
healthy living by providing both passive and 
active recreational opportunities and the links it 
can have with GP practices. 
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7.14 How can your proposal provide 8.0 Monitoring 
people with the ability to obtain affordable 
healthy food? 8.1 How will you evaluate the success 

of your proposal in being Responsible, 
The proposal includes a community orchard and Respectful, managing Resources and 
potential land for allotments, in Dartford, which achieving Results? 
will provide people with the opportunity to be 
involved with the production of local affordable The success of the proposal in being 
healthy food. Responsible, Respectful, managing Resources 

and achieving Results will be evaluated through 
7.15 In what ways could your proposal targets, baseline objectives, and ongoing 
generate an increase in the availability, monitoring. This will include ecological 
quality, or use of cultural, sporting or monitoring for target species and habitats, visitor 
leisure activities for those directly and numbers, provision of facilities, provision of 
indirectly affected by your proposal? education materials, numbers of local people 

consulted and involved in volunteer projects, 
The proposal will provide a green space numbers of people employed, and areas of 
resource, which is more accessible and create habitat enhanced or created. 
more opportunities for recreation. It forms part of 
long distance footpath and cycleways along the 
River Thames. Cultural activities will be increased 
from the inclusion of new centres for heritage 
interpretation on the marshes. 

7.16 How will you ensure your project is 
of a high quality? 

The governance structure, ongoing support from 
GLA Architecture and Urbanism Unit and the use 
of design standards will help ensure the project 
is of a high design quality. Ongoing opportunities 
for volunteering contribute to the social aspects 
of the project. The communications strategy will 
ensure the project has a coordinated approach 
to marketing and information management. 
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Appendix 4.1 Strategic & Policy Context
 
 
1.0 Links to National Initiatives 

1.1 Planning Policy Statement 1, ODPM, 
March 2004 

The Government has indicated that it is 
committed to protecting and enhancing the 
quality of the natural and historic environment in 
both rural and urban areas (draft Planning Policy 
Statement 1, ODPM, March 2004). The 
condition of our surroundings has a direct 
impact on the quality of life and the appropriate 
conservation and improvement of the natural and 
built environment brings social and economic 
benefits for local communities. 

1.2 Securing the Future – Delivering UK 
Sustainable Development Strategy 
(March, 2005) 

The UK Government launched a new strategy for 
sustainable development ‘Securing the Future’ 
on 7th March 2005, which builds on the previous 
UK 1999 strategy but has stronger international 
and society dimensions. In this strategy a set of 
shared UK principles have replaced the four 
central aims of the 1999 strategy. The principles, 
which relate to the Managing the Marshes 
project are: 

●		 Living within environmental limits; 

●		 Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society; 
and 

●		 Promoting good governance. 

1.3 ODPM Sustainable Communities 
Programme 

The current emphasis from Government in 
relation to planning and land use concerns the 
creation of ‘sustainable communities’. These are 
places, which meet the needs of all citizens, 
which stand the test of time, and places where 
people want to live (Rt. Hon. John Prescott, 
2005). The Sustainable Communities Plan was 
originally published by the Office of the Deputy 
Prime Minister in February 2003 and set out a 
vision and strategy for sustainable communities 
across the country. 

More recently, the ODPM has published a five-
year plan under – ‘People, Places and Prosperity’ 
(ODPM, January 2005). The Plan provides some 
definitions and components of sustainable 
communities that act as useful terms of reference 
for the Managing the Marshes vision. This 
document indicates how the Managing the 
Marshes Strategy responds to and supports the 
national drive to create sustainable communities. 

At the heart of the Sustainable Communities 
agenda is the ongoing reform of the planning 
system. There is a new emphasis on spatial 

planning at regional and local levels, with 
Regional Spatial Strategies (RSS) and Local 
Development Frameworks (LDF) replacing the 
current Development Plan system. “Greening 
the Gateway” will be taken into account in 
future reviews of the London Plan and the 
Managing the Marshes Strategy will be 
developed in the context of the LDFs, which 
ultimately will replace Bexley’s and Dartford’s 
Unitary Development Plans. 

This programme will deliver elements of the 
ODPM Sustainable Communities programme 
through the creation of quality, accessible open 
spaces for local people in the Thames Gateway 
regeneration zone. The programme will form a 
key component of the Thames Gateway ‘Green 
Grid’ and ‘Blue Ribbon’ Network, (see below) 
providing a corridor of attractive open spaces, 
where communities have been involved in the 
planning and design of sites, and that contribute 
to an improved balance between development 
and a healthy environment. 

The Environment theme aims to deliver a quality 
environment throughout the Gateway with 
particular emphasis on the reduction of 
brownfield locations, the successful integration of 
new and existing development and the effective 
management of heritage and rural landscapes. 
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1.4 Creating sustainable communities: 
Greening the Gateway. A greenspace 
strategy for Thames Gateway (2004) 

ODPM/DEFRA published a green space strategy 
for the Thames Gateway in 2004 (Creating 
Sustainable Communities: Greening the 
Gateway). This sets out the Government’s vision 
for the landscape of the Thames Gateway. It 
calls for the landscape to be “regarded as the 
functional green infrastructure which is needed 
to create a positive sense of place, provide 
environmental protection for local communities 
and enhance the quality of life of those who live 
and work here.” 

The concept of green infrastructure delivering 
multi-functionality is a major theme. It can offer a 
range of benefits including: recreation and 
exercise, education and social inclusion, climate 
change mitigation through sustainable flood and 
water management, improvement in water quality 
and soil management and use of sustainable 
drainage schemes (SUDs), air pollution reduction, 
biodiversity enhancement, income generation (the 
“green economy”), sustainable food production 
(allotments etc), cycleway and footpath networks, 
sense of place, bridge to the country and 
demonstrating environmental quality to residents, 
visitors and investors. 

In relation to sustainable water management it 
calls on local authorities and developers to 
work closely with the Environment Agency in 
order to develop practical surface water 
management solutions. 

The objectives are to implement the Green Grid 
backdrop progressively to the Gateway, to 
implement a programme aimed at removing 
critical eyesores throughout the Gateway, to 
facilitate the management of critical habitat and 
landscape and to implement a consistent policy 
of quality design both in rural and urban areas. 

1.5 Creating sustainable communities: 
Greening the Gateway. Implementation 
Plan (2005) 

The implementation plan sets out the delivery 
framework for the strategy. It clarifies government 
funding, and strategic roles for other delivery 
organisations. It provides an indicative spatial 
framework, but acknowledges that not all locally 
delivered projects will be mentioned. The East 
London Green Grid, which is illustrated spatially, 
identifies the Darent and Cray River Corridor as a 
strategic green space corridor and the River 
Shuttle Link as a strategic greenspace link. 

Roles and responsibilities are defined. ODPM 
plays a role in funding and promoting best 
practice through partners, Groundwork will 
deliver flagship projects that demonstrate those 
multi-functional benefits, promote a community-
based approach to greenspace improvement 
through community facilitation, skills 
development and employment opportunities and 
identify funding opportunities for environmental 
regeneration and education projects. Land 
Restoration Trust will potentially support partners 
in long-term management arrangements. DEFRA 
will review Rights of Way Improvement Plans in 

Thames Gateway within provisional Local 
Transport Plans. Countryside Agency will provide 
best practice exemplars, funding for 
demonstration projects and work to develop 
strategies for unlocking the potential for 
countryside in and around towns. Environment 
Agency will work on a flood/water level 
management plan for the inner Thames marshes 
and encourage communities’ access to the 
natural environment. Thames Gateway London 
Partnership will complete the London Green Grid 
strategy by April 2006 and has appointed 
consultants to undertake a Strategic Flood Risk 
Assessment (SFRA). Local authorities have a 
critical role in delivering the strategy through 
greenspace strategies and enhancing quality of 
open spaces, assessed by Green Flag awards. 
Private and voluntary sectors will also play a role. 

1.6 The Countryside in and Around 
Towns (2005) 

The Countryside Agency and Groundwork have 
jointly published a vision for connecting town and 
country in the pursuit of sustainable development. 
‘The Countryside in and Around Towns’ (January 
2005) follows directly from work undertaken 
collaboratively by the two organisations in 2004 
relating to the urban rural fringe and identifies ten 
categories of function relating to the countryside 
that surrounds and penetrates urban 
communities. The ten functions are: 

● a bridge to the country; 

● a gateway to the town; 
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● a health centre; ● prevent deterioration and protect and that biodiversity conservation is integral to 
enhance the status of aquatic ecosystems sustainable communities, both in the built 

● a classroom; and associated wetlands; environment and in parks and green spaces. 

● a recycling and renewable energy centre ● reduce pollution from priority substances and The EBS identifies priority habitats, including 
priority hazardous substances, such as rivers, floodplain grasslands, reedbeds and 

● a productive landscape; benzene, cadmium and its compounds; woodlands; setting out actions for conservation 
of these habitats. Similarly, priority species such 

● a cultural legacy; ● prevent deterioration of and reduce pollution as the water vole are highlighted for action. 
to groundwater; 

● a place for sustainable living; 1.9 Making Space for Water: Taking 
● contribute to mitigating effects of floods and forward a new Government Strategy for 

● an engine for regeneration; droughts; and flood and coastal erosion risk 
management in England (2005) 

● a nature reserve. ● promote sustainable use of water. 
The aim of this new strategy is to manage the 

This strategy and programme provides the There are a number of key elements to the risks from flooding and coastal erosion by 
opportunity to showcase how the Countryside in directive, which the Managing the Marshes employing an integrated portfolio of 
and Around Towns can be coherently planned strategy will support. approaches which reflect both national and 
and delivered in an integrated fashion. It has the local priorities which: 
potential, therefore, to be used as an exemplar The aquatic environment, wetlands and interface 
of best practice in this respect, as it seeks to with the terrestrial elements of the study area is ● reduce the threat to people and their 
overcome some of the key obstacles to change central to the development of the proposed property; and 
identified in the Countryside in and Around action plans. It seeks to promote greater access 
Towns vision. to the waterside environment without ● deliver the greatest environmental, social 

compromising its ecological or functional quality, and economic benefit, consistent with 
1.7 Water Framework Directive to ensure the ongoing flood mitigation role and the Government’s sustainable 

to manage the marshes to achieve these aims. development principles. 
The Water Framework Directive (WFD) is the 
most significant water legislation ever to emerge 1.8 Working with the Grain of Nature – In response to flood and coastal erosion risk the 
from the European Union. It was transposed into the England Biodiversity Strategy strategy will make greater use of rural land use 
national legislation in December 2003 and places solutions such as the creation of wetlands and 
an obligation on the Environment Agency to The EBS identifies the key themes and habitats washlands, and managed realignment of coasts 
implement the provisions of the Directive in critical to national biodiversity. Of particular and rivers. 
England. The key aims of the WFD are to: relevance to the setting of the Managing the 

Marshes in its urban fringe context is the aim 
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2.0 Regional Strategies 

2.1 The Draft South East Plan 
2006 – 2026 

This will become the Regional Spatial Strategy 
(RSS) for the south east, setting out a vision for 
the south east. 

2.2 The London Plan 

The London Plan (The Mayor’s Spatial 
Development Strategy for London) was adopted 
and approved by ODPM in 2004, after a 
thorough process of discussion engaging all 
boroughs and key agencies. It provides strategic 
guidance for London based on the principles of 
sustainable development, and sets the 
framework for future local development 
frameworks for an anticipated period of 15 to 20 
years, with periodic review as needs evolve. This 
“plan of plans” also provides the umbrella for all 
the Mayor’s other London-wide strategies, both 
statutory and non-statutory, including for 
example the Economic Development strategy 
and the Biodiversity strategy as well as 
incorporating planning guidance for the Thames 
and all London’s waterways in the Blue Ribbon 
Network (an annex to the Plan itself). 

Managing the Marshes forms a part of the Blue 
Ribbon Network defined in the Mayor’s London 
plan, a network of semi-natural and man-made 
water systems, for which the London Plan sets 
out policies for its future protection and 
enhancement. The Cray is part of London’s 

natural drainage system, and the management of 
flood risk is extremely pertinent to London and to 
the Thames Gateway where significant areas are 
shown to be within an area at risk of flooding. 

The London Plan is based on a vision of the 
capital as an exemplary sustainable World City, 
with anticipated strong economic growth leading 
inevitably to population growth and the demand 
for more housing, but with an equally strong 
commitment to protect the Green belt, 
Metropolitan Open Land and London’s open 
spaces. The Plan therefore places great 
emphasis on the importance of both the open 
environment and the water environment, as vital 
ingredients in Londoners’ quality of life as 
population growth brings the need for higher 
density living. 

Meeting the housing needs of Londoners is also 
a priority, and with the Thames Gateway sub
region identified by government as one of the 
principle locations for housing growth, the 
availability of protected open space, its quality, 
accessibility and (where ecological factors make 
public access undesirable) its maintenance as a 
rich habitat for biodiversity, take on greater 
significance in this area. Managing the Marshes’ 
potential contribution to the Metropolitan 
priorities for the capital therefore needs to be 
seen in the light of these larger objectives. 

2.3 Kent County Council Structure 
Plan 1996 

The plan identifies the need to bring about 
healthier, safer, more prosperous communities 
with access to excellent facilities which include 
leisure and cultural facilities. 

Policy S2 states that the quality of Kent’s 
environment including ecological, historic and 
water environments will be conserved and 
enhanced and mitigation measures will be 
used to minimise any adverse impacts from 
land use change. 

Policy S5 relates to the Thames Gateway in Kent 
where it is strategic policy to upgrade the quality 
of the environment, enhance the economic base, 
improve transport infrastructure and increase the 
supply and range of housing, leisure and 
community facilities. In addition, long term 
protection will be given to areas and sites of 
international, national or other strategic 
importance for nature conservation, landscape 
or heritage. 

Policy ENV2 states that Kent’s landscapes and 
wildlife habitats will be conserved and enhanced. 

Policy ENV6 seeks to protect from harmful 
development sites of nature conservation interest 
such as Dartford Marshes. 

Policy TO1 states that proposals for new tourism 
facilities and attractions will normally be 
permitted where they make an important 
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contribution to diversifying and upgrading the 
tourism attractions in the county. 

The plan recognises the importance of the 
conservation of river corridors due to their 
significance as water resources, for nature 
conservation, fisheries, recreation and 
contribution they can make to the character of 
the landscape. They may also offer potential for 
safe and convenient pedestrian and cycle 
movement. This is reflected in policy ENV11 
where it is a policy to conserve and enhance the 
environment within river corridors, including the 
landscape, water environment and wildlife 
habitats and where possible to encourage 
increased public access and water-related 
recreation opportunities. 

Policy ENV16 states how a balance is needed to 
make the best use of land in built up areas as 
well as maintaining and where possible 
improving urban environmental quality. This will 
include the protection of existing recreational 
space, the provision of new areas of open space 
and the maintenance and improvement of 
environmental quality. 

2.4 London Biodiversity Audit 

The audit is an ongoing project, previously 
managed by the London Ecology Unit, now the 
GLA Biodiversity Directorate and the Wildlife 
Trust with input from statutory bodies, local 
authorities and biological recorders. Audits are 
available for several types of habitat, including an 
analysis of distribution, rarity and threat at 
London-wide and borough scales. Of relevance 
to the Managing the Marshes are audits for 
floodplain grassland and grazing marsh, 
grasslands, meadows and pastures, reedbed, 
rivers and streams. 

The audit informs the London and borough 
BAPs. 

2.5 London and UK Biodiversity 
Action Plans 

Government and regional policies alike confirm 
the planning of new development and 
regeneration should have regard for nature 
conservation and biodiversity. Opportunities 
should be taken to achieve positive gains for 
conservation and improved public access. 
These include measures to create, enhance 
and manage wildlife habitats and the natural 
landscape, with priority being given to 
measures that assist in achieving targets in 
local biodiversity plans. 

Managing the Marshes aims to provide improved 
biodiversity through appropriate management 
and habitat creation/restoration using 

environmentally sensitive methods. The London 
BAP habitats and Habitat Action Plans (HAPs) 
that are relevant are grazing marsh and flood 
plain grassland, the tidal Thames and reedbeds, 
which is are amongst the UK’s most threatened 
habitats. These are rare habitats that require on
going management. In addition, a Species 
Action Plan exists for the reintroduction of 
freshwater white-clawed crayfish within the UK 
BAP, and Managing the Marshes might present 
an opportunity for its introduction (also see 
Bexley BAP under local strategies). 

2.6 Kent Biodiversity Action Plan 

The goal of the Kent Biodiversity Action Plan is 
“to conserve and enhance biological diversity in 
Kent and to contribute to their conservation and 
global diversity”. The BAP identifies those 
species and habitats most under threat and of 
these the following are of particular significance 
to the Managing the Marshes programme: 

● Coastal and floodplain grazing marsh 

● Lowland fens 

● Water vole 

● White-clawed crayfish 

● Reed bunting 

● Skylark 

● Song thrush 
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The North Kent Marshes support good 
populations of water vole which can be found in 
the marshes drains and ditches and small areas 
of fen which are associated with the marshes. 
The Managing the Marshes programme 
provides the opportunity to enhance these 
habitats, maintain the existing populations of 
water voles and support bird populations such 
as reed buntings. 

2.7 Connecting with London’s Nature – 
London Biodiversity Strategy (LBS) 

One of the eight core strategies championed by 
the Mayor, the LBS sets out 14 policies to look 
after the capital’s biodiversity. Of particular 
relevance to the marshes are: 

Policy 2: The Blue Ribbon Network for London’s 
waterways which seeks control over waterway 
development, opening culverts out, restoring 
rivers and floodplain habitats and improving 
public access. 

Policy 3: Management of greenspace for 
biodiversity 

Policy 5: Greening of the built environment 
and use of open spaces in ecologically 
sensitive ways. 

Policies 6&7: promoting environmental education 
and experiences of the natural world 

Policy 10: promoting London as a world centre 
for biodiversity 

Policy 11: encouraging businesses to play a role 
in biodiversity 

Policy 14: stressing the role of conserving 
biodiversity by measuring and reporting progress 
on targets for important habitats and species 

The above are highlights, and the whole LBS 
resonates with the intentions of the Managing 
the Marshes programme’s intentions. 

2.8 The Mayor’s Economic 
Development Strategy 

The programme will help boost housing 
developers’ confidence in the area by creating 
high quality open spaces that will contribute to 
making the Thames Gateway an attractive place 
in which to live and work. It makes the area 
more attractive for wider economic investment. It 
encourages local people to contribute to the 
regeneration of their area. 

2.9 East London Sub-Regional Tourism 
Development Strategy and Action Plan 
2004-2006 

This strategy and action plan aim to support the 
growth of the East London tourism industry. The 
Green Grid vision for East London is to create a 
network of interlinked high quality open spaces 
which will run in parallel to the aesthetic 
transformation of East London and provide 
environmental benefits through biodiversity 
conservation, flood alleviation, microclimate 
improvement and inclusive access to spaces 

that sustain communities and improve health. 
The Green Grid Steering Group has identified 
Rainham Marshes, which is set to become the 
London Riverside Conservation Park (projected 
to attract 1 million visits per year) as a Green 
Grid project and as one of the sub-region’s 
remarkable natural resources. 

2.10 Thames Path: City to Sea, One 
of the World’s Great Journeys: 
Technical Report 

Thames Path: City to Sea is an initiative 
pioneered by the Thames Estuary Partnership 
where its vision is “to provide a continuous and 
attractive, shared access riverside route from the 
Thames Barrier to the outer reaches on both 
sides of the Thames Estuary”. It will form an 
integral part of the emerging Green Grid 
strategies in the Thames Gateway and in 
particular provides a recreational, leisure 
resource encouraging tourism related to the 
Thames Estuary. In addition, City to Sea will 
benefit river-related development such as 
London Riverside Conservation Park by ensuring 
continuous river access, and promoting public 
amenities and open space. Rainham Marshes 
falls within the best practice section of design 
within the initiative as a flagship nature reserve 
providing high quality visitor access whilst 
maintaining and enhancing the integrity of the 
environment and the existing flood defences. It 
also states how the reserve is part of a wider 
going initiative to create one of the largest 
environmental parks in the country – the London 
Riverside Conservation Park. 
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2.11 London Thames Gateway 
Development and Investment Framework 

The framework recognises the importance of 
creating sustainable communities and in this 
regard identifies the need to protect, enhance 
and link existing assets such as rivers and 
marshes to provide high quality public realm, 
parks and areas for walking and cycling. It says 
that “high quality spaces can make a huge 
difference to quality of life, providing space for 
leisure activities, safe routes for walking and 
cycling, habitats for wildlife, and the opportunity 
for people to meet and relax.” 

Thames Gateway’s unique set of environmental 
assets is recognised including the marshes, the 
Thames and other waterways. Long term flood 
risk and the need to manage and minimise the 
risk is identified. 

The importance of design is emphasised in terms 
of creating networks of safe, accessible public 
open spaces and ensuring that new development 
is integrated with existing communities. 

2.12 Environment Agency Strategy for 
Flood Risk Management (2003/2008) 

Projects in the context of this programme will 
contribute to flood risk reduction in the 
Thames Gateway. 

2.13 Thames Region Catchment Flood 
Management Plan Draft Consultation 
November 2005 

Policies for fluvial flood risk for the next 50 to 
100 years. Opportunities that might be of 
relevance include river restoration, large scale 
restoration of specific BAP habitats associated 
with floodplains, especially grazing marsh, 
reedbed and lowland meadow and the 
establishment of ecological corridors and habitat 
improvement on floodplain and in channels. 

2.14 Thames Estuary 2100 (TE2100) 

Thames Estuary2100 (TE2100) is an 
Environment Agency project tasked to produce a 
flood risk management strategy for the tidal 
Thames covering the next 100 Years. In 
developing the strategy the Environment Agency 
is following the government’s emerging approach 
to flood risk management encapsulated in its 
consultation document “Making Space for 
Water”(2004). 

TE2100 is still at an early investigative stage, 
which has included some preliminary modeling. 
The next stage will identify high level options for 
flood risk management which will include 
highlighting potential sites for flood storage, wall 
raising etc. Local level investigations have not 
yet commenced, but some early modeling was 
done on the Crayford/Dartford Marshes as a 
pilot study. 

2.15 River Restoration in South London 

River restoration is an integral part of the Mayor 
and the GLA’s vision for developing London as 
an exemplary sustainable world city. The 
Environment Agency (EA) has produced a guide 
to the environmental and spatial benefit of river 
restoration in South London. 

Ideas include removing concrete banks and river 
beds, putting natural meanders back into 
straightened river channels, adding fish passes 
at weirs, creating floodplains, encouraging 
sustainable drainage systems, creating 
accessible green space next to rivers and 
bringing culverted rivers back to surface flow, 
reducing water pollution and improving the 
natural environment for flora and fauna. 

The EA has also published the Darent Local 
Environment Agency Plan. The plan examines 
issues specific to the catchment area of the river. 
Many of the actions identified in the plan cannot 
be resolved by the EA alone and need to be 
implemented through partnership working. 
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2.16 Thames Strategy East 

Thames Strategy East provides a 100-year 
vision, including planning and design guidelines 
for the River Thames from Tower Bridge to 
Tilbury. It also provides background data and 
includes the key messages from the Sustainable 
Communities Plan and “Greening the Gateway”. 
It takes a multi-functional holistic approach to 
transport, utilities, flood-risk management, 
landscape character and the needs of people 
and wildlife. It provides characterisation, design 
objectives and guidance for a series of “reaches” 
along the Thames. 

Erith Marsh falls in one reach and 
Crayford/Dartford in another. The opportunities 
identified include: protecting and enhancing 
marshland character, exploring opportunities to 
enhance the industrial areas, protecting a mixed 
use character, enhancing habitats (inter-tidal 
mudflats, grazing marsh, river defence walls) 
enhancing understanding of known and potential 
archaeology, protecting and enhancing 
landmarks, creating green infrastructure linkages, 
re-establishing Ford Ferry, protecting and 
enhancing marshland through improved 
management, ensuring developments relate well 
with adjacent marshes, bridging Dartford Creek, 
progressing Inner Marshes Conservation Park 
with Rainham and Avery Marshes. The Managing 
the Marshes strategy’s objectives are all 
consistent with the opportunities identified in 
Thames Strategy East. 

2.17 East London Green Grid Framework 
Report 

The framework identifies that if the Thames 
Gateway is to be successful and sustainable, a 
step change in the real and perceived 
environmental quality is required comprising a 
green infrastructure of well connected high 
quality parks, open space, riverside walks, cycle 
paths and recreational and community facilities. 
In addition, the vision for the East London Green 
Grid is “a living network of parks, green spaces, 
river and other corridors connecting urban areas 
to the river Thames, the green belt and beyond.” 

The marshes fall into two of the sub-areas 
characterised by the Green Grid framework: 
Darent and River Cray Sub-Area (8) and South-
East London Green Chain Sub-Area (9). 

Constraints and opportunities identified for these 
two sub-areas that relate to the marshes are: 

Constraints 

●		 Prone to flooding in tidal flood plain 

●		 Limited visitor attractions 

●		 Roads and railways form barriers to 
pedestrian movements 

Opportunities 

●		 Important for biodiversity 

●		 Improve degraded nature and public access 

●		 London Loop provides good access 

●		 Destinations include Crayford and Dartford 
Marshes and River Darent Flood Barrier 

●		 Urban land deficient in district parks is 
adjacent to the marshes area 

The recommended strategic objectives for the 
two sub-areas that relate to the marshes are 
as follows: 

●		 Include Dartford and Crayford Marshes as 
part of the London Riverside Conservation 
Park, creating one large cross-river Regional 
Park; and 

●		 Promote and enhance the marshland 
character of the Thames floodplain and the 
canal environment in the Thamesmead Link 
(Erith Marsh). 
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2.18 Kent Thameside Green Grid Design 
Strategy and Guidelines (2004) 

The over-arching objective of the Strategy is to 
promote a high quality, well-designed multi-
functional and integrated environmental 
infrastructure of existing and new parks and 
open spaces. This will provide the environmental 
context and settings for new and existing 
communities and their needs for the following, 
which the Managing the Marshes project will 
contribute to: 

●		 Sports 
●		 Leisure 
●		 Recreation 
●		 Culture 
●		 Healthy living 
●		 Education 
●		 Biodiversity 
●		 Tourism 
●		 Flood-risk management and 
●		 The economy. 

The strategy identifies design issues related to 
the Dartford Marshes as follows: 

●		 Fly tipping; 

●		 Poor pedestrian access to and around the 
marshes; 

●		 Inaccessible rights of way; 

●		 Industrial neighbours create a poor 
impression; 

●		 Ecologically sensitive; 

●		 Reuse the existing cobble roads and 
tramlines; 

●		 Design new flood defences to contribute to 
the network of Green Grid infrastructure and 
pedestrian links; and 

●		 Ramps over flood defences. 

The Strategy also raises the following issues in 
relation to the extent of existing greenspace, 
development land, transport infrastructure and 
existing and missing links: 

●		 Lack of continuous path along the 
River Thames; 

●		 Lack of continuous east-west connections 
linking existing and proposed communities to 
the strategic open space network; and 

●		 Too few designated links between parks and 
open spaces. 

The need to formally designate and develop 
some existing open spaces is illustrated in the 
strategy, and Dartford Marshes is given as an 
example of where this should be implemented. 

2.19 Greening the Kent Gateway – 
Statement of Commitment to a North Kent 
Greenspace Initiative (2005) 

The North Kent Greenspace Initiative should be 
seen as delivering part of the Greening the 
Gateway Agenda as it states the commitment to: 

●		 make the area highly valued especially for its 
distinctive, diverse and well-managed 
landscapes, wildlife and accessible cultural 
assets; and 

●		 work to complement and link Green Grid 
projects and make greenspace directly 
accessible from where people live. 

The initiative also reinforces how the area’s finest 
landscapes, protected habitats, cultural and 
heritage assets should be playing a more 
positive and everyday role in the lives of 
communities and in the image of the area, and 
how countryside areas under pressure in the 
urban fringe are in need of proper management. 

2.20 London Cultural Capital Realising the 
potential of a world-class city (2004) 

The GLA’s Cultural Strategy has four key 
objectives focused on excellence, creativity, 
access and value which are all underpinned by 
the principal of diversity. 

Policy 10 reflects the importance of public 
spaces as providing a platform for culture as a 
place where people can meet and interact and 
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states that more can be done to protect and 
enhance London’s other public spaces. Green 
spaces are referred to in the strategy as lungs 
of the city where Londoners can appreciate 
fresh air and enjoy the peace and quiet. One 
of the priorities for the Mayor is to “promote 
the cultural potential of London’s green spaces 
and waterways, promoting greater access to 
these spaces for disabled people, young 
people and children. 

2.21 Visit London the Mayor’s Plan for 
Tourism in London (2002) 

The Mayor’s plan for tourism reinforces the 
theme of making London a ‘green city’ which is 
more attractive and well designed. It recognises 
how tourism can provide exceptional quality of 
life benefits for London’s resident communities 
through leisure opportunities. London’s 
waterways are given as an example in the plan 
of where enhancements to the River Thames 
and London’s other waterways, have delivered 
positive improvements for leisure tourism. 

The plan states how the Mayor is committed to 
supporting the development of a range of 
diverse and distinctive tourism products, and the 
importance of green spaces is reflected in one of 
the plan’s objectives which is to: “Raise the 
standard of the public realm and improve the 
appearance and attractiveness of London’s 
streets and open spaces for the benefit of 
visitors and Londoners alike”. 

2.22 Natural Regeneration – Biodiversity 
conservation in the Thames Gateway 

English Nature, Environment Agency, RSPB and 
the Wildlife Trusts in Thames Gateway are 
working in partnership to provide guidance on 
wildlife in the Thames Gateway. Natural 
Regeneration sets out the principal strategic and 
objectives and policies for a greener gateway 
under linked themes with which Managing the 
Marshes strategy chimes. These are: 

Effective planning: the natural environment must 
be seen as part of essential infrastructure for all 
development, plans for protection and 
enhancement must be integral at all levels, 
opportunities should be identified for significant 
biodiversity enhancements through the planning 
process reflecting national, regional and local 
BAPs and greenspace strategies should take 
account of English Nature’s Accessible Natural 
Greenspace Standards (ANGSt), which should 
be treated as a minimum standard. 

Protection of existing and natural assets: 
internationally, nationally and regionally important 
sites for biodiversity must be protected, the 
integrity of the non-statutory Sites of Nature 
Conservation should be maintained, planning 
and development process must protect BAP 
species and ensure best practice in the 
treatment of legally protected species, 
development should avoid damage to nature 
conservation interest, wildlife value of brownfield 
sites should be evaluated and habitat restoration 

and recreation must be sensitive to the character 
and distinctiveness of the landscape. 

Positive action for biodiversity: habitat creation 
and enhancement opportunities should be 
exploited; habitat fragmentation should be 
reduced; positive management for nature 
conservation should be effected in the 
Metropolitan Greenbelt and urban fringe and 
mechanisms should be established for long term 
management and maintenance. 

3.0 Local Strategies 

3.1 Local Development Frameworks 
(LDFs) 

The two local authorities, Bexley and Dartford, 
are preparing LDFs. At present the local 
plans for those authorities form the context 
for the strategy. 

3.2 London Borough of Bexley Unitary 
Development Plan 

The plan identifies the need to protect and 
enhance the greenbelt. 

The following section identifies those UDP 
policies that are pertinent to the Managing the 
Marshes strategy. In assessing the opportunities 
for the framework plans, these policies have 
been taken into account. 
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ENV23 identifies Areas of Metropolitan 
Importance for Nature Conservation (AMINC) 
where the Council will resist development or 
change that would damage the habitats. Those 
relevant are: 

●		 Crayford Marshes; 

●		 Erith Marshes; 

●		 the River Thames, including its banks, 
foreshore and tidal creeks; 

●		 Lesnes Abbey Woods; 

●		 the River Cray and adjacent lands at Foots 
Cray Meadows, Hales Field, land to the east 
of Bexley recreation ground, Crayford Rough 
and Barnes Cray Pastures. 

ENV24 states that Sites of Borough Importance 
for Nature Conservation will have particular 
regard for the need to protect rare species and 
to protect, restore and enhance habitats. Sites of 
Borough Importance for Nature Conservation 
relevant to this strategy are: 

●		 Crossness Dykes; 

●		 Erith Quarry; 

●		 Danson Park; 

●		 Southmere Park; 

●		 Hall Place (north) to Shenstone Park; 

●		 The River Shuttle and Wyncham Stream; 

●		 Slade Green Triangle; 

●		 Slade Green Recreation Ground; 

●		 Crayford Landfill area. 

ENV26 states that the Council will seek to 
enhance the value of linear routes such as 
riverside footpaths for nature conservation, 
amenity or landscape interest. 

ENV 29 The Council is committed to 
implementing and monitoring a wildlife strategy 
for the Borough. The Managing the Marshes 
project will contribute to this in terms of 
ecological surveys and management plans. 

ENV30 states the Council will extend countryside 
management schemes to preserve and enhance 
accessibility of open spaces in the borough. 

ENV 31 states the Council will seek to 
conserve and enhance the landscape by the 
encouragement of natural vegetation and 
wildlife. Managing the Marshes objectives 
meet this policy. 

ENV33 states that development of land 
adjacent to Sites of Special Scientific Interest 
will be resisted. 

ENV 34 states the Council will prepare and 
implement a Trees and Woodland Strategy and a 
Parks Strategy. 

ENV37 states the Council will encourage 
voluntary and private initiatives for new 
tree planting. 

TAL5 states that the Council will aim to provide 
a range of open spaces so every resident has 
access to a local park, a local natural space 
and a large multi-activity space. 

TAL8 states the Council will seek to improve 
public access to open spaces, the countryside 
and riverside areas, including access for people 
with disabilities. 

TAL9 states the Council will endeavour to 
enhance public footpaths and rights of way to 
make them safer and more attractive to use. 

TAL12 states that the Council will aim to 
maximise riverside area potential for riverside 
walks, providing safety and sensitive areas of 
wildlife are not compromised. The Cray and 
Shuttle Riverways are mentioned as areas where 
new opportunities will be provided. 

The UDP also refers to the strategic importance 
of Thames Gateway for the region and outlines 
the contribution Bexley can make for its part of 
Thames Gateway. Environmental improvement 
measures aimed at improving the image and 
character of areas as well as protecting 
important ecological sites are mentioned. 
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Some of the Thames-side policies that refer 3.3 Bexley’s Biodiversity Action Plan ● Stag Beetle * 
to the wider Thames Gateway area are ● Water Vole * 
also relevant: Bexley BAP summarises those habitats and ● White-letter Hairstreak 

species which are of particular value in Bexley; ● Wild Daffodil 
TS15 states that the Council will promote the either because of rarity, or vulnerability or 
protection of wildlife and the improvement of because Bexley is a particular stronghold for As can be seen, Managing the Marshes has the 
habitats for wildlife on Thames-side including the feature. ability to enhance conditions for the habitats and 
adjacent minor watercourses and dykes. species, which contribute most to Bexley’s 

The BAP has a number of targeted action biodiversity and local distinctiveness. 
TS19 states that the Council will encourage plans for key species and habitats as follows. 
owners and occupiers of Crayford Marshes to Those noted with an asterisk are present in or 3.4 Connecting Londoners with Trees 
act in the best interest of nature conservation as near the marshes; and Woodlands – A Tree and Woodland 
they are allocated as an Area of Metropolitan Strategy for London 
Importance for Nature Conservation supporting a Habitat Action Plans 
diverse wildlife with several rare species. Produced in March 2005 in response to the 

● Allotments London Biodiversity Strategy, the T&W Strategy 
WAS3 applies specifically to Crayford Marshes ● Grazing marsh* is a London-wide framework for the many local 
landfill site and the Council seeks the restoration ● Hedgerows * and city-wide initiatives furthering the goal of tree 
of this landfill site at the earliest opportunity to a ● Lowland heathland and woodland conservation and expansion. The 
use appropriate for Green Belt. The site is ● Parks and open spaces * document puts forward key aims and objectives 
adjacent to Metropolitan Sites of Nature ● Private gardens * for trees and woodlands. Of relevance to 
Conservation at Crayford Marshes and River ● Reedbeds * Managing the Marshes are: 
Darent. Strategic views across the floodplains ● Rivers and standing waters * 
and Green Belt are to be upheld. ● School grounds * The wetlands of Bexley, as are identified 

● Wetlands * 	 important habitats, which the action plan 
● 	 Woodland commits to protecting, together with their 

associated flora and fauna. The proposals for 
Species Action Plans 	 Managing the Marshes contribute to a number 

of the projected targets in the Biodiversity 
● Bats * 	 Action Plan. 
● Black Poplar * 
● Black Redstart 	 Species Action Plans exist for the kingfisher, 
● Kingfisher * 	 bats, newts, water voles, black poplar within the 
● Newts * 	 Bexley BAP. Water voles and other threatened 
● Skylark * 	 species will be protected and habitat created 
● Song Thrush * 	 and enhanced to support them. 
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3.5 Lets get Moving! Increasing Physical 
Activity in Bexley – A Joint Strategy 
(Bexley Council and Bexley NHS Trust) 

There are specific objectives of the Physical 
Activity Strategy that can be delivered in part 
through some of the proposals for Managing the 
Marshes. These are: 

●		 To increase the awareness of the whole of 
the population of the benefits of regular 
physical activity; 

●		 To reduce barriers to participation in physical 
activity, targeting if necessary; 

●		 To provide accessibility and equitably 
distributed resources and facilities for 
physical activity; 

Key findings in the approach for Bexley are 
applicable to the potential to use the 
marshes for aspects of the physical activity 
strategy in Bexley: 

●		 Evidence shows that local community-based 
programmes are effective; 

●		 Work-based programmes promoting physical 
activity can provide benefits for employers 
and employees. 

3.6 Bexley Community Strategy 

The Community Strategy demonstrates how 
important Bexley’s green and open spaces are to 
people. Issue like graffiti and litter are of major 
concern and caring for the environment is a 
major priority. Crime and safety are also of 
importance. Vandalism and anti-social behaviour 
should be tackled. 

Plans and partnerships delivering in this area 
under Community Safety, Environment and Local 
Agenda 21 are identified. 

3.7 Bexley Cultural Strategy 

The Cultural strategy recognises Bexley’s 
richness in terms of natural and built heritage as 
part of its culture. 

The strategy includes elements that are of 
relevance to Managing the Marshes such as: 
caring for the environment, increasing awareness 
of activities to develop participation and 
promoting Bexley’s heritage. 

Specific points in the action plan are to: 

●		 Assist schools plan and deliver the cultural 
curriculum and improve co-ordination of 
schools’ cultural activities; 

●		 Provide a wide range of information on 
keeping fit and healthy lifestyles; 

●		 Work with young offenders on initiatives 
to prevent re-offending; 

●		 Plan, develop and promote diverse 
and balanced leisure use in parks and 
open spaces; 

●		 Promote greater interest and awareness 
and enjoyment of trees and woodlands by 
the public and protect those which provide 
amenity, landscape, nature conservation, 
cultural or historic value; 

●		 Promote the economic and amenity value 
of trees and woodlands in the borough; 

●		 Continue with the restoration of parks; 

●		 Consider the use of planning gain to 
provide community facilities as part of new 
developments in the borough; 

●		 Provide for and encourage the sustainable 
management of existing trees and 
woodlands, both private and publicly owned; 

●		 Manage the existing trees and woodlands 
through best practice for the multiple 
objectives of nature conservation, 
landscape and environmental benefits; 

●		 Provide access to and promote the history 
and heritage of Bexley. 
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3.8 Bexley Parks Strategy 

Surveys indicate that people in Bexley really 
value their green spaces. The Parks Strategy 
sets clear publicly consulted objectives for parks 
and open spaces over a five-year period. The 
strategy is defined by eight key aims each of 
which reflects a principle or standard of public 
service, which Bexley commits to parks and 
open spaces. They are: education, relevance, 
customer care, environment, diversity, 
community, development and quality. 

In response to public consultation, Bexley’s 
Parks Strategy includes clear commitment to: 

●		 Keeping heritage landscapes; 

●		 Sports provision; 

●		 Open consultation about development 
and change; 

●		 Wildlife protection; 

●		 Community involvement in managing parks 
and open spaces; 

●		 Dealing with issues like litter, dog mess and 
vandalism; 

●		 Improved visitor attractions, visitor 
information and events. 

The Managing the Marshes strategy will deliver 
contributions to all of the above commitments. 

The Parks Strategy is itself a cross-cutting 
strategy linking clearly with corporate goals and 
with strategies for Regeneration, Culture, 
Health, Education and Community as well as 
the Bexley BAP. 

3.9 Local Transport Plan – Draft Local 
Implementation Plan (LIP) 2005/5 – 
2010/11 and Borough Spending Plan 
(BSP) 

The Local Implementation Plan (LIP) is required 
to be prepared by each London borough under 
the Greater London Authority Act 1999. Its 
purpose is to put forward the policy context and 
proposals of the borough for the implementation 
of the Mayor of London’s Transport Strategy 
(MTS) in its area. 

As recognised in the Mayor’s Transport Strategy 
(MTS), car use dominates in outer London. Car 
ownership in Bexley is relatively high compared 
to other London boroughs. This is partly due to 
the inadequate public transport infrastructure 
that often fails to provide a viable alternative to 
the car. (The car is the main mode of transport 
for getting to work). 

The Council’s policies support a positive move 
towards a sustainable transport system. The 
policies have supported investment in public 
transport, walking and cycling to increase the 
attractiveness of sustainable transport and to 
reduce reliance on the private car. 

The Council seeks improvements to public 
transport in order to improve access to 
employment, leisure facilities and services within 
the borough and the region. On the borough’s 
roads the safety and amenity of road users, 
particularly, pedestrians and cyclists are being 
considered as well as the issues of traffic 
management. The key areas relating to 
sustainability where the links to the marshes are 
relevant are: 

●		 Encouraging walking: The Council has a 
three-year work programme of traffic 
schemes, which includes the provision of 
pedestrian crossings. A significant part of the 
highway maintenance budget is spent on 
footways improvement. The Safer Routes to 
School and local safety scheme programmes 
also contribute to improving walking facilities. 

●		 Encouraging cycling: The Council has been 
participating in the London Cycle Network 
(LCN+) project and has proposed further 
schemes under this partnership. Cycle use is 
to be further encouraged by providing routes 
and facilities to reach key destinations in the 
borough and to link housing and employment 
areas. Links between Belvedere and 
Thamesmead are proposed and costed. 

●		 Town centre improvements: Improvements 
for cyclist and pedestrians are proposed in 
Belvedere, Crayford and for a Belvedere to 
Erith access. These include streetscape 
improvements, street lighting, accessibility 
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improvements, signage, cycleways and 3.11 Regeneration Framework for Bexley The Public Realm Strategy of the framework 
cycle parks. 2005 – 2016 (Consultation Draft consists of four elements of which one is 

January 2005) Ecology. This section states how an improved 
3.10 Bexley’s Local Agenda 21 ecological system is a key element of the public 

The vision for Bexley’s regeneration is set out in space network and can be achieved through a 
Bexley’s Local Agenda 21 sets out how the “Our Vision for Bexley”. series of phased strategies. Erith Marshes is 
Council, in partnership with the community will considered as part of the first stage actions to 
deliver sustainable development and improved There are borough-wide strategic objectives achieve rapid improvement in the area. 
“quality of life” for residents. The action areas that are of relevance to the proposals for the 
where the Managing the Marshes Strategy will marshes. These include education, skills and Summary points of the framework which the 
contribute are: aspirations, employment and economic Managing the Mashes project can contribute to 

development, planning for housing growth, are the poor pedestrian and cycle route network 
● Ensure environmentally effective use of the natural and built environment, revitalisation and and the potential of ecology to contribute to the 

built and natural environment; renewal of town centres, social and community quality of public amenities, biodiversity, 
regeneration and equalities in health, leisure sustainable drainage and working environment. 

● Protection and enhancement of natural and culture. 
habitats and the borough’s biodiversity; 

3.12 Belvedere Development Framework 
● Encourage sustainable transport and an (May 2005) 

integrated transport network; 
The framework recognises that Belvedere 

● Promote environmental education in schools Employment Area (BEA) is extremely limited in 
and raise awareness in sustainability issues terms of wildlife areas with the following 
amongst local community; observations being made: 

● Improve the quality of life for Bexley residents ● Consultation with environmental stakeholders 
(includes reducing crime, improving safety etc); has indicated that improvements to the 

available habitat can support important local 
● Deliver an increasingly sustainable local species such as water voles; and 

environment through partnership and 
participation with businesses, voluntary ● The water bodies have the potential to 
bodies, local organisations etc; become a great asset to the BEA, and can if 

maintained, contribute towards the overall 
● Develop and promote healthy lifestyles ecological system and quality of public 

through partnership. amenity and working environment. 
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3.13 Erith Vision for the Future (2005) Policy C14 states Dartford Marshes are 3.14 Waterfronts and Waterways in Kent 
designated a site of nature conservation interest. Thameside (2006) 

The framework and regeneration strategy for This policy prohibits development which would 
Erith as reflected in this document refers to have a negative impact on it’s nature This study addresses concerns that not enough 
Crayford and Rainham Marshes as areas of conservation value. is being made of the Thames Waterfront and 
open space which are “currently under valued that no special place or destination is evident in 
and under used”. Erith’s proximity to the river Policy C15 identifies Dartford Marshes to the the current plans for its development. 
and marshes is identified as having potential to west of Long Reach Sewage Treatment Works as 
become the centre of leisure activity within the a proposed LNR. The “Managing the Marshes” The study made an assessment of specific 
region as it is strategically positioned within a initiative is stated in the plan as offering the Dartford proposals, which included reference to 
vast open park. opportunity to move towards formally designating Dartford Marshes. The assessment stated that 

Dartford Marshes as a nature reserve. the nature conservation value of Dartford 
3.14 Dartford Borough Local Plan Review Marshes with its significance for biodiversity is 

One of the Local Plan’s aims for the River noted along with the potential of the marsh to 
Strategic principles of the plan are to establish a Thames is to maximise the opportunities for provide a major open space within the Green 
Green Grid of inter-connected open space with environmental improvement along the waterfront Grid, linking old and new communities. This is 
landscape, recreational and ecological roles and leisure and recreation. This is reinforced in consistent with Dartford Borough Council’s vision 
together with conserving and protecting the policy RT3 which states that proposals will be to protect and enhance the ecological value and 
borough’s areas of nature conservation interest. permitted if they enhance the accessibility of the open character of Dartford Marshes, with green 

River Thames and if they help to realise its links to adjoining development at The Bridge. 
The following local plan policies relate to the potential for leisure and recreation. However, the The Council’s statutory planning policies also 
Managing the Marshes strategy and have been proposals should not conflict with nature support this aim. 
taken into account: conservation interests, especially those related to 

Dartford Marshes. 3.15 Crucial improvements to River 
Policy LRT16 states that the Council will permit Darent (Dartford Borough Council) 
proposals to improve and extend the footpath, Policy RT4 states that public access to the 
cycleway and bridleway network in the Darent riverside will be promoted through the protection The Environment Agency in partnership with 
Valley and beside the River Thames if they are of existing rights of way and the provision of new Dartford Borough Council is leading the way on 
integrated with existing routes and do not harm footpaths, bridleways and cycleways, including the major improvements, which started in 
nature conservation interests. Green Grid connections. January 2006, and will see the River Darent de

silted, benefiting both the river flow and wildlife. 
Policy DD5 states that key components of the Policy RT5 states that planning permission will 
Green Grid network which includes the Dartford not be granted for any riverside development 
Marshes will be safeguarded and where that would be liable to harm nature conservation 
appropriate the amenity value of these areas interest along the River Thames. 
should be enhanced. 
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Appendix 5.1 Issues, Constraints and Opportunities
 
 

Community Engagement 

●		 Existing Links at Crayford/Dartford (Slade 
Green Forum, Temple Hill group) 

●		 Housing Providers to be engaged in process 

●		 Events already taking place (Marsh Madness) 

●		 Landowners Forum for Dartford works well – 
could be extended to cover Crayford? 

●		 Community concerns re flood risk – but 
community acceptance (in Slade Green) of a 
natural solution to flood defences? 

●		 Erith Yacht Club already active in local 
community 

●		 Access and management plans being 
implemented 

●		 Darent Industrial Estate owners/occupiers to 
be engaged in process 

Health 

●		 Need to understand key health issues in 
Slade Green, Temple Hill, Erith marsh areas 
(consult Primary Care Trusts) 

●		 Opportunities for Green Gym/Walking 
Prescriptions 

●		 Horse-riding and Cycling for health 

●		 Need for secure and attractive links to long-
distance trails 

●		 Air Quality – are there existing concerns? 

Education and Learning 

●		 Viewpoints as Learning Centres 

●		 Built and Natural Assets demonstrate the 
infrastructure needed to maintain a 
“world city” 

●		 Special Interest learning opportunities in 
Conservation, Land Management 

●		 Opportunity to involve teenagers in design 
of hard landscapes 

●		 Visitor Centre at Howbury Farm (associated 
with SRFI proposal s106 obligation) – could 
incorporate environmental classroom 

Recreation (Land-based) 

●		 Strong demand for equestrianism (likely 
to increase?) 

●		 Official and unofficial areas for motorbike 
scrambling exist 

●		 Part of the “sense of place” is associated 
with wildness/danger/feeling of edginess. 
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●		 Cycling opportunities (local and long-
distance connections) 

●		 Demand for angling & potential for 
new waterbody 

●		 Marshes are used by locals and visitors 

Access & Movement 

●		 Few established rights of way 

●		 Nil car parking 

●		 Signposting/waymarking minimal 

●		 Potential link across R. Darent for 
cycle/pedestrian has been scoped 
and costed 

●		 Potential for bridleway to date untested? 

●		 Need to link “The Bridge” (new mixed-use 
development in Dartford at Joyce Green 
Hospital site) to the Marshes 

●		 Long-distance Thames Path (City to Sea) & 
links to it/from it. 

●		 Possible Link across Thames to Rainham 
Marsh/Inner Marshes Conservation Park by 
ferry/cable car? 

●		 Boardwalks can create a sense of moving 
through a special & vulnerable landscape 
(different experience to paths) 

●		 Need to link to viewpoints 

●		 Need to create a sense of arrival/vista/ 
experience when first encountering 
the Thames 

●		 Need for circular walks on all three marshes 

●		 Possible conflicts over access to 
contaminated areas (e.g. fireworks site) 

●		 Possible conflict over access to ecology 
areas (reedbeds/grazing marshes) 

●		 Erith – Eastern Way a strong barrier between 
community and marsh 

●		 Disability Discrimination Act & design of 
barriers to prevent anti-social behaviour 

●		 Need for design guidelines re surfaces, 
furniture, signs, fences, gateways etc 

Tourism 

●		 Views of dramatic built infrastructure forms 
part of destination 

●		 Views of Thames are key to destination 

●		 Explore feasibility of cross-river links to East 
London Conservation Park at Rainham (e.g. 
by ferry/bridge/cable-car)? 

●		 Kent “Regional Park” – need to see where 
Marshes fit with this 

●		 Thames Path (City to Sea) 

●		 Cycle hire/Equestrianism/Angling businesses 

●		 A place for “dangerous” activity? 
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●		 Masterplan cannot prescribe completely 
what might emerge – need to allow 
space for evolution of locally-derived 
commercial enterprise 

●		 Piers and jetties into River Thames could 
be destinations 

●		 Erith Yacht Club (at Crayford) already a local 
destination – potential for uplift? 

Waterspace activity 

●		 Navigability of the Darent & high-tide marina 
proposed for Dartford Town Centre – need to 
allow for boat movement if cycle bridge built 
over Darent 

●		 Piers and Jetties into Thames could provide 
base for leisure use of Thames? 

●		 Erith Yacht Club at Slade Green – potential 
for co-operation in future development of 
their activity for local benefit? (Already 
good relations) 

●		 Possibility of ferry to Rainham Marshes from 
Crayford/Dartford? 

●		 Possibility of reinstating Ford’s Ferry from 
near Erith? 

River Thames 

●		 Need to re-connect communities to the River 

●		 Need to provide new views and new 
experiences of a “world river” 

●		 Does Thames Water Quality affect 
masterplan? Does it merit intervention 
through masterplan? 

●		 Is tidal flood storage required/beneficial? How 
much/where? 

Economics 

●		 University Way and Eastern Way are key 
investment gateways – need to create a 
high-class landscape 

●		 Erith Development Framework – need to 
frame the setting of major new development 

●		 Opportunity to create attractive setting for 
SRFI (and for SRFI to add distinctiveness 
to landscape) 

●		 Tourism business opportunities 

●		 Gravel extraction leading to new water-based 
recreational opportunities (and flood storage?) 

●		 Training and Employment opportunities 
associated with new landscape works 
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Bridges and Buildings (design) 

●		 Unique character of massive infrastructure 
within and near the marshes (flood barrier, 
Crossness, Dartford Bridge, chimneys) 

●		 Value of iconic structures in maintaining the 
sustainability of a place 

●		 Key views are critical 

●		 Opportunities to create/influence new iconic 
structures at SRFI/Darent cyclebridge 
crossing, Darent Flood Barrier re-construction 

Landscape distinctiveness 

●		 Currently very little visual or physical 
interaction with water 

●		 Limited diversity of habitats creates monotony 

●		 Monotony and wilderness are part of marsh 
character distinctiveness 

●		 Need to balance distinctiveness vs. 
attractiveness (e.g. reedbeds are attractive 
and ecologically valuable) 

●		 Historic features visible as vestiges/relicts 
(e.g. tramway, pill boxes) 

●		 Functional features of the landscape e.g. 
levees could be treated to become attractors 

●		 Need for some boundary edge conditions to 
be improved 

●		 Need for screening/assimilation of Darent 
Industrial Estate 

●		 Need for distinctive gateways to Dartford, 
Bexley, Slade Green, Belvedere on 
arterial roads 

●		 Need to retain long views within marshes with 
little infrastructure to disrupt internal views 

Heritage 

●		 Very diverse legacy of continuous occupation 
(e.g. Howbury Farm moat, WWII pillboxes, 
smallpox hospital, flood defences, flood 
barriers, fireworks factory, field patterns.) 

●		 No co-ordinated database of heritage interest 

●		 No interpretation at the moment 
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Land management 

●		 Marsh Management Plans and Water Level 
Management Plans already drafted for 
each marsh 

●		 Ditch management good-practice already 
trialled successfully on Crayford 

●		 Possibility of City Farm/Allotment/Urban 
green at Howbury Farm (Slade Green) 

●		 High demand for horse grazing – is this 
compatible with habitat targets? 

●		 Need for governance/strategic direction 

●		 Landowners Forum at Dartford and single 
major ownerships at Erith and Crayford 
suggest governance arrangements for 
integrated management would be feasible 
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●		 Need for wardening to reduce effect of anti
social behaviour on land management 

●		 Erith Yacht Club already active 

Habitat & Species Action Plans 

●		 Water vole stronghold 

●		 Water level rises could be managed for 
beneficial effect to keep marshes wet 
for longer 

●		 Potential SSSI designation on part of 
Dartford Marshes 

●		 Need for agreement on what habitat 
types would bring optimal mix for 
biodiversity/accessibility/recreation/ 
sustainable land management 

●		 Potential conflicts between biodiversity and 
recreation/access improvements 

●		 Links to Rainham Marsh habitat 
improvements 

●		 Private landownerships could constrain 
habitat management 

●		 Wildlife could be a major draw for visitors 

●		 Education value 

●		 Contribution to improved landscape character 
and setting e.g. reedbeds, black poplar and 
wetlands visible from University Way would 
improve gateway. 

●		 Invasive species (knotweed in terrestrial areas 
and stonecrop in ditches) are concerns 

Flood risk & Climate Change 

●		 Water Level management proposals could 
improve flood storage? 

●		 Opportunity to improve summer lowflow 
dryness through harvesting water from SRFI 

●		 Darent Industrial Estate will eventually require 
a review of the economic viability of 
maintaining flood defences 

●		 Tidal levees along Thames and Darent – 
removal/drawback might improve tidal 
storage (but would it reduce fluvial storage) – 
review of options needed 

●		 Fluvial flood risk management – widening 
banks - reduces valuable grazing marsh 
habitat 

Envirocrime & Anti-social behaviour 

●		 Flytipping on Ray Lamb Way, Water Lane 
and elsewhere 

●		 Successful prosecution has slowed rate of 
tipping – may be a model for future 
wardening & enforcement 

●		 Damage to flood defences from erosion 
from motorbikes 

●		 How to encourage respect and natural 
surveillance? 

●		 Short-term vs Long-term – in short term, will 
a warden/fines improve situation with long
term aim of respect and natural surveillance 
reducing need for wardening 

●		 Need for robust detailing of paths, signs etc 
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Appendix 6.1 Crayford/Dartford Zoning Plan
 
 
The zoning plan for Crayford and Dartford is on 
the next page. 

The “Manage as grazing marsh and other BAP 
habitats, with limited pubic access” category has 
three numbered areas that are described in more 
detail as follows: 

Manage as grazing marsh and other BAP 
habitats with limited public access: 

1. Crayford: majority is under single ownership 
and subject to a management plan, which is 
part of a S106 agreement to enhance grazing 
marsh habitat. 

2. Dartford north of Bob Dunn Way: under 
multiple ownership, to be managed to protect 
and enhance grazing marsh, promote 
biodiversity including addition of wetland 
habitats (where not to the detriment of 
grazing marsh) to assist flood management; 
all in harmony with recreational, heritage and 
educational uses (appropriate for greenbelt 
designation) that provide access for visitors 
and community use in line with habitat status. 

3. Dartford south of Bob Dunn Way: under 
single ownership, subject of planning 
permission for future employment extension 
that would require design and management 
of non-built areas to support, promote and 
enhance grazing marsh and wetland habitats. 
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Appendix 6.2 Project List
 
 

Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

Bob Dunn Way Assess and implement opportunities for screening 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 C/D DBC, LBB, Kent Liaison with Highways works, needs careful co- M/L 
Corridor environmental views, planting, cycletrack integration on this County Council ordination and design, funding, landowner agreement, 
upgrading and important gateway route. Assess feasibility for Highways Department, planting proposal need to be consistent with adjacent 
cycleway and footpath cantilevered footpath cycleway across River Darent, consultants habitats, baseline ecological data required and 
upgrade implement scheme. ongoing monitoring. 

Build ditch bridges, Building of simple new crossing places over existing and 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, Identifying the right location, landowner agreement and S,M,L Yes 
ditch management, new ditches to provide public access in areas zoned for Environment Agency, funding. Requires landowner agreement, and funding 
ditch re-profiling and such and adding bed-check-weirs to ditches for water landowners, Thames already underway in places, so extending with same 
new ditches management. Need for water management for habitat Water, Groundwork, landowners will not present high risk. Base on eclolgical 

enhancement and grazing marsh restoration, assists volunteers surveys and grazing assessment. 
access points to ditches for grazing animals. 

Darent Bridge Design and build a footpath/cycle bridge over the River 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 C/D+E Bexley/Dartford Location assessment needs further discussion and M 
implementation: Darent. Expand work by LBB on cycle/footbridge study Councils, Environment consideration of bridge location and whether this can 
feasibility, assessment, and DBC on waterways. Assess ecological and visual Agency, consultants be accommodated in current barrier position, visual 
design and impact of bridge and impact associated with and ecological assessment. Funding and design (low 
construction engineering works of buried sheet piles Environment key or iconic). 

Agency. Consider incorporating crossing within Darent 
barrier as well. 

Erith Marsh Link, Feasibility and building underpass or over ground 2, 5, 6, 7 E TfL, LBB, consultants Prioritising, liaison and funding M/L 
under or over Eastern connection between Northern and Southern Marshes, 
Way in conjunction with work to rectify subsidence of 

Eastern Way. 

Footpaths: improve Resurfacing, edging, new paths etc review of options to 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, Easy to progress, simple footpath improvements, S,M,L 
existing footpaths, upgrade and widen use, ensure design guidelines cover Groundwork management to be agreed. Landowner concerns over 
improve/create access different footpath situations, maintain new paths, and increased anti social behaviour with increased access. 
routes to Thames implement as feasible. Investigate opportunities to Agreements with landowners regarding maintenance, 
Path/Green Chain increase access routes outside existing designated and issues of anti social behaviour to be addressed at 
Walk, upgrade routes paths and circular routes on marshes. review stage. 
for accessibility and 
cycleways and build 
new footpaths 
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Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

Joyce Green Hospital 
Site design layout and 
enhancing links to The 
Bridge Housing, 
including 
contamination 
investigation. 

Assess site for potential for public access, interpretation, 
water bodies and recreation facilities to contribute to 
greenspace for activities adjacent to new housing 
development. Contamination study required first. Work 
with The Bridge designers to ensure footpath 
connections and linkages from the housing development 
are in appropriate locations in terms of ecological 
sensitivities, enhance these linkages, identify buffer 
zones, find practical solutions for wildlife impact from 
increased people and domestic animal pressures. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 D DBC, Groundwork, 
consultants 

Resolve long term management. 
Needs close liaison with The Bridge designers. 
Masterplan required. 
Contamination remediation costs may preclude some 
uses, but potential to become greenspace. 

S,M Yes 

Joyce Green Tramway Initial investigation to establish if cobbles exist for route, 
followed by restoration and interpretation work. 

1, 2, 5, 6, 8 D DBC, Groundwork Alignment needs to fit with open space and access 
design for "The Bridge" housing development. 

S Yes 

Landscape Robust additional outdoor furniture provision for users of 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, GLA, Complicated liaison with parties responsible for delivery M/L 
implementation the marshes, first worked up in more detail from the Groundwork, and need to take on board concerns of managers where 
projects: outdoor design palette for landscape detailing on projects into landowners, appropriate. Subject to landowner agreement and only 
furniture - seating, design guidelines. Ground modelling, to create vantage consultants, volunteers when landfilling operations are completed for viewpoint 
picnic tables, land point across marsh and to Darent barrier in position on landfill. Need to agree locations and design approach 
modelling and where public access can be granted. Viewpoint ground to improve consistency of materials. 
construction of modelling, steps, ramps and equipment (seating, tables, 
viewpoints, design telescope, viewboard), all in accordance with design 
guidelines for all guidelines, appropriate for marsh landscape. 
landscape 
construction elements 

Railway Crossing Provide a pedestrian link between communities and Erith 1, 2, 3, 6, E LBB, GLA,TfL, Funding, feasibility and relationship to future plans to M 
between Abbey Wood Marsh, to provide 10 minute walk to marshes and Groundwork, relocate Belvedere Station. 
and Belvedere Stations creating a significant Green Grid linkage. consultants 

Tilfen Land south east Implementation of appropriate access and recreation 1, 2, 6, 8 E LBB, Groundwork Funding, landowner agreement, appropriate zoning for S,M Yes 
part of Erith Marshes, facilities. Ecological assessment of the land where some ecological sensitivities and recreational use. 
recreation facilities recreation activities take place and feasibility of use of 

part for recreation. 
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Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

Traffic - Car parks 
construction, new bus 
stops and alternative 
transport access. 

Low key, small carparks - need to assess for coach 
parking for education visits. Recognise that public 
transport options are not good and in the short term 
car parks are required also for coaches for school 
trips. Needs to be underpinned by a full public 
transport study to assess public transport access to 
marshes and ferry /water taxi feasibility study. Bus 
stop locations to be reviewed. 

1, 2, 3, 7,8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, GLA, TfL, 
Groundwork, 
consultants 

Land costs, not part of longer term view of sustainable 
access. Objections on the grounds of sustainability and 
also landowner agreement needed. Local authorities will 
need to consider metering. 

The study will involve complicated liaison with all 
parties. A tight and action-oriented brief ensuring 
deliverable actions emerge is required with funding. 

M Yes 

Water bodies in 
activity area and 
associated 
hydrological studies 

Assess feasibility, after contaminated land assessments 
have determined if areas are viable for water bodies 
and more detailed ecological assessment of areas. 
Masterplanning, excavation, extraction where 
appropriate, restoration, stocking of fishing lake, 
boating hire equipment, lake edge treatments. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 D DBC, other 
landowners, 
Environment Agency, 
Groundwork, 
consultants 

May only be achievable if mineral extraction is cost 
effective, need to demonstrate no negative impact on 
existing nature conservation interest. Might also be 
linked to gravel extraction. 

L 

INFRASTRUCTURE BACKGROUND 

Implementation 
projects background: 
Income generating 
potential 

Study to assess the components of the strategy 
and to advise on what and how much income can 
be generated. 

1, 3, 5, 7, 8 C/D, E GLA, DBC, LBB, 
consultants 

Certain aspects will be difficult to determine as land-
uses are not allocated. Will need to follow on after some 
of the feasibility studies e.g. for noisy sports provision. 

M/L 

Implementation 
projects background: 
Land Registry Search 

Landownership details need updating, then approaches 
made to engage with those landowners not already part 
of the process, using launch document. 

All C/D, E DBC, LBB, 
Groundwork, 
consultants 

Landowner engagement is an important part of 
the process. 

S,M,L Yes 

Implementation 
projects background: 
Masterplans 

Areas that are to incorporate changes, additional 
elements etc will require masterplans that are informed 
by the Edge Conditions Study and that take on 
stakeholder engagement especially liaison with 
landowners as the first step in the design process. 
Masterplans for sub-areas will need to inform an overall 
strategy and there will need to be an allocation to 
progress an overall strategic plan. 

All C/D, E DBC, LBB, GLA, Green 
Grid Officers, 
Groundwork, 
consultants 

Different areas will come forward at different times, 
planning decisions on adjacent sites can have an 
impact, needs to be part of a holistic approach that is 
taking on board the themes and objectives of the 
Strategy and keeping abreast of other projects and 
management arrangements. 

S/M 

Implementation 
projects background: 
Noisy Sport Demand 
Study 

Assess demand and existing facilities for noisy sports 
currently accommodated on the marshes and assess 
alternative sites. 

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 D DBC lead, but with 
LBB, consultants 

Need to look wider than just Dartford, assess Bexley and 
possibly adjacent boroughs? 

M 
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Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

GOVERNANCE 

Governance Set up the overall structure for ongoing development of 
the Strategy and links with River Cray. Needs to be 
clarity about how landowners, public, special interest 
groups etc can engage and create routes for Member 
involvement. Environment Agency, Natural England, 
Wildlife Trusts, to engage in role definition, GLA, LDA, 
TGLP to contribute to ensure no duplication in East 
London Green Grid governance structure. 

All C/D, E Bexley Council, 
Dartford Council, 
Green Grid officers, 
GLA, Groundwork 
(Secretariat) 

Commitment to progress, needs resources of Officer 
and Member time. Complexities of how it fits with East 
London and North Kent Green Grids, long term 
management, landowner engagement all need resolving. 

S/M 

Governance 
Managing the 
Marshes (Bexley 
Operations Group) 

Continue the meetings to discuss project 
implementation. Review composition. 

All C, E LBB, Green Grid 
Officers, Groundwork 
SEL 

Ongoing mechanism for delivering survey, habitat 
improvements, footpath and signage improvements and 
funding applications. Not a planning vehicle. 

S/M/L 

Governance 
Managing the 
Marshes (Dartford) 

Continue the current arrangements, with all landowners 
invited - composition should form part of review as 
Member involvement also desired, need to have parallel 
landowner engagement for Bexley. 

All D DBC, Environment 
Agency, Groundwork 
KT, Green Grid Officer, 
KWT, landowners 

Ongoing mechanism for delivering survey, habitat 
improvements, footpath and signage improvements and 
funding applications. Not a planning vehicle. 

S 

Governance: Planning 
mechanisms, LDF 

Decide how the Strategy is used for the local authority 
LDFs and the review of the London Plan and sub 
regional development frameworks/opportunity areas. 

All C/D, E DBC, LBB, GLA, Communication will be important within the local 
authorities. 

S/M 

Inner Marshes 
Conservation Park 
Liaison 

Approach relevant local authorities, RSPB, Natural 
England for initial discussions about how the concept of 
the conservation park should be progressed. 

2, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, GLA Adds more liaison requirements and potential for 
confusion – BUT potential gain for both sides of the 
Thames – start at high level and ensure member 
support in place. 

S/M/L 

Programme 
Management, 
including Monitoring 
Programme 

Funding applications, financial management, co
ordination of partnership approach, ensuring momentum 
is kept going, set targets, write monitoring plan and 
undertake ongoing monitoring against agreed targets 
(ecological, visitors etc). 

All C/D, E DBC, LBB, GLA, Green 
Grid Delivery Unit, 
Groundwork, 
consultants 

Complexities of taking a single approach for 
Crayford/Dartford working with administrative 
boundaries, accessing funding, not losing momentum. 

S,M,L 
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Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

ENVIRONMENTAL UPGRADING 

Darent Industrial 
Estate - Environmental 
upgrading, including 
dredging contract 

Requires assessment of opportunities and threats and 
must involve liaison with industrialists, to establish if any 
interest. Remove contamination sediments from 
industrial estate. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 C LBB, Environment 
Agency, Landowners 
and occupiers, 
Groundwork, 
consultants 

Not a priority for all the industrialists and difficult to co
ordinate all. However detailed project plan done and 
commitment from Environment Agency. 

L 

Environmental 
Improvements, 
including Edge 
Condition Study and 
design guidelines 

Reduce flytipping, install gates, review boundary 
treatments etc as required, upgrade boundary fences, 
planting etc, plus generally improve appearance of 
adjoining industrial land uses. Audit of land uses and 
edge conditions round the marshes. Incorporate 
proposals where they exist for development sites. 
Prepare design guidance for future development that 
borders on the marshes. To be undertaken in 
conjunction with design guidelines for the marshes. 

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, GLA, 
Groundwork, 
landowners, 
consultants, 
Thames21 River 
Keeper Project, 
volunteers, BTCV 

Landowner agreements needed, but some is local 
authority. Complex to get into planning system. 

S Yes 

Fireworks Factory 
development; 
contamination study, 
future uses study 

Develop land for appropriate community or research 
use. Further investigation required and remediation 
strategy to be worked up. Potential for university 
development no longer being considered, landowner 
does not have long term aspirations, needs to link to 
contamination findings and remediation strategy. 
Ecological surveys required and masterplan for 
development. Potential to upgrade linkages and 
enhance biodiversity. 

1, 2, 3, 5, D DBC, Groundwork KT, 
University of 
Greenwich, 
consultants 

Further study to asses contamination hot spots identified 
in existing report. Potential for change dependent on 
cost of remediation and landowner. Potential for 
community/research use if access does not need to be 
too restrictive. 

S, M 

Ray Lamb Way Road 
drainage and 
associated biodiversity 
improvements 

Assessment will be required as best engineering options 
will infringe on grazing marsh. 

1, 2, 3, 5, 8 C Environment Agency Low risk, support from Environment Agency and 
landowner. 

M 

EDUCATION/COMMUNICATION 

Communications 
Strategy 

Co-ordination of material about the Marshes and River 
Cray: written, web-based etc to be used for public 
consultation and to present a united, informative 
approach to information about the marshes. 

1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, GLA, 
Groundwork, liaison 
with stakeholders, 
consultants 

Getting agreement to standardised material will be a 
challenge, if not possible seek to ensure public face is of 
one strong image to avoid confusion. 

S 
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Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

Education programme Expand programme to cover primary, secondary and 
University of the Third Age (U3A). Provide literature for 
National Curriculum and for special interest groups. 
e.g. water vole education resources: implement a 
rolling programme with Deaf clubs, healthy walking 
initiative and the community to develop water vole 
educational resources. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 C/D, E Groundwork, DBC, LBB 
and landowners, local 
schools and education 
colleges, LWT London 
Water Vole Project 
Officer, Kent Wildlife 
Trust Water for Wildlife 

Identified areas where demand e.g. design training 
support for local education departments. 

S Yes 

Officer (when 
appointed) 

Education site Build and install basic facilities required for short term 1, 2, 3, 6, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, Find suitable site and landowner agreement in short S yes 
resources use for education resources - may be replaced longer Groundwork, term. 
implementation based term in visitor centre. First, review requirements for landowners, Design for what may end up being temporary because 
on feasibility study taking children to site, (outdoor classroom, shade, picnic consultants long term aspiration is for visitor centre. Funding. 

tables, toilets etc), identify possible locations, in 
consultation with landowners. 

Environmental 
management 
programme (staff) 

Develop volunteer managers’ programme and support 
paid staff as marsh rangers. 

2, 3, 4, 5, 8 C/D,E LBB, DBC, Wildlife 
Trusts, Environment 
Agency, Groundwork, 
Thames21 River 

Subject to funding for core staff, but community 
enthusiasm evident. 

M Yes 

Keeper, future Friends 
Groups, volunteers 

Signage installation 
and associated 
interpretation. 

Improve and install new signage on the marshes and 
from public transport stops to the marshes, further maps 
and promotion, where required, plus improved access 
points. Install interpretation boards. Use baseline 
ecological surveys to inform signs as well as visitor 
information, leaflets, web site etc. Progress heritage 
baseline work to identify where and what interpretation 
would be beneficial, include allied sites outside marshes 
area -like Joyce Green Cemetery. 

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, Highways, 
Groundwork, 
landowners, 
consultants, Wildlife 
Trusts 

Co-ordinated approach required. Potential for heritage 
funding and potential for community projects. 

S,M 

Training Opportunities for learning skills associated with the land 
and greenspace. Large skills shortage in this area. 

2, 3, 5, 8 C/D, E Groundwork, LBB, 
DBC, CABE, 
landowners, 
Thames21 River 

Need a comprehensive training programme that links to 
real job opportunities - skills shortage for greenspace 
managers is an opportunity. 

M,L 

Keeper, Wildlife Trusts 

Visitor Centre 
Implementation 

Build new or convert visitor centre building(s) and 
include accommodation for wardens. Initially need to 
assess the existing facilities for heritage and ecological 
education and visitor information in Bexley and Dartford 
and assess demand and potential sites. Then review 
existing building’s suitability and availability for use and 
compare with new build. 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, 
landowners, 
Groundwork, 
consultants, volunteers 

Needs strong links with the noisy sports assessment 
and community engagement - cannot be done in 
isolation. Opposing views on the desirability and need 
for visitor centres needs resolving. Opportunity to link to 
adjacent developments via S106. 

M,L 
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Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

Web site maintenance 
and development 

Ongoing support and updating of information 
on website. 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8 C/D, E LBB 
Groundwork 

Funding is the only potential barrier - overarching 
graphics with River Cray are desirable. 

S,M,L 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

Climate Change Response to Thames Estuary 2100 may require 
specific ecological surveys and assessment, and 
public consultation. 

1, 2, 4, 5, 7 C/D, E Environment Agency, 
DBC, LBB, 
Groundwork, Wildlife 
Trusts, Natural 
England, Consultants 

Communication of TE2100 important to long term 
aspirations of marshes. Need for wider scoping study if 
Crayford/Dartford Marsh is considered because of need 
for water vole mitigation. 

S,M,L 

Renewable Energy 
Study 

Suitability for wind turbines, need to check wind 
speeds, proximity of incompatible uses and 
ecological considerations. Suitability for tidal and 
hydro power schemes. 

1, 3 C/D+E GLA, LBB, DBC, 
Environment Agency, 
consultants 

Needs ecological assessment particularly regarding 
birds and port-related constraints. 
Make some initial enquiries from RSPB and PLA. 
Part of future strategy after TE2100 has reported. 

M 

COMMUNITY 

Community 
consultation 
programme 

Co-ordinated approach across administrative boundaries 
and with partners, including climate change, flood risk, 
biodiversity and uses. 

1, 2, 3, 8 C/D, E Groundwork, 
Thames21 River 
Keeper, Wildlife Trusts, 
Environment Agency, 
future Friends Groups 

Low risk. Already ongoing and good support from many 
landowners. Link with Noisy Sport assessment study and 
demand for visitor facilities. 

S,M,L Yes 

Community 
engagement 

Identify projects where local people can use the land 
and learn. Examples are given under Biodiversity 
Monitoring projects. 

1, 2, 3, 8 C/D, E Groundwork, DBC, 
LBB, Thames21 River 
Keeper, Landowners, 
Volunteers, BTCV, 
future Friends Groups, 
Wildlife Trusts 

Extension of existing programme low risk. S,M,L Yes 

Erith Yacht Club 
Community projects 

Opportunities for local community to learn sailing 
techniques and provides a venue for teaching. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 C Erith Yacht Club, LBB, 
Groundwork SEL 

Continuation of local initiatives. S Yes 
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Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

Friends Group(s) Follow on existing community engagement with Dartford 
communities and initiate Friends group. 

2, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB, 
Groundwork, 
landowners 

Opportunities already exist in Erith and Dartford to 
progress - need to have legal and governance aspects 
agreed - important not to give communities aspirations 
beyond what is possible. 

S,M,L 

Wardens and 
Stewardship 

Initiating a programme of stewardship for the marshes, 
which in the short term might include Thames21 River 
Keeper type involvement but in the long term requires 
full time warden presence on the marshes. 

2, 5, 7, 8 C/D, E DBC, LBB 
Groundwork, 
Thames21, River 
Keeper, Wildlife Trusts, 
volunteers, BTCV 

Different long term aspirations, main difficulty will be 
long term funding and liaison with different landowners. 

S,M,L 

BIODIVERSITY 

Biodiversity Strategy Identify and prioritise what surveys and monitoring is 
required, co-ordinate programme across all marshes, 
link to CMS programme. To include survey of (but not 
limited to): aquatic invertebrates, water beetles, reptiles 
and amphibians, water shrew, water vole, harvest 
mouse, dragon fly, small mammal (kestrel and barn owl 
predation), rare plants and fungi. 

1, 2, 4, 5, 7 C/D+E Wildlife Trusts, 
landowners, 
Thames21 River 
Keeper, Groundwork, 
Natural England, 
consultants 

Need landowners’ agreement for site visits. Need to 
prioritise areas where they are most important, needs a 
strong co-ordinated approach across all areas. 

S, M, L Yes 

Biodiversity: Ecological 
Studies, Surveys and 
Monitoring 

Required to confirm baseline in some areas, to input to 
habitat creation and identify areas to prioritise invasive 
species removal. Will be identified in Biodiversity 
Strategy (above). 
Required to monitor enhancement projects and/or 
impacts and to inform TE2100, can be extended to 
become part of volunteer programme. e.g. monitoring 
strategy for water voles and for mink - to include 
training in water vole surveying, use of mink rafts as a 
monitoring tool. Rat and vole study required to look at 
the interactions of rats and water voles and develop 
actions to minimise water vole extinction at local sites. 

1, 2, 4, 5, 7 C/D+E Wildlife Trusts (London 
Water Vole Project 
Officer/KWT Water for 
Wildlife Officer – 
when appointed), 
landowners, 
Groundwork, 
consultants 

Need landowners’ agreement for site visits. 
Need to prioritise areas where surveys are most 
important. Cannot be undertaken at any time of 
year. There are some transects that are part of the 
monitoring project for London – but needs more 
because voles are vulnerable to the presence of rats 
and the threat of mink. Funding would be available 
using EA as matched funding. Scoping study for River 
Cray and marshes already undertaken. Draw on 
experience from River Cray where sites for rat and 
water vole study have been identified. 

S, M, L Yes 

Construction of Hides Build hides where new scrapes have been created in 
areas where public access is permitted, hides will 
provide education opportunities. Baseline ecological 
surveys required. Materials and design to be part of 
landscape design guidelines. 

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 E Thames Water, LBB, 
Groundwork, 
volunteers 

Erith Marsh location(s) and materials to be finalised, 
planning/Environment Agency permission sought, need 
to demonstrate no negative impact on existing nature 
conservation interest. 

S Yes 
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Project Description 
Objectives Met
(See Strategy) Marsh 

Potential 
Delivery Agent Project Viability 

S,M,L, 
Term 

Quick 
Win 

Crossness Nature Hedge planting, water pump, fencing repairs and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 E Thames Water, Funding required, co-ordination and management S Yes 
Reserve improvements upgrading, maintenance machinery. Groundwork, in place already. 

volunteers 

Erith Yacht Club Reedbed habitat creation and enhancement near yacht 
club on Crayford Marsh. Ecological survey and 
monitoring required. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 C Erith Yacht Club, 
London Wildlife Trust, 
Environment Agency, 
Groundwork, 
consultants 

Approvals required, but funding applications 
being progressed. 

S Yes 

Invasive Species Removal of non-native plants that threaten the important 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 C/D+E NW Kent Countryside Must be ongoing and needs funding committed. S,M,L 
Removal BAP habitats and species. Based on ecological surveys Project, Wildlife Trusts 

and requiring ongoing monitoring and ongoing 
programme of removal. 

Management Plans 
including Grazing 
Densities and Impacts 
Study and 
management 
recommendations 

Taking on board existing management plans, reviewing 
content and working with landowners, local authorities 
and Wildlife Trusts to prepare management plans that 
reflect what can be achieved. Use management plans to 
assess grazing densities, location and nature of shelters, 
feeding stations and their effect on nutrient enrichment, 
health and safety of people and animals etc. 

All C/D, E DBC, LBB 
Groundwork, 
Thames21 River 
Keeper, Wildlife Trusts, 
landowners, 
consultants, wardens 
when appointed 

Reaching agreement with landowners for holistic 
approach across Marshes, linking in with negotiated 
management agreements, enforcement, adaptability to 
future changes, need to review frequently say every 
three years. 
Liaison with landowners and graziers, effecting change 
if existing management agreements and densities are 
not generating optimum habitat management and 
animal welfare. 

S,M,L 

Scrub Clearance Scrub clearance will assist the restoration to grazing 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 C/D+E Groundwork, Wildlife Low risk, extension to work being undertaken at S, M, L Yes 
marsh. Needs to be based on ecological surveys and Trusts, volunteers, Dartford already. Requires ongoing commitment and 
requires ongoing monitoring. BTCV baseline surveys. 

Thames Outfall Habitat creation opportunity, consider options and 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 C Environment Agency. Low risk. Management requirements to be determined. S Yes 
clearance and reedbed ongoing management requirements. Requires volunteers, BTCV 
creation ecological assessment. 
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